A NEW AWARENESS

As the realities of science have changed, so our awareness struggles to
:'keep pace. Some spokesmen for science try to pretend, or even to hope,
that a bit more 'public understanding' will bring back some bygone
.times of serene prosperity. Angry young men among scholars are intent
on demystifying all pretensions of science to be anything other than just
ianother game, or business. A public, becoming increasingly concerned
out threats to their well-being, and even more that of their children,
.repeatedly sees official experts exposed on television as determined to
reassure, at all costs. All this is a long way away from the traditional
image of science as being a sort of 'fountain of facts', to which all could
come to collect what they needed for the solution of their problems. In
my earlier book I reviewed all these problems as they appeared at that
lime, and then devoted myself to an analysis of the production of
s'cientific knowledge of the traditional sort. Without such a basis, I felt,
J could not make an effective systematic analysis of what happens to
science when it is deprived of its traditional intellectual structures and
olitical protection. The essays in this section represent my attempts
to formulate a new understanding; at present they are all partial
.. nsights, for the reality is complex and ever-changing. But together
they provide some elements which will necessarily be incorporated into
a:ny new synthesis.
The first essay here records my solving of an intellectual problem
hat had been with me since my undergraduate days. It concerns the
hilosophy of science, which in spite of its academic character is quite
nfluential as an authoritative source for more popular conceptions of
' nee. When I studied this as an undergraduate, it struck me that
at was being described had little relation to 'science' as I was
ning or understanding it. Yet the authors were clearly intelligent
n, committed to some sort of understanding and truth. But what
Years later, through my friendship with the late Imre Lakatos, I
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came to renew the question, and then discovered the answer. Ba
these philosophers (those of the 'logical positivist' school, and th
critics such as Popper) were not so much concerned with what w
scientists do, as with Science as a symbol of the True and with it
Good. The peculiarities of their doctrines, and the character of
debates, then began to come clear. In those terms I could unders
the great debates in philosophy of science of the 1960s, particula
roles of Lakatos and Feyerabend; in them the ideological commit
was explicit. I could then develop the argument through successi
drafts of an essay. But for a long time the philosophy of Thomas
withstood my analysis; and this was a severe weakness since his Wi
been so influential. But when I had the opportunity to lecture at
on this history, at Fudan University (Shanghai) and Wuhan Uni
in China, the final pieces ~f the puzzle fitted together.
More recently my focus has moved from scientists and science t
society in which they function; and the issues of commitment, a
success and failure are also present on this larger scale. In this c
easiest way into the problem is through quality control. In they
since the publication of my book, this has become recognized as
serious problem, both in science and technology. In the former c
there are the well-known scandals of plagiarism, and worse, of c
by sponsoring institutions, mainly in the USA. For the latter, ther
the Japanese challenge; through their focus on industrial quality
control, they have taken the lead, now approaching a commandin
position, in a wide range of.industries. Is there something about
modern Western societies that inhibits the maintenance of quality
control? If so, the cyclical theories of rise and decline of civilizati
first articulated by the Muslim historian Ibn Khaldun, may beco
relevant; then it was luxurious living among the elite classes that 1
a decline in national vigour; now the mild pleasures of consumeris
are available to most, and serve as a model to all. Some might w·
interpret this essay as 'conservative', advocating the reversal of a
which in America is described as going from the work ethic to the
ethic. But I do not think the trend is so simple, and less that it can;
simply reversed. I am concerned to observe and analyse it, so that,
whatever is done about it is not the sort of reaction that only mak
things worse.
The pleasures of consumerism may be mild in comparison to th~
the extravagant luxuries of the rich of yesteryear; but there are no'""
many consumers that their combined impact on the planet threa
all. Participating in a conference on the Gaia Hypothesis provide
with the occasion to reflect on how our science-based powers of d
tion affect our approach to the traditional questions of the philos
of science, or indeed of philosophy in general. Issues that have hith
been explored mainly through the medium of philosophical science
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Ideological Commitments In the Philosophy of Science

even if this philosophy-of-science describes no actual science it tells what

genuine science must be like. Its claims to special and unique status as a

~deological Commitment
1n !he Philosophy of
Science

To outward
appearances the aca d emic
. d'ise1plme
. . of 'th h'l
.
h~s m recent times been an austere and abstract stud e p i osophy of sci
with one major problem, to the near exclusion of all ~·t!ts concerns have
of completed scientific knowledge have bee
'd d ers. The truth-c.
really worthwhile philosophical enquiry ;~onsi ere to be. the only a
ethical problems of research or of a . I' ~ process of discovery, or
relegated to the status of non-probl
pp icabtlons, have traditionally
ems or at est peri h 1
as these other sorts of problems g am
. m
. mterest
.
p era h'l
ones. Even· n
amon
absence of a coherent framework f .d
f
. g p i osophers,
development; while epistemologyo :h;a;h;;rconstru:tlv~ ~tudy inhibits
do;in~tes teaching because it at l;ast provide: ;~t:~ii:~:i:~:t:a:w!:dt,
urt ermore, the sort of science considered worth
.
au
So special, in fact that it might
.
y of study is very spe
philoso h f . ,
.
.
not even exist. The main tradition in
. p ~ o science, mcludmg its variants and critics h b
d
•
considerations of matured 'exact' sciences which
b. ' as e~n . evote
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.
h,
com me quantitative e
0 give t e most assured knowled
h
.
umankmd can attain. Other sorts of d' . I'
,. ge to W
their main assigned task is to find
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that the theoretical end of ph . h b
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ury, an so its own credent
as a stead
recognize~· ~~: :~te mat~~ed ~cience are not beyond criticism. Imre Laka
remarked:
a revea mg ootnote in one of his later papers, wher.e
This. [when
. mo d ern
1 h a· tradition degenerates] seems to be the case in
par
ic
e
P
ysics
or
accordin
t
h'l
t
in the C
h '
g o some p i osophers and physicists eve
open agen school of quantum physics. 2
.
.
However, practitioners
··
and defenders of this phi'losoph'ica 1 t ra d'1t10n
. can ar

sophical enquiry are not therefore dependent on whether its objects of
are precisely reflected in the imperfect world of human experience.
ch a conception of itself is quite legitimate for an academic discipline,
cularly a philosophical enquiry. We do not ask geometers to go about
suring the earth, so we should allow philosophers-of-science a corresding freedom to develop their own autonomous discipline. It is unforthat some people so misinterpret the field as to try to glean insight from3
out the status and methods of confessedly immature descriptive sciences;
that cannot be the responsibility of the philosophers. The philosophical
of showing how assured human knowledge can in principle be obtained in
e sorts of natural science, is one that takes priority over merely practical
erns.
fall the foregoing argument for purity seems as reasonable as I have tried
· ake it, we are well prepared for an historical paradox. This is, that the
ers and most of the main protagonists in the development of twencentury philosophy of science have been deeply committed to causes
ctly involving humanity; and their doctrines of the philosophy of science
e shaped with those broader ends consciously in view. The reason that
ce' in this tradition seems unlike ordinary practice is not because of
ing a purified object of abstract conceptual analysis, but because of its
g a symbol of the Good and the True in a certain ideologically engaged
ition of philosophical polemic. If, as I believe, it is time to move on
nd the insights and scholarly problems of that tradition, we should
reciate its sources of commitment so as to make an accurate and sympatheent of its permanent achievements. Also, we will be better able to
iierstand its particular weaknesses and thereby to remedy them in our own
·dies.

Vienna Circle: Proclaiming the True in Science
e focal point of the coherent tradition of philosophy of science was Vienna,
he 1920s and earlier 1930s. There flourished the Vienna Circle, a grouping
hilosophers and other scholars that included Karl Popper on its periphery.
ile Popper's writings, philosophical and autobiographical, are clear on his
and abiding polhical commitment, the better-known English-language
ngs of the members of the Circle do not overtly depict such an influence.
the connection was there; the school's founder and greatest philosopher,
rtiz Schlick, was assassinated in 1936. And Schlick was truly a martyr; his
a cause that extended back to the Enlightenment of the eighteenth
ury: a struggle against 'dogma and metaphysics' ( the intellectual tools of
.. ionary clerical forces) and the invocation of 'science' as the unique way to
th and human improvement.
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A manifesto issued by the Vienna Circle itself in 1929 makes all
plain.
The increase of metaphysical and theologizing leanings which 8
itself today in many associations and sects, in books and journal
calks and university lectures, seems to be based on the fierce soc
economic struggles of the present: one group of combatants, ho
fast to traditional social forms, cultivates traditional attitudes of
metaphysics and theology whose content has long since been
superseded; while the other group, especially in central Europe,
modern times, rejects these views and takes its stand on the grou
empirical science. This development is connected with that oft
modern process of production which is becoming ever more rig
mechanized and leaves ever less room for metaphysical ideas. It
connected with the disappointment of broad masses of people
attitude to those who preach traditional metaphysical and theofo
doctrines. So it is that in many countries the masses now reject t
doctrines much more consciously than ever before, and along
socialist attitudes tend to lean towards a down-to-earth empirids
In previous times, materialism was the expression of this view;
meanwhile, however, modern empiricism has shed a number of
inadequacies and has taken a strong shape in the scientific world.

conception.
Thus, the scientific world-conception is close to the life of the
present. Certainly it is threatened with hard struggles and hostilit
Nevertheless there are many who do not despair but, in view oft
present sociological situation, look forward with hope to the cou
events to come. Of course not every single adherent of the scient
world-conception will be a fighter. Some, glad of solitude, will I
withdrawn existence on the icy slopes of logic; some may even d
mingling with the masses and regret the 'trivialized' form that th
matters inevitably take on spreading. However, their achievemen
will take a place among the historic developments. We witness t
of the scientific world-conception penetrating in growing measure
forms of personal and public life, in education, upbringing,
architecture, and the shaping of economic and social life accord'
rational principles. The scientific world-conception serves life, an

receives it. 4
In support of this interpretation we have the personal testimony · ·
Norwegian social philosopher Arne Naess. He recalled:
The Vienna Circle was a nucleus of a movement for 'rationality' a
against certain forms of metaphysics which at the time were closel
allied with fascism and national socialism. It had all the missiona
of a movement, and it was touching but also somewhat alarming·t
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h Otto Neurath embrace aloof and aristocratic Polish logicians of
~c phi'losophical affiliations and proclaim, 'We agree! You are one
1ous
· h 'd
If Neurath sensed that one was somehow on the ng
t s1 e, ?ne
1
~dentified as a sort of logical positivist. Protestations were of little
and disagreements were conceiv~d as due only to 'unhappy
· s' (ungliickliche Formulzerungen) and there was always a
rou1auon
edy for that. 5
,
tylistic feature of the Vienna Circle's studies which supports the
1s as
.
h · ··
f
tation of their being prophets in analysts' clothmg. For t e1r v1s1on o
'te deliberately abstracted from the processes of a persop.al
was q Ul
.
.
and historical development; and m this regard they were more
· their demarcations than their great predecessor, Ernst Mach. For
m
· of
n critical studies, as of mechanics, 6 Mach allowed fort he maturmg
line through several phases, the earlier, ~nthropomorphic. ones as
d valid in their own way as those which were appropriate to a
nt an
.
·
h · ·
cted state. The Vienna Circle showed no mterest m sue ongms or
es, being concerned solely with the establishment of the credentials
ents in fully matured sciences.
· this aspect of the Vienna Circle's programme has not been made
nt is a matter beyond my present purposes to explain fully. Let it
hat with the rise of Nazism in central Europe, the surviving members of
ool dispersed to the Anglo-American cultural area. There, the
' 1battles were in a totally different style and on different issues. It was
a
. d
tural for the positive content of the scholarly work to be emphasize
ideological commitments ( themselves severely shaken by the defeat of
Nazi forces) left in discreet obscurity.
they remained, through the lifetimes of the :ounders ~f the school
careers of their pupils. But in the present penod, there 1s a renewed
al relevance to the philosophy of science, related not so much to
against the traditional Right as to attacks from the new Le~t. Hence it
t and illuminating to ~ee how, beneath the dry formahsms of the
positivist writers, there was an intense commitment to a political cause.

r: Rescuing the Good in Science
case of Sir Karl Popper, one of the deepest and most influential
ers of science of our time, the clues to ideological commitment are
in his best-known work. In a classic autobiographical essay, he
how he came to conceive of the criterion of Jalsifiabz'lity in the
tion of genuine science from its spurious imitations. Even allowing for
itable rationalization in the recollection of an event after a lapse of
ur decades, the story has all the intensity and drama of a genuine
Oh experience. 7 Put simply, in 1919 the young Popper was a radical
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student who was inspired by four great thinkers who styled th
'scientists': Karl Marx, Sigmund Freud, Alfred Adler (the e
psychologist) and Albert Einstein. After the defeat of the Centraip
191.8, the V:ay s~emed open f~r the forces of scientific rationalism to.
their goals m society as well as m nature. But things began to go wron •
~nd complications in the political struggle, doubts and confusio!~
mtellectual debate.
Popper bega~ to sense that the pretensions to 'scientific' status (mea
course, embodymg the good and the true) of socialism and psychol
not correct. Yet by the accepted criteria of the time, they were i d
· 'fi1c. A n adherent of Marx or of Freud could display numerousn u
sc1ent1
.
' (very close to the principle of 'verification' that co
t10ns o fh'
t eir theories
w
heart of the Vienna Circle positivism). And Adler relied on the i
evidence of his clinical experience for the development of his theories.
one of the most fateful moments in the philosophical thought of the
occurred when Popper queried one of Adler's instant 'diagnoses,
assured of the psychologist's 'thousand-fold experience' of such cases.
repor~s that he could not help saying 'And with this case, I supp
experience has become thousand-and-one-fold. ' 8 This could be re·
sarcastic little joke; but actually it sends a searchlight beam into th
centre of straightforward inductive reasoning. (It should be recalled t
when statistics are collected in an apparently inductive fashion in a c
scientific experiment, the logic of the exercise, which should be reflec
the techniques, is that of the testing of an hypothesis and not the confi
of an inductive generalization.)
Popper makes one little remark on the background to these incide
calls out for historical investigation. This is, that he and his friends
knew that science is not infallibly true, and that scientists can err;
genuine demarcation of real science from the spurious would ha
independent of truth. Now, where these young radicals could have lear
lesson, is an intriguing and perhaps quite important question; I recom
Popper's story is given added point by his example of astrology, as b
worse, methodologically, than the sciences which he had come to s
Now, this was not an example of an ancient and discredited pseudochosen for its rhetorical effect. With the collapse of traditional auth
central Europe after the defeat of 1918, all sorts of fringe activities flo
wildly. Astrology was prominent among them, and supported self-ap
professors, institutes and learned journals. To such radical intellect
Popper, it could well have been the most vicious of the aberrations, bee
its pretensions to the status of an empirical science. Hence to show tha
criteria of the Vienna Circle, the superstition of astrology could
excluded, was to indicate the intellectual bankruptcy of the school.
· Another implicit criticism in Popper's account concerns the dogma
the would-be sciences of man and society; and this would strike anoth
at positivism's claims to be defeating the traditional enemies of reas
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how the practitioners of such fields, as the followers of Freud and
es
the doctrines in a particularly insidious fashion to protect
use from criticism. The Marxist
· criuca
" l fo h
' deeme d' petty
t P
e arty 1s
Ives
.
·
· d'iagnose d as
. ,, he patient sceptical of Freud ,s mterpretations
1s
OlS' t
•
. . .
tic' and so on. Thus immunized agamst criticism, and f ortl'f1e d
y• neuro
· 'f'1c stud'1es
,
fi'rmations', these essentially speculative, non-sc1ent1
tr con
.
·
h
h'
·
eally pernicious dogmatic pseudo-sciences. We notice t at t 1s
become r
.
.
device is the same as that of traditional theology, which mcludes
reby all dissent is proved to be heresy. (I am grateful to Dr R.
SWh e
h'
er, then at the University of California, Santa Cruz, for t 1s
tion.)
.
.
.
h h d
I reconstruct Popper's problem-s1tuat1on from his text, e a
' ~s up Truth and then found that the positivistic criteria admit
given
,
.
.
perstition and dogma. How to find an example by which real science
rcated from the suspect fields of Marxism and psychology, as well
e d ema
· ·
atent pseudo-sciences? Einstein's bold theory of genera1re1auv1ty,
.morep
. . h
1·
f
ore, his dramatic challenge to the astronomers to test it mt e ec 1pse o
provided that experience. For Einstein had argued mathematically that
Newton had been wrong, on a fundamental point of his system of the
a~nd now he was calmly inviting the scientists to test his claim, to
• whe.ther he was greater than Newton-or himself only the author of
me
f'
.
b
nceived theory. That was real science-not fake con irmauons, ut
njectures ruthlessly put to the test .. Popper conclu~ed that "'.h.at made a
scientific was not that it was verifiable, but that It was falsifiable. But
art of his insight was that what made a man a real scientist and not a
was the moral quality of daring to be shown to be wrong.
:sis a very deep insight into the esse~tials of our science and in~eed o.f ~ur
European civilization. If there 1s any doubt as to Poppers pohucal
itment in its genesis and development, that can be removed by
aintance with his influential works in political philosophy, such as The
.·. Society and Its Enemies a~d The P~verty of His~ori~z~m .. ~h: a:hi:vehad its own cost, reflected 1r1 Poppers use of the fals1fiab1hty prmc1ple
philosophy of science. For Popper was not content to leave it as an
tally ethical principle of genuine scientific behaviour; he needed to
9
it to function as a principle of epistemology and of method. Severe
ms were then encountered, for it turned out to be exceedingly difficult
onstrate how knowledge could increase as a result of applying tests
d to falsify hypotheses: if such a test was successful we gained only the
dge that some particular statement is false; while if it was unsuccessful
ned only that the statement was not yet proved false. As a principle of
, the projection of bold, very general hypotheses is not even a good
ure of the way scientists work. And, as an historic joke of the sort
ntly associated with Einstein, the astronomical observations he
d would not have been admitted by himself as a refutation of his
even if they had gone against it. 10
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The contemporary student derives from Popper's work a sense of
and commitment, unlike in the case of the technical writings of th u
Circle philosophers. It is not made clear what the urgency is precise;
since the scheme of 'science' portrayed there is obviously unlike th y
· ·
· h er t h e or d'mary or t h e great scientists.
But with the hele P
of eit
autobiographical
essay
and
the
political
writings
~ .
.
.
' we can apprec1a
kmship of Popper to the Vienna Circle, both participating in the tradi
central European rationalism, in which 'science' was not so much a p· .t
·
. .
ar
socia1 activity as a Cause. However, we should recall the strong di
be~ween. the~. Whereas t~e. Vienna Circle proclaimed the good n
Science ma thoroughly traditional Enlightenment way, Popper jettiso
True
of science in order to rescue the Good. Post-Popperian philos0
.
science may be seen as a test of whether even this desperate measure
suffic~ for the ideological defence of Science in the later, troubled years
twentieth century.
'
In the history of ideas, time does not run at all smoothly. The m
programme of the Vienna Circle was developed after the revolution in 'a
physics was well under way, and also after the insolubility of the 'foun
crisis' of mathematics had been proved by the most rigorous of mathe
arguments. Hence its confidence in the security and intelligibility of m
exact natural science was betrayed by events even before it became the b
a programme. With Popper, time played other tricks: his insights of
waited some fifteen years before appearing fully in print; and by the
1930s the German-language market for politically liberal philos
science was drying up rapidly. So he spent long years in New ze
preparing his political philosophy, on whose basis he came to London. Q
the later 1950s, nearly forty years after the initial enlightening experien
his philosophy of science begin to affect English-language academic opi
It is a true mark of its quality that it was still fresh and stimulating; th
reign of the Vienna Circle philosophers and their associates and studen
at last being challenged. Popper also had the pleasure of seeing a
develop around himself. But, inevitably, there soon appeared a threat
:md in some respects sinister rival philosophy: that of Thomas S. Kuhn.
response to this engaged him, and even more his brilliant protege
Lakatos, through the 1960s.
·

r

Kuhn: Kicking Open Pandora's Box
Kuhn appeared on the philosophical scene in 1962; he was already recogn
as a brilliant historian of the mathematical and physical sciences. His
The Structure of Scientific Revolutions 12 was an instant success. Altho
some philosophers of science felt that his ideas were incomplete in t
novelty, originality and clarity of expression, there was no denying
popularity of the book or its lasting influence. The enormous influenc
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· due not merely to the depth of his insights. More, he seems to be
's work is
.
e the way it really is and doing so with a mastery that comes
·
ibing sc1enc
•
.
.
ured historical knowledge and reflective personal expenence.
from ma t
h
...
. ·
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h
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•,
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. 1 · I struggles were very muted and science was well on t e way to
re 1deo og1ca
.
.
.
'dl
ing a big business. His account, reachmg Its audience when .a rap1. y
f science and science education had lost most of its earlier
de d worId O
.
.
and commitment reads like the plam unvarmshed truth.
of a dven tur e
• .
.
,
f h' lose relation to a new disenchanted common sense of science,
useo t isc
• . .
.
· 1 significance is more difficult to discern and also more
d eo1og1ca
ating.
b
,
l'
d
.
t Kuhn scientific progress alternates etween norma an
ccord mg o
•
. .
.
·
• phases in which (respectively) scientists make piecemeal
,
.
.
l uuonary hoose between
rival grand systems. By this account, 1t appears
nces, or c
.
.
.
h
'bl H
. nee is boring and revolutionary snence mcompre ensi e. e
norma1sc 1e
,
.
. .
.
.
.
th ds or criteria for helpmg scientists decide m a revolutionary
s no me o
. f .
d' ·
l
ion. Hence the genuine 'progress' of science (so vital or its tra itiona
ical message) becomes impossible to account for, and hence to
g
· both 'revolutionary' and 'normal' science alike. Indeed, Kuhn
antee, 1n
.
. . .
'd
cted on the way that ultimate purposes are implicit m our 1 ea
refle
11
tuay
, ·
'h''
• . 'f'1c 'pr ogress' , and wondered whether we couldn t . dispense wit . it m
·1ent1
of human knowledge J·ust as we have done m the evolution of
.
evo1u t10n
.
. .
,
s.13 With disarming candour, he describes normal scientific work as the
ous and devoted effort to force Nature into the conceptual boxes
l e d ucat10n
. ' . 14
.
ed by pro f ess10na
ving casually dropped the True, he equally lightheartedly dismissed the
of science. In his general account of the argument of his book he
ribes the response of established scientists to the crisis that precedes a
fotion is such unflattering terms as the following:
Normal science, for example, often suppresses fundamental novelties
because they are necessarily subversive of its basic commitments . · ,
when ... the profession can no longer evade anomalies that subvert
the existing tradition of scientific practice-then begin at last the extraordinary investigations that lead the profession at last to a new set of
15
commitments, a new basis for the practice of science.
per did well to entitle his own criticism of Kuhn as 'Normal science and its
'ers' .16
e most striking evidence as tow hat was not worrying Kuhn comes from an
ange of the mid- 1960s, when the mischievous Paul Feyerabend observed
Kuhn's idea of 'normal science' as 'puzzle-solving within paradigms'
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provided no means of distinguishing between scientific research a
activities, even including organized crime. 17 The point of this remark
the association of science with any sort of ethical consideration (eithe
or in methods) was completely obliterated on Kuhn's model. Kuhn's
was simply to remark that he never claimed his model to apply excl
science. 18 And there the matter rested.
Kuhn's work is an illuminating example of the way tn?which a doct
have ideological consequences in near independenc~-' of the cone
·commitments of the author. It could be and was used for a denial of l!.
tive, universal basis of scientific knowledge, for several purposes. On.
hand, it seemed to offer a behaviouristic criterion for the genuine ·
scientific field: one where debate on fundamentals is suppressed, and
proceeds as puzzle-solving within a dogmatic framework. For
scientists in fields of human behaviour, this offered a justification of a
imposed Departmental conformity. But rebellious researchers and re
ary students could utilize the relativity of 'paradigms' to struggle for a
tion of their favoured dogma against the officially sanctioned one. B
of move are destructive of the open dialogue which is the essence of
liberal democracy, of which 'science' had for generations been take
advocates as the great exemplar. Hence for those with any sensitivity·
logy, Kuhn's doctrines were a menace. All his colleagues distinguished
doctrine from Kuhn himself; personally he is rather liberal in his
rather conservative in his philosophy of science, and not at all inter
ideology. Amidst all that central European intensity, he stands ou
American who just described it all the way it seemed to him, and t
amazed at the fuss made about it. Or is he? It is hard to imagine
impact being made on the inherited image of science by some sort of a
Is there more to Kuhn's message than meets the casual reader's eye?
Of course there is, and it shows in the repeated irony, sometim
savage, that appears in odd words and phrases in the text. When he
that a scientific training is more narrow and rigid than any except o
theology, or that the official disciplinary histories of science are like t,
19841 9 we need not assume that the analogies are unintentional.
coherent set of clues is provided at the very beginning of the book, w
compares existing histories to tourist brochures or language texts, by w
have been 'misled in fundamental ways'. 20 These are, briefly, in the
tion that scientific progress is linear and cumulative; and that i
scientific theories are patently absurd. Kuhn seems to have believ
things right through his education, until he helped teach a course £
scientists which involved reviewing old theories like Aristotelian me
phlogistic chemistry and caloric theory of heat. To his 'complete surpr'
exposure to out-of-date scientific theory and practice radically uncle
his basic conceptions.
In a later autobiographical commentary 21 Kuhn actually described_
happened: 'My moment of enlightenment [sic] began in 1947, when
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1
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plain those cases where progress seemed to have occurred at
ve. o ex
.
·
'ng
error the old-time historian's techmque was s1mp1e: to
e of exposl
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b
scientist could have believed that stuff. Kuhn discovered, Y
al
at no re
.
· 'f'1c t h eones,
·
ess of the discarded and discredited
sc1enti
the reasona blen
·
. . .
k
,
he had trustingly imbibed was to some sigmficant extent a pac
h
e 1story
·
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h
·Hence h's
ea. mg. to t e
1 anger , and also hence his extreme reaction,
.
· hes about the 'arbitrariness' of what
: caI flouns
. . is believed
..
.m science at
1
True
of
science
had
been
betrayed
m
Its
falsified
history;
e. The
. and so
d is also compromised. All this is a speculative reconstruction on my
t it at least explains the stylistic features of Kuhn's text and al~o the
ty that made it so readable and so significant for the ideology of soence.

·n

tos: The Dialectical Defence of Reason and Freedom
as ideology that imre L<!.katos read Kuhn's ph~losophy; ~nd fr.om its ~irst
ranee he devoted his main efforts to combatmg both its philosophical
and its political implications. This challenge provided a ren~wed
al focus for Lakatos' work; otherwise he might have been too excl~s1vely
ed with the technical debates between the Popper school and its old
opponents. Because of his tragically early death Lak~tos ac~i~ved
modest bulk of publications; and his various papers are either d1fflc~lt
troversial or both. But by his intensity, brilliance and wit, he kept al~ve
t of fopperian committed philosophy. Through it all, he wa~ qmte
out his own ideological engagements. Indeed, much of the stimulus
port for this present essay of mine was derived from ~im.
·
his student days onwards, Lakatos had been, successively: a me:°ber
ti-Nazi underground; a Communist Party activist; a bureaucr_at m the
·an State cultural app~ratus; a minor victim of the Stalinist purges of
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the early 1950s; a candidate for a treason trial, whose name happe
be reached; a non-rehabilitated (therefore document-less) ex-prison
liberalized Hungary; a rehabilitated person, student and member of
circle during the Hungarian 'spring' of 1955 and 1956; a refugee
Russian. interven~ion of l 95~; a research student at Cambridge, :
completmg a thesis on the philosophy of mathematics; eventually a me
the Popper group at the London School of Economics (LSE); and fi
embattled opponent of the 'new left' student revolutionaries who conce
on the LSE in 1968.
As Lakatos made clear in his published writing 22 the issue was pl
defence of reason against its enemies, who (as Popper saw before hi
come equally well from the Left as from the old Right. But, working
later than Popper and endowed with greater political and phil
subtlety, he could appreciate those defects in Popper's system which re
remedying. This apologetic work, undertaken directly as a response
challenge of Kuhn, occupied the last years of his life and was of d
success. His earliest work, undertaken before he came under the
influence of Popper, is more original and probably more signifi
ideological commitments are not so open, but are thereby all th
worthwhile to explore.
Proofs and Refutations 23 is an essay in the philosophy of mathematics
opinion the first really new move in that field in the twentieth
Previously philosophers and mathematicians had attempted to res
'foundations crisis' in terms of mathematics being a fixed and rigid int
structure, consisting of clear concepts linked by unambiguous r
inference. The various foundational programmes were devoted to e
that structure in such a way as to eliminate the paradoxes and anomal
had been discovered there. Lakatos saw a very different problem:.
preliminary to any genuine philosophy of mathematics, we must explo
dialectic of development both of mathematical concepts and a crite
rigorous proof. For these are both historically conditioned, and any phil
that ignores this fact perpetuates the bad tradition of dogmat
mathematical thinking. His method was as radical an innovation
doctrine: he expounded his philosophy through a classroom discu
terrifyingly clever schoolboys, dissecting their hapless teacher's
classic result in topology, the Euler Polyhedron Theorem.
The roots of Lakatos' philosophy of mathematics are clear:
Hungarian tradition of problem-solving mathematics, raised to an a
philosophy by G. Polya 24 ; and a playful Hegelian style of dialectic, d
from a Marxism purified of its political content. His commitment was
clear at the time of first publication of Proofs and Refutations; but it
inferred from his life's work. One may imagine that the demonstration
falsity of rigid and dogmatic thinking in mathematics, the most abstract
sciences, could be applied a fortiori to the 'science of society' under
Marxist socialism was supposed to be constructed.
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ould be that Lakatos's philosophy of math~~ati:s was among the m?re
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· t llectual achievements of the Petofl Cude of the Hungarian
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. . .
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There is even a conjecture that his criticism o proo was
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· al strategy under conditions of interrogation m ta imst
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.
. h
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,
. ·
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.
·
.
ds of Party and Revolution. Denymg the cogency of even a
cuve nee
·
f
matical proof could then provide an escape hatch from the rigours o
ist political logic,
.
e affinity in spirit and commitment between Po~per and Lakatos is
They came together riot long after Lakatos settled m England, and they
'. , 1 met the challenge of the ideological consequences of Kuhns
JOlilt Y
,
,
•
.f' S '
,'{'(
·
-ideological analysis of science m his Structure o1 czent7:1zc
rent1y non
.
.
26
·
(1962) The great monument of their endeavour is the report on
luttons
·
d'
·
h ld in 1965 in which Kuhn and all the other lea mg
posmm e
•
.
.
.
sophers of science participated. Lakatos's own published contribution
under revision for some years afterwards, and so it stands as. a fully
d expression of his views. He recognized that the vers10~s of
~ology that can be read out of Popp~r's w:it~~gs a.re ~I~ too ~aive t~
'ny· there could be no 'instant rat10nahty m sCientific choice. His
scru t1 ,
1 ·
f
construct a 'heuristic' that would allow both for the comp exity o
.
·
d'
was to
't' e problems (where testing of theories could be neither imme iate
ogni 1v
.
·1r
!iecisive) and for the human qualities of scientists (rightly unw1 i.ng to
away years of work at the sight of the first unresolved pro~le~) while.yet
rving the ethical and political commitments of Popper. His philosophic~}
led him into further problems (conveniently overlooked by most of his
ness
.
d h
poraries) including the relations between the history an t e
hy of science, and also the location of the ultimate warrant for
!ess of philosophical accounts of science (he put it in the success.fol
ice as distinct from the theorizing, of the elite scientists). The resultmg
e ;f ideas further enriched by Lakatos's delight in polemic and paradox,
pressive,but unwieldy. It was also very vulnerable to critici~m ~n respect
of its historical reconstructions ahd its philosophical generahzauons. And
os, like Popper, failed to face up to the political consequen~es of his
osophical critique: if the dominant self-consciousness of sci~nce,. ~s
reed by its elites, has indeed been false, reactionary and dogmau~ (this is
om his account of mathematics), what do we conclude about science as
1 institution? Can it really be the embodiment of that rationality a~d
tual integrity which we know to be at the core of a liberal, democ:auc,
'society? Thus the Good of Science is no easier to defend, once it has
e problematic, than the True.
1
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.
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the ~esult of a ~ethodological error in the overly stern a:~::1:::~~eo;:sri~r
vers10n of a. so:ial development programme.
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Only an mt1mate biography could tell whether Lak t
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ided b h'
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re ections were alw
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gu
d . I fY
,. is po 1t1ca
. commitments
.
, the practica
of his str.
ema o mstant ratlonahty' could not be hidden forever. What we do kn
that one of the few comrad.ely friends he retained from his earlier da
Ef~gla.ndl exposed o.ther crucial contradictions in his intellectual system ·.
e h~ctive y made himself rather than Lakatos the authority to be foll~
T 1s was Paul Feyerab en d ' m
· wh ose book Against Meth d d d'
Lakat
th 'd l ·
o , e 1cate
to th osl, . e I e.o og1cal aspects of the modern philosophy of science are ta
e u timate m paradox and confusion.

:c;:~~~1~et

°

~~i~~:ii~~a~~?e~~~ the End of Classical Viennese
Feyerabend
is cert
· Iy t h e most confusmg
.
and paradoxical fi re in t
.
. am
philosophy of sCience of that period. It is not at all easy to decide wtther he
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rt jester, Zen master, or Fascist. The first, because he still operates within
. community of philosophy of science, engaging suc<;essfully in highly
ical debates on problems within the dominant style. In this respect, he is
e one of the club than even Lakatos ever was, to say nothing to Kuhn,
real commitment is to interpretative history rather than exemplified
osophy. Conve~tional philosophers ~f scie~ce :annot dismiss ~im, for he is
able of publishmg a fully expert and 1llummatmg-or woundmg-study of
blems or persons at any time. Yet in what seems to be another incarnation,
as written wild and destructive criticisms of the whole programme of
sophy of science, that is explaining and justifying the methods whereby
lized) scientists gain new knowledge. Some might hope to contain his
nee by not taking the critical diatribes too seriously, and treating him as
t jester, who says impossible things as useful reminders of the human
ties to which even philosophers are subject.
reful consideration of his arguments shows that they are not so easily
ced to jokes. If philosophy of science has any pretensions to help us
rstand the activity of science, then his studies of the behav~our of great
tists ~re troubling indeed. For he shows by example that for any explicit
of method enunciated by philosophers of science, there is an important
asion on which it was broken by some great scientist. In his Against
thod2s he goes far towards demonstrating that Galileo was a precursor of
rabend, treating all the rules, including that of simple accuracy (or
esty) in recording observations, with fine anarchistic playfulness. The
ch-making description of the surface of the moon that Galileo saw through
telescope, reported in the Starry Messenger, gives prominent and
ortant reference to a feature ( a large round crater on the line bisecting the
r. disc) 29 which can be made at all plausible only by the most skilful
·on of modern lunar photographs 30 • And Galileo's struggle for the
rnican system can be considered 'scientific' only because he happened to
ght; otherwise he broke every rule of the game.
ow, this is the sort of thing that can easily 'blow the mind' of a student for
m (like so many) the authority of science is as absolute as theology ever was
the Middle Ages. After such an experience of shock and disillusion, the
ent may be ready to awaken to the truth that there is no truth to awaken
:In his role of awakener, Feyerabend may be considered as _a Zen master.
t the analogy is very imperfect: a traditional Zen master operated in an
thou relation, so that the searcher would be genuinely enlightened and not
stroyed. Providing an anonymous reading public with an exhibition of a
of sacred images being sprayed by a philosophical machine-gun is a very
rent activity indeed.
or this reason, and another as well, Feyerabend may come under suspicion
31
eing in effect ( though certainly not in intention) a Fascist. For what he
rs to replace the old ideal of philosophy of science is confused and unconc:tive. It is along the lines of allowing everyone to 'do his own thing' freed
the constraints of convention or of social or logical propriety. Those who
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recall the connections .of Nazi German-Folk
ideology and r e1·igion
· with
·
.
currents of Romantic and anti-mechanical philosophi'es are Jus
·
trou bl
even more than by the other counter-c
h ed by Feyerabend
,
prop. ets. Feyeraben~ s prescriptions may be all very well after the an
Utopia has been achieved; but in the short run it may mea d
.
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·
n estroyi
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~
~fo
mte lectual and hence social matters.
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reply to .such an accusation with th. e reJom
· · d er tha
,
most
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worlds
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mainly
white
·
.
, mam1ymale
middle-clas~ beneficiaries of high culture, that is precisely the uns;
state . of affairs
already; and that this is both concealed and sanctioned
·
.
dommant
ideas
of
Science
and
Method
In
his
defence
i'n
s
·
·
.
.
·
,
czence zn
Society
he
describes
the
experiences
in
California
which
led
t
h'
A
·
o is conve
doptmg a playful Feyerabendi.an style for the rational reconstructi
1..
Feyerabend,
,
.
, we. may take two episodes from the book , and comb'inetu
imagme an epiphany of the yellow pencils' for his illumination 32 Th
. (
.
·
ese
were
th e topic along with black ravens) of the paradox whi Ch £0
,
,
prmcipal concern of philosophers of science during the otherwise tur
decade. of the l 96~s. So we _may i11:agine Feyerabend at Berkeley during a
campaigns, teachmg classical philosophy of science, including the pa
named above, when he became aware of his surroundings. These w
fi1
·
c1ass of C a l'f
i orman
1960s types, including ethnic minority peopleere
wh
was ~xpect~d ~o prepar~ f~r 'the wonderful chance to participate in the
~an s mamas . Exemphfymg these was (I imagine) the tear-gas that dr
mto the classroom. as the police broke up yet another student demonstra
Furthermore,
havmg
.
. been abandoned by the best of the orthodox me
SCI:nce that the Umversity of California could provide, he was in the pro
bemg.sav~d by several unorthodox practitioners. This quintessentially
combmat10n completed the process of his disillusion with the of
representatives of ~ationality and freedom, that had been growing for
years; and so he reJected the yellow pencils in favour of a radical democra
all culture, including science. Thus enlightened, he turned on all scien
orthodoxies with the fierce delight displayed in Against Method.
Feyerabend is best understood in the context of the counter-culture w
flourished most abundantly in California. His criticisms make sense
related to those of I van Illich and the other prophets of a new age. His poli
case.ag~inst scien~ific medicine is supported by the chronicle of oppression
mutilat10n of subJect peoples (including the whole female sex) at the han
the c.ertified exper~s. 33 Indeed, the only conclusive answer to his critique is
classic of a. departmg reactionary: 'Apres moi, le deluge' -so that all but
most fanatical revolutionaries realize in retrospect the benefits of a rule of
t?at had at least been consistent, however harsh and unjust. There is a
tical answer, of course, and that is to let time elapse and see what
happened to the message of the 1960s, and to the world which then£
moment seemed nearly in an apocalyptic state.

Fe erabend's polemics, the ideological motivation for the philos~phy of
Yf. lly became fully explicit. This was because he was accusmg the
ce mav·
· · m
· the betraya1 of th e i'dea1s r1or
;1nant
ese tradition of complicity
ienn
' '
'
l' h d
•· . had historically claimed to stand. Their idea of rat10na ity a
1
b : lf a tool of class and cultural imperialists; he would then demon. as an mstrument
·
·
•edh1tse·
pacity of such a rationality
of 1earnmg
a b ou t
et e mca
. h'
h
Though in the last resort Feyerabend argued from wit m t e
ld
dh
d
h'
k
wor .· 1 tradition to which
·
·
the Viennese
a ere , 1s wor was
·
f
· 1 ·
p h 1ca
ting to that tradition. After him came a variety o socia ~c1e~;.e
ches to scientific knowledge, all of which argued that. scie~ti 1c
ge is a social construct, of a lesser or greater degree of arb1tra:mess.
h there remained a few apologists trying to rescue somethmg of
, · , with Feyerabend came the end of classical Viennese philosophy of
uvtty,
ch.e. t tradition had been truly 'positive' like th~ science it proclaimed, and

t a hand resilient roots in a real understand'mg of its
· practice,
·
· would
It

toug
· · But, as Ih ave
believe, have been so vulnerable to the assau1to f'its cntics.
n here, the image of 'science' that was invoked in t~at progra1:1me was
f the product of an ideology, however unself-consciously applied: th~t
·
· uniquely the bearer of the True and hence also of the Good, m
ce 1s
·
1 ·
'tion to religion and other forms of knowing. When that image ost its
51
'lity, through changes in the ideological ~nd ins~itutional conte:'t of
the technical articulations made by previous philosophers of sCience
discovered to be hollow and brittle. Two profound but simplistic
rs, one, Popper, an eccentric Viennese ex-radical and the other, Kuhn,
btle American conservative, achieved the insights that demolished the
tions of th~ old scientistic faith; and then in spite of Lakatos's heroic
to construct a dialectical defence of reason and freedom, the whole
~~e was brought down by Feyerabend's 'Dada' critique.

.nclusion: Where Do We Go From Here?
not wish to say that any philosophical system is only a tissue of rationalizaof an ideology, that enjoys some temporary plausibility. Although
sophy is very different in degree from the more 'positive' sciences that
ya more direct foundation in controlled experienc<;, it too leav.es behi~d a
ue of achievement, in understanding rather more than m detailed
wledge, as each great movement or school passes through its cycle. of
th and decay. But when all the signs point to a philosophical cycle nearm?
nd it is time to see whether the world which was its passionate concern is
.th:t which presents us ~ith the problems that challenge and enrich us.
ideology of the previous phase of philosophy of science was derived from
turies-long battle with 'religion'. This lay not so much in the real~ of
dual faith, as in that of pretensions to exclusive knowledge, and of claims
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to political power partly on that basis. Now, in the later twentieth c
that old battle is over: the Christian Churches are in an excited and tu
state that may indeed herald a great rebirth, but which certainly d'
promise either the renewed obedience of the faithful or the deference
secular powers. Instead, some at least of the clerical evils that motiva
endeavours of Enlightenment have now been inherited by the appa
anti-religious state power. And from science itself have come n
inconceivable once magic was discredited until the advent of the
bomb. So that those who still try to identify science with the humane, c
values now find themselves in a confused night battle, where friend and
ever more difficult to distinguish.
My own retrospective assessment of the. tradition would hinge
distinction of three modes of discourse: heuristic, epistemology and ide
The logical positivists ignored heuristic and so were vulnerable when
introdueed. Popper invoked it but in a very caricatured version. Kuhn
be said never to have grasped the distinction between an insightful he.
and a rigorous epistemology. Feyerabend uses heuristic to destroy epi
logy. Of all these philosophers, Lakatos best appreciated the differen
was lacking in a sufficiently sensitive touch to keep their relations harm
The old epistemological problems of science are, therefore, no
fruitful for our understanding of that great creation of the human intel
they have become isolated from their roots in committed experience,
provide no effective defence against the suicidal application of r
Feyerabend's arguments. I suggest that they be given a rest, and t
critical insights be applied to the analysis of science, not in a spirit of
demystification, but as a complement to progress already being made
history and the sociology of science. There, studies of the actual conditio
constraints on scientific work are providing a picture that is rapidly
enriched, of how science can have both successes and failures, and virtu
vices, without being the subject of one simplistic verdict on the degree
adherence to the Good and the True.
The speculative and analytical styles of enquiry appropriate to philos
could find an immediate rich harvest in the many areas of ethics that im
on scientific and science-based work. For epistemology, there ate'
peculiarly challenging and urgent problems of 'trans-science', where
questions may look like ordinary experimental topics, but where the tech.
answers lie beyond the limits of feasibility. The philosophy of:
mathematical sciences could be rejuvenated by deeper analysis of
inexactness in practice, as distinct from their perfection in an ideolo
loaded theory. The criteria of demarcation of science from pseudo-sci
essentially untouched from Descartes until Popper, could do with
scrutiny. For example, there are the policy-relevant disciplines depende
mathematical models where the uncertainties in the inputs must be supp
lest the outputs become indeterminate. Such GIGO-sciences (for Garba
Garbage Out) have a role in statecraft analogous to that of classical astr
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,Westmoreland?
nineteenth century it was the capitalists' commercial goods, as Marx
, that battered down the Chinese Walls of the traditional closed
s. Now we may speak of a more sophisticated stage of the process,
y not merely cheap necessities but cheap luxuries are increasingly
able to all the world, and much desired by it. Old patterns of authority
long been under erosion; now old life-styles and values follow, all swept
by consumerism.
e who are concerned for values that are in any way 'alternative' to
merism, be they ecological, socialist or religious, may watch with horror
ung adults the world over increasingly find all life's meaning conveyed on
colour TV screen. Movements for realizing something of more genuine
eseem regularly to degenerate either into fashion or into fanaticism, or at
to remain isol;ited on a political or cultural fringe. The triumph of
alism, after centuries of struggle on the philosophical and then political
, now seems to be accomplished through the commodities of modern
nt living or its reasonable facsimiles.
tin this century of its success, the heartland of material progress, the
ent, does not seem to be enjoying the fruits of its victories. A variety of
ises afflict it; its optimism and confidence have given way to confusion
drift. Some reasons for this condition are quite obvious; thus the real
in the struggle for the affection of the global consumer is Japan, one of
ent barbarians, now even more menacing to America in peace than
r. But there is more; on top of economic stagnation, ecological crises
errifying financial instability, there is a sense of loss of power at the real
e. Military might and high-technology leadership (closely related
ngh electronics, space and nuclear energy) are now both compromised,
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partly by external competition and also by internal decay. At thi8
history, if you want to put a payload into space, you do best to go to
perhaps to Russia. American rockets are, it seems, no better than A
cars. And Star Wars approaches the ultimate in ruinous absurdity
Does all this mean that the 'unbound Prometheus' of hithert~
Occidental technology is now revealed as a giant with feet of clay
.
, at
.
. . H
t h e cu1tu.re of its origm? as the triumph of the soft values of cons
been achieved
by the loss of the hard values of national strength? Ifs o,
.
most important for the phenomenon to be understood. This might no
any difference in the short run; but an historical perspective might b
for understanding and effective action, should the present unstable
influence and power between different national cultures eventually
disrupted or deranged.

J

b:

Old Cycles of Empire, and their Social Cement
We all know the cycle articulated by Ibn Khaldun, starting with ha
(perhaps 'hybrid'?) vigour, through stable prosperity, and finally cor
and decay from luxury. The story is at least as old as Saul, David ands
Some empires repeated the cycle almost like clockwork, notably the
Others went through the process only a few times locally, and thensucC:
to a global onslaught; such was the story of the Islamic communities •.
About a half-millennium ago, a fateful shift occurred. The new bar
did not come on horseback, ready to be tamed by the good things of
life. Rather, they came in strange boats, bringing successively guns,
various poisons and diseases, and eventually things to sell and money to
World-wide they encountered no traditional culture in a vigorous
capable of resisting or of adapting creatively. It took a few centuries fr
first easy conquests; but eventually all were penetrated and possess·
became attached to the Occidental civilized world.
So the rise of the Occident was correlated with the enfeeblement of
others. Was there a simple confluence of Ibn Khaldun cycles all over;
there some larger, long-term shift affecting them all? On this I can, of
only speculate. But we recall that what finally shattered the Inca civil
was not the Spanish invaders themselves, but the Great Inca's confessi
people that El Dorado, the Sun King, was nothing but a staged specta
magic had already died; the land was a spiritual corpse waiting
vultures. Similarly, the Aztecs, waiting for fair-skinned gods on winged
China survived longer, with another cycle to go through; Japan shut t
and decayed quietly behind it until 1854. What of Islam? Ther
barbarians, with all their religious fervour, had already effectively dest
that stable community that is the essence of Islam as a social possesst
mankind.
The personal, visual experience of the monuments of those a
civilizations is a great education in the relativity of cultures and also of tee
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'V t social endeavours, and artistic craftsmanship of the highest pitch of
as e were poured into edifices and furnishings designed . for the
}enc· ' or perhaps even deification
·· ·
· 1e in
· d'ivi'dua1. Such enterof a sing
1cat1on
often accomplished through the impro.verishme~t _or ~nslav~ment of t~e
arly defy explanation to the Occidental utilitarian mmd. Was it
·
·
d t h e d eci·
'1, 1ne r caprice, or a desire to frighten or impress,
that motivate
/t~eir construction? If so, that would represent a social practice, st~ble
any centuries, in. which, regularly, very ~uch was taken from society
hing was given m return. Then the social structures apparently surnot
d .
.
f h .
f
.
d were perpetuated and reproduce m spite o avmg no unctions,
;:functions. To be sure, the oppression and exploitation could approach
bsolute point; but then there could be uprisings, and at least in China,
would be a signal that the Heavenly mandate had been forfeited, and it
for a change. The Ibn Khaldun cycle had completed one round.
e consider the possibility that that sort of production, with its
;:istic excellence of technology, did have ~ social function, throu~h
it provided a general benefit. This was .obv10usly not on the material
, unless all this extravagance was perenmally accepted as necessa~~ for
'litary and civil benefits of strong, st~ble g~ve~nmen~. It w~u. b.e
ing to describe the monuments and their furmshmgs as. symboh? , ~s 1f
ary of individual meanings would be necessary for their appreciation.
on
d
.. h
, perhaps that industry of rulership was organized aroun .magic, mt e
of religious beliefs and experiences, adapted to the exercise of worldly
~riences? Here the secular humanist (regardless of his or her profession
ith) starts nervously. Am I now invoking m?'5ticism, superstition or
psychedelia as the social cement for that highl! dev~loped technol8
form that dominated great civilizations for millenma? Let us not
e about words; we can think of the affect that is now produced weakly
termittently by the modem paraphernalia of patriotism: flags, songs,
ents, even some monarchs. As an intermediate case, we may recall the
eligious character of great or absolute rulers in recent times: the Czar,
or Mao; or even (to some extent) F.D. Roosevelt and (for a time)
ow Wilson. In another age, with another consciousness, the systematicriched subjective experience of participants, achieved through various
ologies, some imaginable to us and some not, was the 'utility' of that cha·
•industry. If we accept this thesis, then those other civilizations become
comprehensible; otherwise they can only fill us with cosmic dismay, by
upendous waste and abuse of human labour and talent.
can speculate further: suppose that, however deformed or corrupted it
ve become or been, this sort of charisma-industry did more than merely
e passive obedience of the exploited masses. Perhaps, when it worked
combined the sacred and the secular, the sensory and the trans-sensory,
(at least for those who were not totally excluded from its benefits) it
ed an occasion and a motive for people to do and give of their very best,
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their labour and even their lives. In this way we can explain the ~th
incredible level of artistry routinely achieved in these productions.
culture, it is hard to imagine such work being forced out of sufferin
Perhaps the religious/political matrix of belief, however much it vio!t
principles of equity and human realization, functioned to just that en
Thi~ would have been the st~ble background to all the local eye
dynasties. The successful barbanan conquerors (who came in anywa
the previous rulers had lost their charisma) could easily be recruited\
apparatus of social control accomplished through shared experience a·
classically in China), the perturbations of life would soon diminish. '

The Last Half-Millennium: The New Game
As I have indicated, whatever degree of effectiveness and stability
charisma-industry may have achieved at different times and places,
universally been in decline for some centuries. The empire of the Occiden
broken the old matrix; it denies and then ignores the shared subjective rea
on which the old system depended. Marx well expresses the new conscio ·
when he assumes the non-existence of such realities, and then tries toe
the whole history of production and of technology on straight Benth
lines. In the political sphere, we learn from the American Declaratio
Independence that people have the inalienable rights of 'life, liberty, and
pursuit of happiness', and that governments are no more than prac
instruments for the securing of those rights.
We should recall that this democratic manifesto was articulated rather
in the full cycle of expansion of the Occident. Previously there had bee.
important period of 'absolutism', as in Spain and France. But a glanJ
history shows that in comparison to the real thing, European absolutism.
temporary and feeble. The Sun King, Louis XIV, named after the In
Campanella, enjoyed scarcely a pretence of truly divine sanction, and still.
of authentic participatory experience with his nation.
At first this destruction of the old realities, already enfeebled, was a
liberation in a mul'titude of ways. Material production could now be
for widespread personal enrichment through the production and sal
materially useful goods for an open market. Innovation quickened, so th
the nineteenth century the productivity of the textile mills would have see
quite magical in any other culture. With higher productivity, and with.
fetters of economic and political constraints completely shattered, the br
masses could, over a few generations, come to participate in increased weal
in decent conditions of work and living, so eventually in citizenship as we
So, finally, with most paid labour mild in exertion and duration, with
people possessing leisure to enjoy and also some means with which to ma
enjoyable, we have arrived at the matured consumerist culture. First Ame
in the 1950s, then other countries, in their own times and fashions, achie:y:
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life-style best symbolized perhaps by colour TV and Coke.
n1versa easy
'
. 1 b
, l th ght that the suburban house and car were essentia ; ut
d prev10us y ou
'
.
b
will soon e
. resent trends r ather more than a fifth of the worlds people
.
h
'ld
P
·
wi'thout them) Who would dare to demgrate t e m1
ing consumensm
·
of
pressures to dehumanize one's fellows, and the many
res t h e a b sen Ce
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·
'. , f
al benevolence and solidarity which such a culture ena es
rtuniues or re
.
.
.
1
.
·
11 f ters? Let anyone imagme and design a feasible a ternauve
occas10na y os
.
.
11
· 1
mises the masses, now mclud1ng women as we as men, a
Ypro
· and precanous
·
· sti·11 1s
· f or
genuine
.
h
consumerism however thin
1t
r existence t an
,
.
.
k
·d
of the world.
t the beginning of this essay, there 1s now a dar er s1 e to
et as I ob serve d a
d f
.'
Wh'l 'ts values suffuse through the whole world, the heartlan o
icture.
1e 1
.
.
P
ff s this peculiar loss of strength. Perhaps, while consumensm
,
umensm su er
.
. .
1 h
· h
· t of social evolution now attamable, 1t 1s also mere y t e
e hlg est pom
.
.
.
.
artificial substitute expenence ofreahty and meanmg.
to as h a11ow and
.
h
It of the first-generation affluent youth of the 1960s was
atnly, t e revo
.
.
· t tha·t 1'ssue Also bemg based on the presumption that
d partIy on JUS
·
,
.
.
d should be pursued successfully, consumensm has no
.
1ness can an
ending the complementary aspect of human existence,
bulary £or com Preh
.
truggle evil pain and death. In this respect, however pleasant and
'
,
.
h . l
. 1
d ing s
.
·
b it may also be incapable of performmg t e vita socia
atmg 1t may e,
.
.
·
f b l'ef based on a shared deep expenence. Thus consumensm
tions o e 1
k (and contribute to) the onset of a downward phase of a cycle of
. roar . .
t of Ibn Khaldun but of course of a different sort.
ptre, rern1n1scen

u

uality of Workmanship and the Morale of a Culture
analogy between the classic cycle of Ibn Khaldun and modern
merist society must appear far-fetched. There are no longe~ any despot.s,
emocracy in the social, economic and political.spheres s~1ll spreads, m
ice as well as in principle. Those masses whose hves are still full of want
sorrow may be said to be suffering nearly as much from ne~lect as from
loitation. And whichever external nations or leaders ~ight cla.111_1 ~he .status
purifiers of the cultures, they too must establish their plaus1b1hty 1~ the
m of international television; and so far none has passed the test. So if we
to establish a fruitful analogy with Ibn Khaldun, we must investigate more
ply than the superficial phenomena of politics.
.
.
Let us also leave aside, for the moment, the more obv10us w~rnes of the
'ilization however much they may seem to contribute .to its malaise. I choo~e
· nside/quality control, particularly in relation to Ameri~an t~chnoloITT_', m
nuclear, space and military sectors. Here the. s~ory 1s quite amazmg,
dered credible only by long familiarity. Perhaps 1t 1s best expr:ssed by the
ition of American space technology. The Shuttle programme w now (only
r the Challenger disaster) revealed to have been incompetent and corrupt;
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where each sub-system was deemed safe until proved otherwise•
.
.
,an
f ·11
ma y management simply didn't want to know of any problems
shortly after the Challenger disaster, misfortunes overtook each f
mo.dels of Am~ri:an rockets; so that at the time of writing (lat: :
Umted States 1s mcapable of launching a space rocket with a d
.
ny e
. w1·11 survive.
assurance t h at it
Here we may speak of a catastrophic collapse of quality cont
·
1·
·
£ h
A
ro
~mp 1cat10ns or t e US as a leading world power, though not discusse
m the En~lish language media, are inescapable. And of course such
cannot be isolated: Amer~c.an manufacturi~g industry in steadily losing
Japan; and American m1htary hardware mcludes many multibillion
boondoggles, with more coming all the time. Star Wars, ostensibly a •
ment to test the feasibility of a system already proved impossible non
own financial and political momentum; it could well have been a ~lot~
by the Russians or (more likely) the Japanese. Business and finance£:
better than manufacturing; we now learn that the Western b
community spent the 1970s in converting other people's mone
petrodollars) into bad debts in the poor countries. Was this neo-imperial
mega-folly? And if America is in the lead in this doleful respect, its
(notably Britain) cannot be far behind.
The decline, or collapse, of quality control in these crucial sector
significance beyond that of its implications for the strength of the af
nati?n. _q,ualit! :ontr~l.is ~articul~rly useful in exhibiting the inadeq
the md1v1duahstic-ut1htanan ethic for keeping a society together.
ope.ration, care for quality involves a sacrifice, perhaps small; an expe
of time and effort which usually will have no perceptible effect, If things
go wrong due to inadequate quality now, it will only be sometimes'
anyway it will usually be far from the context of the operation. So it ';
argued that the Benthamite 'total net happiness' function may actua
decreased by care for quality of workmanship; to make the point pla ·
?ne may imagine cases where quality standards are imposed tha~
mappropriately severe for the product in question. Certainly, m§
happiness, in utilitarian terms, is usually quite definitely the better if~
corners and skimp on quality.
·
What I have just sketched, with manufacture in mind, holds equallyi
sphere of activity: design, administration, research, whatever, And if p
doing the work systematically don't care, then no superior can enforce
quality work on them. In any event, the old Latin motto, 'who guar
guardians?' reminds us that normally slackness goes up and down the
uniformly.
Now, what is the relation between low-quality work and a cons
culture? Quite simply, consumerism is by its nature hedonistic, Bentha
however benevolently so in its easygoing way. The legendary American
asked, 'What's posterity done for me?' may have been at variance with
prevailing fashion of sympathy for the natural environment; but his positi

Ily t h at of his culture · And modern orthodox economics reduces to the
.
..
le, 'For real love, pay cash.'
argument is becoming counter-mtmt1ve. For everywhere we
.
·
tspomtmy
.
.
d .
d
f
. und us evidence of high quality-in mnovat10n, es1gn an manu ~co
11
in marketing and advertising. Indeed, the great seductive
as we as ket economy is that by its 'hidden hand' it shapes its products
of the mar
·
I·
· bl · ld
hat consumers W ant · By contrast • bureaucratic contro 1nvaria y y1e s
ds O f low quality in every respect. But we as consumers on1y see
mer goo
I
··
Id
what has been produced for us, on a reasonab y.compet1t1ve wor
y
t Everyone k nows that the provision of essential services, such as. health
11
·
·
ucauon,
cannot be entrusted to such a .market. And occas10na
.
h y,
· the media or a live demonstrat10n on TV,. .we witness t ose
h reports m
and disasters involving devices produced un~er conditions where mar· impossible . Such were Three Mile Islandf and Challenger.
ality contro l is
l
h
t ose
the consumer markets relate to the popular values o a cu ture,
.
(usua11y l·nvolving the State) reflect its real strength as .a nation.
"bl Th
1s poss1
hermore' a re finement even within the market sector
d
d
.e. I . e
f turing miracle, or conquest, can be un erstoo precise y 1n
ese manu ac
. d" "d 1· .
d
0 f t h at par tl· cular culture not being totally m 1v1. ua 1st1c an
· t Very traditional patterns of loyalties and commitments enable
ens ·
· d" "d 11
d
t
l
0 focus their energies, collectively and m ivi ua y, ~b. s~. o ;xce
wherever they choose. By contrast, when ther~ is no sue m mg orce
t' e life of society aside from consumerism, then no one makes a
prod UC iv
d
J"
• • bl
bution beyond that which pays off directly, an qua ity mevlta y
~her way of seeing the phenomenon is in the paradox, or joke, about
•·b··
nd rockets. For a long time Western experts and observers were
mgthe
a Soviet Union could never master th e soph"isu:ate
.
d tee h no Iogy £o r
.that
y or nuclear weapons. The evidence of low-quahty consumer goods,
g even the plumbing in their best international hotels, seemed
·
s1ve. What such observers missed is the cultural aspect of technology
ffi · ·
have expounded here. It is a commonplace t? o~serve ~he a 1mties
tical and cultural) between such centralized, totalitarian regimes ~nd the
\isms of old. The core technologies of defence, together with the
al grand display (such as the legendary Moscow _Metro) have ha~ all
vailable excellence quite deliberately concentrated mto them. Housmg,
bing clothing for the masses could wait, for in such cultures the masses
'wait ~atiently, at least for some decades, provided that they get more
· y and national pride than hitherto.
.
successors to the charisma-industries of the old cannot s~rv1ve
tely, especially once the Great Leader has departed. In these tim~s,
xample of the successful consumerist societies penetrates every curta~n.
ihen, regimes of whatever formal character must come to terms. wi~h
merism or try with increasing urgency to fa bric ate a viable alternative m
of thei: traditional culture or official ideology. The situation may well
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become desperate for some governments, for no viable altern
consumerism has yet been found; and (as some are already awa
shallowness of the consumerist ethic will eventually become manifest
absence of anything to supplement it, a nation, or culture, may well de'
die.

Consumerism and the Survival of Nations
A long time ago the American philosopher William James spoke
need for a 'moral equivalent of war', and for decades afterwards ··
condemned him as a militarist. But they missed the point; it is not
necessarily good in itself; but that it brings persons and (sometimes)
sections of a population to a place where the utilitarian ethic cannot
Comradeship and sacrifice, whatever their ethical foundation (in re
patriotism or simple human solidarity) are difficult to justify on utili
hedonistic grounds; witness the contortions of evolutionary biolog
explaining the selective advantage of 'altruism'.
The matter is not merely of theoretical interest; for in this age of dem
or consumerism, it becomes increasingly difficult for governments to pe
peoples to make the sacrifices involved in war or in some other heroic a
Of course, this is a development that all good liberals applaud; never
could we have a phenomenon like the First World War, men march'
obediently to slaughter and be slaughtered.
But, for better or worse, it does create practical difficulties for stat
who occasionally need to display a credible threat of force to establi
policies in a hostile world. This requires that the young men of the na ·
generally willing to lay down their lives, in the cause of religion, obedie
patriotism. Americans, in spite of their rhetoric, are traditionally not ea
such challenges. To gain popular support there, a war must be embrace
patriotic crusade. In this, Wilson and Roosevelt succeeded, Truman
Korea) didn't do badly, but poor Lyndon Johnson failed. Then he
promote and conduct a large military operation as if it were not a pa
war, but rather a campaign to win 'hearts and minds'. For this the rhetQ
consumerism was the only resource, and so the operation was described
perhaps eventually conceived, as if it were General Motors marketing
The surrogate for sales statistics became body-counts of corpses deemed
Viet Cong. Computers ruled all, even the selection of targets for re
control bombing. The results of this vast, bloody pretence were a catastt
for the USA; it lost geopolitical strength, international credibility, its ef£
ness as a military power ( outside the fantasy context of nuclear war), and
the willingness of its people to support such adventures again.
It is very easy, and quite justified, to criticize the American governmen
the Vietnam War. But they were caught in the historic contradiction of tr
to run a great world empire, with all its inevitable material, personal
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ts without being able to admit as much to their own individualistic
Jcos ' . t population Usually the dirty work could be done by small
nsumeris
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. b t when that failed, the choice naturally seemed between
1st forces, u
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e of any symb o
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. .
h
e such sacrifices meanmgful. All this is well known from t e
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d f
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of the traumas suffered by the Vietnam veterans, durmg an a ter t e
the moral horrors of Vietnam were worse than those of
In some ways
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.
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h Great War in the earlier struggle, it was after a men
renches of t e
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.
.
h
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men· while here they had to kill, or be killed by, anythmg t at move .
'
le had been corrupted beyond repair; the attempt to run a
en d , mora
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.
'thout effective meaningful symbols showed itself a disaster.
lay down their lives for General Westmoreland; and
smen would not
h
itment
of soldiers to their group, a war cannot be won. T e
ut th at comm
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.
.
· . 'f
merican empire is thus seriously called mto quest10n, i a
re of t h e A
.
.
b
1
nial conflict is not popularly seen as vital to t~e nation, ut on y a matter
·ons or governments there will not be a successful war,
ting corpora ti
'
.
v~r much Presidents may scheme, sabotage or engage mercenaries.
·
case i'n point Good liberals may also applaud such developtagua 1s a
·
.
•
11 agree that empires based on force are a bad thmg. But, we
ts smcewe a
. .
.
'
it is not armed conflict but some pohucal/ economic
suppose, suppose
..
h as the sort that in some time of future world cnsis to
.
valent O f war, sue
ericans may be subjected by the Japanese. Should a people not
t h e Am
'
. . ' h
1
le to see beyond their consumerist desires, should patnousm t en tru Y
what Dr Johnson called it two centurie~ ago, then the prospects for
a's survival as a great nation would be dim.
is analysis of America may be justly critici:ed on the grounds t~at
· n individualism pre-dates the consumer soe1ety; and so the contradicrica
· · fd
which are now becoming manifest may be characteristic o emocracy as
rather than its modern form in consumerism. This may wel~ be; _but my
sis is strengthened by consideration of a very different soe1ety md~ed:
n China. For the first three decades after Liberation, there ':as certamly
estion of consumerism. But Mao wanted to build a great nation from the
ered, impoverished hulk he inherited from centuries of dec~y. 1:nd_ for
, it had to be a socialist nation; otherwise it could too e~sil~ shp. m.to
nial dependence on either America or Russia. But how to mstil socialist
iousness, getting people to throw off the feudal habits and attitu.des of
ries? Mere exhortation, propaganda, laws and Party contro.l di~ not
ee. So there must be Campaigns, moral equivalents of revolution if you
; most notoriously, the Great Leap Forward and then the Cultural
lution. The earlier one was merely a disaster, the later one a catastrophe.
·
· h t h ave b een successful
hether some better design of these campaigns
mig
ot the issue here. What we know is that the invocation of the symbols of
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socialism and of the common good failed disastrously. For all·
similarities to the great unifying emperors of China, Mao did not co
the personal charisma necessary for the motivation and control 0 f
revolution in consciousness.
Now (late 1986) in China there is a near-vacuum in official 'd
i e
. .
1.
. 1·
r h etonc mvo vmg socia ism or the common good. The message i c
' h •
.
S .LOr
ennc himself. now, so that Chma will become modern, strong and gr
government will ensure that when that success makes it possible th
. d ·1
, ose
b eh m wi 1 be enabled to catch up. But such altruism is most de
rel~gated to the future; it lives only in this vague promise, as well as
social welfare programmes whereby the most disadvantaged are
. h'
h
.
pro
A n d so m t 1s tent anmversary year of the end of the Cultural R
·
1·
I
socia
1st s ogans are nowhere, and militantly socialist themes in thevo
.
ea
bitterly denounced as dangerous relics of the ten-year catastrophe. B d
'
. t h e wor d.m Ch'ma. Peasants can get very rich; su
y
consumensm
1s
workers can buy their bits of electronic happiness; young people drink
smoke, and take taxis on dates. Just now it seems to be exhilarating, atl
those who are making it.
Of course, there will be a price to pay, there is no doubt that this
government, nearly unique in its public recognition of proble
shor~comings, past, prese~t a.nd future, will do its best to anticipat
alleviate them. Whether it will be able to control the effects of a 5
reversal of the rhetoric of equality, sharing and sacrifice on which
generation was raised is not at all certain. But it can be argued
analogously to the Americans trying to conduct a war in Vietnam wi
invoking the morality of patriotism, the Chinese Communist Party
alternative but to reconstruct and modernize a society while avoidi
rhetoric of socialism. Those slogans had been completely discredited
wreckage of the Cultural Revolution and the rule of the Gang of Four
they are raising a generation whose consciousness is being formed by t
commercials, and whose urban working class (blue- and white-collar) will
experience the vast wage differentials made inevitable by the influx of fO
capital and personnel.
At the moment, such problems are still on the horizon. Although the
still many of the inefficiencies and incompetences that are characteristic
state of 'underdevelopment', still there is a sense of purpose (in making C
great again), as well as a striving for more openness and criticism as w
more efficiency and expertise. There is still much inefficiency and confus'
the running of the Chinese economy, but it perceptibly improves and
One sees the really ugly face of consumerism in those societies
'developing' is a euphemism; where the traditional values are effectively
and 'modern' values sink to their most cheap and meretricious expre
There 'consumerism' can hardly be blamed as a cause; it is but one sympt
a social and spiritual pathology, otherwise manifested in universal corru
and brutality. In such context, it is a bad joke to speak of 'quality' at all, ex
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. h techniques of oppression and vice. There we see what happens
inte· t symbols have totally lost their
· effectiveness,
·
·
an dh
t e society
~ ancien
lity of the new ones, be they democracy or even consumermak e a rea
. .
·
h'b'
· t' s are rather like cruel large-scale hvmg laboratories, ex i it.ch socie ie
'
.
hen values collapse. They serve as a remmder that we
t happens w
.
.
.
. .
ted that civilization as we know it will survive with its
take f or gran
tary decencies intact.
d the examples of America and China, because on them I can
ve use
..
l experience. In those cases, appeals to patnotism or to
rom pers Ona
.
.
.
.
ch in their own way, futile for the achievement of national
sm were, ea
.
.
·h
c rm of consumerism was adopted; m the Amencan case wit
;}fence a 10
.
ate catastrophic effects, and in the Chinese with profound long-term
unpredictable. There may well be other cases, where
uences as Yet
has been invoked, with comparable results; but those I leave to others
ere knowledge.

now make it clear how this analysis relates to that of Ibn Khaldun. He
d a repeated cycle of vigour and decay among ru~ers and consequently
· ·
I suppose that this process was supenmposed on a stable
ctWM,
.
d f shared religious experience. This enabled the effective deployoun o
db
h . 'bl
fa charisma-industry, which used splendour an
eauty as t e :isi e
the techniques for maintaining social solidarity. Thereby, obedi~~ce,
and satisfaction of the masses could be achieved even under conditions
• luded evils that we can simply not comprehend. We have pale
inc
.
. ,
d
· ·
ers of this in modern times, when even quite sophisticate societies
patriotic fervour or veneration for a truly great leader,
en suppose that for the past half-millennium at, least, t~at, for~e:ly
background has been universally in decline. The developi~g. societies
from more than the pathologies of the inheritance of colomahsm; they
ught between the death of an old world, the. o.~ly one in whi~h their
cultures had any meaning, and the inaccessibility (by a multitude of
) of the new one. China may escape from th~s trap, and there n_iaywell be
others. The 'developed' societies of the Occident are those which started
careers with an effective denial of that background experience; and so
have flourished as it has dwindled and decayed. But now they exhibit
logics of their own, and some of them may well be due to the inadequacy
rtsumerism, a major source of their social solidarit~, f~r the tas~s of
al or even of national well-being. Making good plumbmg mvolves differrts of commitments and endeavours from making good rockets; and
al Motors ( or its symbolic surrogate) is not a cause for which men will lay
their lives.
en I considered the pathologies of consumerism at the level of
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commitment and morale, I was drawing on the analysis of John Ruskin:
This Last. There he defines a profession as an occupation whose
should be prepared to die for its integrity. If someone would not, th
not have a calling, and his work is utterly without significance. Ruski
was in individualistic, moral terms; I have used his insight not to exho
analyse a social phenomenon. This is how I could argue that all my e
are part of the same phenomenon. China after Mao exhibits a rec
consumerism, unavoidable in spite of all its obvious hazards, after the
of socialism as an inspirational ideology. America's failure in Vietna
its inadequacy as a substitute for patriotism in a war. And Cha
dramatically illustrates the fate even of industrial quality control in a
where consumerism is fully matured and dominant.
Considered in the light of social theory, this present essay is but a
chapter in the long discussion of Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft. Ir
question whether Gesellschaft can long survive with no moral fou
outside those of rationally calculated individualistic values, now real
the mass scale as consumerism. It also evokes memories of Habermas'
writings, particularly his discussion of the crisis of legitimacy of
governments; these must produce the goods of consumerism, or risk I
consent of their governed. In the absence of that consent, then corrup
anarchy are the most likely consequences. In those terms,· our be
consumerist, democratic societies of the Occident are in a precarious si
indeed; they depend on a maldistribution of the world's wealth that ca
justified, on an assault on the natural environment that cannot bes
and recently on the acquiescence of other nations with no grounds
permanent loyalty to them.
If this conclusion seems gloomy, the cause lies not in myself but
situation. I can analyse our predicament with my own experience and
To resolve it seems to me to require something more; and that I leave too

ia and the Philosophy
Science

. d
d from the transcript of a lecture given in Octobe~ 1987. at a
y1s a apte L
l k's Gaia Hypothesis (first propounded m Gaza: A
onJames ove oc
d' .
. I
nee
.
h· 0 f rd University Press, 1979). In e iting It,
k t Lire on Eart ' x o
l h
oo a 'J' • h
l from the spoken to the written. But I fe t t at to
ed the Enghs sftdy'el gue in the text would deprive the essay of much of
h elements o ia o
.
11 h' .
t e
d
'11 find themselves spoken to occas10na y; t is is
.
Hence rea ers w1
.
mess.
d
b t a reminder of the origins of the essay ma very
uncorrecte error, u
g and important encounter.
.
f hat I could accomplish most usefully here, I decided that
m~ ~ w um o inions on various philosophical issues, I would tr'. to
of~1vmgyo h'! hp ther people can debate. I will therefore try to raise,
• l ·
the issues on w ic O e different sorts of philosoph1ca
issues t h at h ave
hereond ense d f orm , th
.
l
· ·
in la in the discussions of the Gaia hypothesis. The. on y positive
ns ~h~ I shall offer will be not about Gaia but about philosophy.

I am indebted to Isabel Phillips for the discussions in which many of these poi
were raised and clarified. This is a previously unpublished essay.

important thing about philosophy is that dow~ thr.01.~gh t.he ages. it is
.
eo le consider 1t mfenor to se1ence
s studying the same problems. Some p p
d f
h
B t as humans we o ace
t ground, for it never seems to get anyw ere. u
.
d
l .
.
h
h the centuries. an an ana ys1s
m.e sorts of issues and dilemmas t roug
'
h' .
.
.
·
· t day Of course, t 1s 1s
by a Plato or a Descartes can still be 111ummatmg. o
.
tter of degree; if you are in a tra~itional Eskimo cul:~tbeo~i;;eer:n:
'onal Chinese culture, the formulation of the problems.
f l . I
the times o c ass1ca
·
'gnificant degree. In our European cul ture, smce
d
there has been a remarkable continuity of the great themes arToun
'
.
l
k f the Good the rue,
we do philosophy. It is quite reasonab e to spea o
.'
h f
while knowmg t at or
H
h
eal, theJust, the Beautiful, and also t e uman,
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each generation these root ideas must be seen somewhat
brought to life again.
It is against this background that I find the Gaia hypothesis so exciti
hypothesis is that the earth is a gigantic homoeostat, and one whos
changing equilibrium states are created by life itself; so that our total e
ment, including the very rocks under our feet, is the product of the end
by life to maintain its environment. It seems to me that Gaia may bee
very important event in our modern intellectual history. I am generall
sceptical of new titles or new labels about scientific ideas, because most:£
come and go very quickly, more like fashions than like truths. There are'
grand organizing ideas that sound very exciting, but then they cannot be'
into hypotheses for research science, and so they remain external to sci
operating at the level of popularization or propaganda. By contrast, it
seems possible that the Gaia hypothesis will begin to give real coheren
what has hitherto been a rather complex and confused set of ideas ab
natural environment. It will thereby become a very powerful orga
principle, analogous to continental drift in geology. It will suggest pro
and regulate solutions, over a very wide range of natural phenomena,
had hitherto been considered too vast, and too complex, to be amenable
approach other than crude and speculative simulations. With that stre
will affect our perceptions of nature and therefore of ourselves, in a sol'
determinate way. Thereby it will change the way in which we approa
perennial questions of philosophy.
In the discussions of Gaia that I have participated in and witnessed, I
sensed a variety of contrasting positions, and also the potential for con
among those committed to the Gaia hypothesis. In themselves, these a
bad thing, for they reflect the healthy diversity among our backgroun
outlooks. But our debates will be more effective and constructive ifwe ar
about the issues that may divide us, and also understand that in th~se de
we are doing philosophy and not science.

The Nature of Humanity
This is the first big issue to be raised by Gaia. In its old form, it involved)
placing of mankind between the apes and the angels. Now it concerns
relation to non-human nature. Clearly, in some ways we are part of nat
and in some ways not; just as in some ways we depend on nature and in o
we change it from outside. The debates can be on the ways in which
relations work out; or there can be a question of whether there is a dee
essential answer on one side or the other, and if so which. We are intereste
ourselves, wanting to know whether there is something very special about
a species, different in some very important way from amoebas and dragon
and cats. We feel as ifwe are different, and more important in some sche
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, b' er than ourselves· and yet that is a philosophical position that
thatlS 1gg
'
be conclusively proved.
.
1,1ever
d
ew element into this picture of ourselves m nature.
, intro uces a n
afa
t dynamic homoeostat of the planetary system, we are a very
1n .the ·greah sical terms, comparable to a culture m
· a Petn· d'1sh . W e may
thmg Iln p yl' ed as a species and so in another billion years there may be
every ong- iv
'
ur temporary presence. But while we are here, we can
l any trace of O
.
Y , · 'fi'cant effects on Gaia in her present phase. We may qmte
h
h
quite s1gm
· · Gai'a rapidly towards an unstable boundary, tow ere s e
bly be d nvmg h
with very destructive consequences for ourselves and
flip to a new p ase'
'd I tis even possible that the new phase of Gaia will be one that
else b es1 es.
.
·1
h
me of temperature that life as 1t has bm t up over t e
sueh an extre
,
. be extinguished or severely reduced.
ntaW111
'd as not merel y mter'
w forced to look at humankm
.
, h
nce we are no
'th ature or symbiotic with the rest of Garn. Rather, mt ese
dent w1 n
•
·
I
athogenic parasite on the whole planetary orgamsm. t
s we may'tb e well
aP
·
·
h ·
l
without us for a long ume, gomg throug its eye es
done qm e
· · a twin
· kl'1ng, on
en Homo 'sapiens' arrives and w1th1n
Th
thly or roughlY·
'
.
h
time he (should I use the masculme here?) does sue
cale of Pl ane tary whole' system and destroy his nest and much e1se. T o
gs as to foul the
· 1 1
• h
·nt let me try another analogy: ourselves (and parucu ar Y
has1ze t e po1 •
·
·
b
When a previously stable system 1s distur e d , t h e
pean man) as a weed ·
.
. ·
d nd choke out everything else. Of course, after a while they
s mva ea
h'
bility and are themselves squeezed out by a new flora. Is t 1s
tea news ta
. .
r h
b t that can be hoped for ourselves? If so, our pnde m our accomp 1s ·
t:~ecomes rather muted, and we seriously wonder whether we are some
of mistake.
.
.
·h G · .
· this pessimistic way of looking at humamty did not start wit
aia,
ow,
.
fi .
't
since the Bomb and pollution, people, helped by science 1c~10n wn ~rs
scientists have been aware of such possibilities. What 1s new with
some
,
'b'l'
h
a · that the issue now has a basis in science. The poss1 1 1ty t at we are, on
8
a~ce, a bad thing for our planet can now be stated in a precise, even partly
able form. This can cause a change in our image of ourselves ~omparable
those wrought by, say, Copernicus, Darwin and Freud. The £i_rst of these
iated a change in our picture of heaven and earth so that there 1s no longer
ation for the angels up above, and for the damned souls d~wn belo':. _The
nd showed that no special creation was required to explam the ongm of
many non-human species of living things, and so by analogy n~ne was
uired for mankind. Finally, with Freud we discovered the unconsc10us, so
tour reason, what really distinguishes us from the animals, turns o~t to be
· so supreme and mdepen
·
d ent, b ut 1s
· par tlY governed by causes like
the
.
tions of a goldfish to stimuli. Each of these scientific discoveries was
osed on the grounds that its philosophical i~terpretati~n would deny the
ity and uniqueness of mankind; yet humamty has survived them all, and
0
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(we think) with greater understanding and perhaps wisdom e h ,
.
.
.
.
ac t1
The contnbut1on that. Garn makes to this sequence of di'scovenes
·
the pro.cess a step !urther. We are not merely an integral part of
dependmg
on mynads of yet undiscovered natural processes £or
.
existence. But we are perhaps an unnatural part of nature
·
, umqu
present kn~wledge) among. all species, in that we threaten to des
homoeostatic balance on which our existence depends. Hence th
.
.
.
eme
our existence on this planet 1s called into question We can n 1
·
.
·
o onger
that m some way we as a species are 'good' in the sense that each of us s
be
. . good to those around us. Perhaps collectively we are 'bad'·, an d t'f
1s It all about, if anything? If by our own criteria of richness d'
.
. .
, tve
complexity of orgamzat10n and life, we as a species now threaten t
and ~egr~de ~11 of it on t~is planet, then our own value to-may I call
creation 1s senously put mto doubt.
·
Suppose that Gaia was doing just fine until we c~me along and i t
·
· 1y unstable perturbations into the system now
nr
our
poss1·
. mcreasmg
.
.
,
mmatmg m something quite planetismic within our lifetimes. What
ourselves? Of course I am not predicting this; but since the possibility
0
man-~ade. planetar~ ca~astrophe cannot be denied, then the philoso
or existential, quest10n 1s a real one. Thus, Gaia raises further dist
questions about our place in a bigger scheme of things, if there is 0
given the scientific strength of Gaia, the philosophical question, a new
an old issue, becomes all the more real and urgent.

The Problem of Evil
This more general problem follows on naturally from those discusse
above. It is something that has been with us as a philosophical issue,
Biblical times; we have the book of Job and also the myth of Adam an'
Certainly in this century we have seen enough evil, either malevolent a
the Holocaust, or benevolent as with the Bomb. No philosopher or the~
has yet had a permanent success in showing that the apparent ev1
pervades, even dominates, so much of human activity and human his
really good in a clever disguise. We have even had people who blame it
c~vilization, who imagine what used to be called 'noble savages' as i
eighteenth century, or perhaps 'natural people' now, from Rousse.
Laurens van der Post, contrasting their purity and genuine realization
values we profess, to our corrupted and sinful state. Others try to find
civilization which seems now, from its records, to have been in an harm
and stable relation with its environment before some unfortunate acci
terminated its life.
Such reflections are the negative reaction to the general optimism tha
characterized European civilization for some centuries. We have ap
science for the transformation of the means of production, and th
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ed the solution of the curse of poverty at the material level. It only
ins to reorganize our social arrangements, and then there will be enough
nd fibre for all, together with an abundance of manufactured goods.
a herever there has been such progress in the material realm, there has
: corresponding improvement in the cultural and spiritual lives of
l e, with the driving out of the superstition and obscurantism on which
a reactionary clergy and their masters.
e then, are the two contradictory views on the human meaning of
rial society. What contribution can Gaia make to this philosophical issue
erning the good society? In a general way, Gaia tells us that what has been
g on over the last few hundred years cannot be extended to all mankind, or
sustained for very long. Regardless of its debatable merits for human
cement, it is only a temporary phenomenon. I like to make the point
with a question. Can the biosphere support a billion cars and also a
air conditioners? This would be the load, if a Western standard of
with instant transport and domestic climate control, were to be shared
y throughout the world. With the help of Gaia one could calculate the
of the wastes in materials and energy that would be created by such a
lication, fivefold or twentyfold, of these processes. Gaia reminds us that
iosphere is governed by interlocking cycles just as much as the bioistry of a living body; and it can be poisoned in just the same way. But
burdens on the downstream cycles of Gaia are not sustainable, then the
of a just society for all mankind being achieved through our present
logy is a delusion. We can keep our comforts for some time, and let the
poor continue to rot; but that would be evil, and would sooner or later
destructive in physical as well as moral terms to us all.
us Gaia, as a sharpening of an ecological perspective, provides us with
philosophical issues arising out of the destructiveness of the ordinary
tions of our modern industrial technology. In the long run (which may
every long by planetary standards or even by human ones) the disruptive
of our material culture will be producing vast and destructive changes;
t our own status as beings endowed with some superior qualities is called
uestion. Then, even in the short run, the impossibility of extending the
t material benefits of our industrial system to all of humanity means
we are the Rich and they are the Poor; and the evil of injustice on a
etary scale is enforced not merely by consciously selfish politics, but by the
ncies of our productive machine.

wledge and Ignorance
iast problem involved wastes, and that leads me naturally into my next
This is the theory of knowledge, frequently entitled by its Greek name,
mology. For me the problem needs a new look; for we can no longer
tain the traditional view of science as rolling back the boundary with
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~gnora~ce, perhaps even approaching truth asymptotically. The I
mdustnal technology, as sharpened by awareness of Gai · h ·.
'll }
b
,h
a, is t at l
:vi a ways e wit us (so long as things persist in their present form)·
mdeed a man-made ignorance constitutes a great and ever-incr · '
. l , Th'1s is,
. I b e1·ieve, a new move in epistemol
easing
our surv1va
I
'11
ogy.
can i , ustrate
this philosophical
point by continuing my d'isc
•
,
wastes; t h is is a paradoxical topic, perhaps even not in the b
f
I b I'
.
b
I
est o t
: ieve i~ to e re evant to the sort of philosophy that we need ,
an mcreasmgly urgent problem in industrialized societies· a d ·
very
little .about
it. A few
years ago I gave a lecture course
' n onyet
.
.
.
wa
m my prehmmary readmg I scoured the catalogues of the U ·
•
£ · l'b ·
f' d
mvers1ty
orma
1 ranes,
·
I
, to m materials on the problem of waste.
Th
p enty on partlcu1ar sorts of waste, but on Waste-nothing Th' ·
b
h · d
,
,
1s1sp
ecause t e m ustnal system does not yet recognize that there is a ·
of
·
· p
h Waste, only
. of .particular wastes. The fact that it i's b emg
me
t reat~ned wit~ widespread. poisoning by toxic wastes, and (in A
least) is becommg choked with nuclear wastes ' is not yet see n as a syst·
pro blem.
It can be argued that any culture needs to maintain ignorance f
a b ?u t th ~ t h'mgs ~ h at th reaten its integrity; we speak of taboos,' 0 insob
stnct ant. ropolog1cal sense and also in the popular, social sense, Perha
waste, bemg so nasty, threatening and in the last resort unmanag bl
h
·
ea e
pr~sent approac e~, is a taboo of late industrial society. Were we to Co
seriously, system~tlcally and publicly what is known of the enviro
consequences of its activities, with waste primary among them but in
other assaults as well, then so much that we now take for granted as
wo~ld ~e .revealed. ~s. incurring incalculable costs as well. So the
mamtams its p~aus1~ihty by enforcing a sort of 'ignorance of ignoranc
the concentration is upon our knowledge, of what we understand
~ature, and how we can control her. The areas of ignorance, most easi
m w~stes an~ pollution, are left to the 'garbage sciences', starved of r
~resuge and mfluen.ce. Mostly this can be accomplished by automatic.
smce the whole social s~ructure of science is organized away from
wor~ on such pr~blems; m that sense we have 'socially constructed igno
But m case that is not enough, many governments now ensure that the
be no trouble, by destroying the meagre research resources still availah
the principle that' 'if ~~siness won't pay for research it's not worth doing'
we may speak of pohucally constructed ignorance.'
O~e result of such tendencies is that we find an increasing number of
and mtractable problems being thrust upon those with a competence to
them, ranging from acid to CFCs, ozone and the greenhouse effect. In.
case our kno:vledge,. at least at the beginning of their study, is weak and
compar_ed with our ignorance. And the policy implications of their unc
conclus10ns are even more open-ended. When should we start makin
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ents for a planned removal of the world's major coastal cities, in
pation of the rise in mean sea-level consequent on greenhouse heating?
questions betray our ignorance, which now increasingly swamps our
ledge when we must make long-term decisions.
f course, science has always had to cope with ignorance; and its progress
,recent centuries has seemed so triumphant and inevitable because of the
in which the border with ignorance was rolled back in one field after
her. But now we have a new phenomenon, which I call 'man-made
nee'. This is an absence of necessary knowledge concerning systems and
that exist out there in the natural world, but which exist only because of
activities. Were it not for our intervention, those things and events
d not exist, and so our lamentable and dangerous ignorance of them is
-made as much as the systems themselves. Most of our wastes are of this
c:ter; indeed we may say that the category 'waste' is itself a sign of a bad
ology. (Lest I seem to have things too neatly sewn up, I may raise the
n whether there is indeed waste in Gaia, such as the vast quantity of
gen in the atmosphere.)
ur man-made ignorance can extend quite dramatically to insoluble yet
t engineering problems, such as the design of a repository for nuclear
that will be safe for some tens of thousands of years. This is a very good
le for illustrating the problem; I use it whenever I lecture on such issues.
possibly long time-horizon in design is coupled with an urgently brief
orizon in decision. The American federal authorities are increasingly
s to 'solve' the problem of the nuclear wastes, at least in principle, lest
be some nasty accident at a temporary storage place when there is no
~dy in.sight. But, as Barry Commoner said long ago, everything has to go
~where, and statistically negligible people can have political bite. So in the
of nuclear wastes (perhaps appropriately, given the general nature of
hnology), we have at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, an exquisite interaction
wledge, ignorance, Gaia and dirty politics: the classic case. Please
my aesthetic appreciation of what is a very nasty problem; I cannot help
hen we consider the complexity and interrelatedness of the cycles by
h Gaia maintains her balances, the massiveness of the disruptions which
w impose on her, the primitive quality of the scientific materials by which
empt to decipher her clues; then truly we can speak of a man-made
ance, criminal or pitiful depending on your point of view, in our relations
Gaia. Let me make it clear that I do not think that this ignorance is
ute or static; there is much that is being done by science, both inside and
de the Establishment, on all these problems. One of the enjoyable and
fog things about being at this conference is seeing science of such
· nee, originality and excellence being reported and even being in the
ing. And certainly, more will be done, as the urgency of these problems
mes plain to us all, except perhaps for the most myopic or tyrannical of
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politicians. But the questions remain, will enough be done to sort
existing damage to Gaia; and also will the scientists have the ap
conception of their task?

Methodology
When we reflect on the interaction of knowledge with ignorance
scientific problems of Gaia, it becomes clear that a very new conce
what scientific work is about will become relevant and indeed nee
does not mean abandoning rigorous research using any appropriate
be it quantitative, field research, simulation or what have you,
relations of the scientists to the materials they explore, and to each 0
have to change. In his classic work on the philosophy of science, Thom
described 'normal science' as the 'strenuous and devoted attempt
nature into the conceptual boxes provided by [one's] professional edu
With such a normality, it is not surprising that attempts to achieve
interdisciplinary research always founder. Nor is there any philosophi
for resisting the inevitable trends for research to become atomize
fragmented, consequently and socially. How can there possibly
integration of the various sorts of expertise relevant to any real Gaia pr
except when the research is done by those courageous individuals out
margin, they and their work surviving precariously on the good
supporters in funding agencies?
I believe that the recognition of ignorance can provide some b
escaping frnm the atomism of the scientific life as we have experi
hitherto. I might here paraphrase Winston Churchill's famous remark
greatness, and say that some research problems are invented (as in·
science), some are presented ( as in mission -orientated science), and so
thrust upon us (as in problems of an assaulted environment). In this last
scientists do not have the luxury of satisfying professional standards of rt
Such problems may be described as having uncertain facts, disputed
high decision stakes and urgent decisions. When we evaluate solutions t
problems, we broaden our perspective from 'correctness' (relative to the
of the art in experiment and theory), to -'quality' in a functional context t
partly technical and partly societal.
This is not the place to enter into a long discussion of the methodol
policy-related research. Let it suffice for now that I can see this as beco
crucially important area of science, and one in which the assumptions
who is competent to do science and why, become drastically altered. In
'housewives' epidemiology' and TV investigative journalism will have
legitimate place, alongside the more conventional research. I could also a.
that without the critical presence of such complementary sciences, it will
the more difficult for the aware minority within the community of establi
scientists to make any impression on their colleagues and lead.ers. There
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for me to labour this point here, since so much of what The Ecologist has
, h d and fostered is in just this category of science.
s ech science matures, there will be problems aplenty, practical and
s~ 1 One of the thorniest will be quality control. I wrote on this a long
euca .
.
. .
in my old book; and some of my gloomiest predictions seem to be
ago,
· · themse l ves now h ave d'ff'
·
g true. We might ask, if the scientists
1 1cul ty m
. · g good quality in their research, how can there be any chance of
ta1nm
.
.
.
all problems are confused and conflicted? Well, I thmk there 1s an
h
wen
.
'er to that, not perfect by any means, but at l east prov1'd'mg a mec h amsm.
is, public debate in all f?rums including t!3-?se befo~e a mass TV
Our system of trial by Jury rests on the ab1hty of ordmary people to
~e.
.
rough the skills of advocacy, fre~uently ~m~loy~d on qmte abstr~ct a~d
l arguments. Without proposmg any mstitutional forms at this pomt
ca
.
,
· hrn
would be wandering too far afield), I can 1magme how an ennc
ent
echanisms for criticism (which as Karl Popper saw is the life-blood of ,
) could provide a means of ensuring.quality control in this new sort of
, appropriate to the problems of Garn:
.
nit is appreciated all around that a Garn problem, eithe.r on a lar?~ or a
ale is simply of a different type from that of atomized trad1t10nal
ce th~n appropriate techniques will develop naturally. With them will
e ;ppropriate conceptions of the objects of enquiry of the sciences; the
assumption that 'anything larger than E. coli only serves to confuse the
in studying life will join other vulgar prejudices conceived in imitation of
ception of physics that died in 1905. Concepts such as in~egra~ion and
lex functionality will emerge from the backroom where b1olog1sts have
itained them somewhat shamefacedly, and be recognized as appropriate
aiajust as much as consciousness is for humans. Thus, we may have a very
ting time ahead, in our thinking about what science is for, and is.

ot resist raising this last philosophical issue, even though it might make
people quite uncomfortable. 'Ontology' is the Greek term for the study of
ty; and with this I might seem to be introducing metaphysics or even
n into a scientific gathering. I should say at the outset that no particular
tion ofreality is entailed by adherence to the Gaia concept. Clearly, an
hioned atomist might have a lot of translating to do, back and forth
his concepts and those of Gaia; but for the human mind few such feats
ossible. At, the other end, support of Gaia need not take a person
than acceptance of 'systems' and suchlike as real for the purposes of
·the science. And we all know that when Jim Lovelock chose the name
he was most definitely not implying that the earth is a goddess, or alive,
thing of the sort.
'd yet, when we look at the earlier history, perhaps the prehistory, of the
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scientific conception of the earth as a great homoeostat govern~d
processes, we see what must be called metaphysics. There were 80
amazing people around in Paris in the 1920s, and in their dialo
could not have been any tight, defensive boundaries around their
realities. Vernadsky may have seen the whole thing as a vast har
hierarchy of systems; but then Bergson had his elan vital; and Tei
Chardin told explicitly of his experiences of something bigger
meaningful than any merely perceptual events.
That was all long ago, and now we are all scientists rather than spe
But, perhaps partly because of the playful name, partly because of
deep human problems it raises, and also partly because of the app
science that it fosters, Gaia is likely to make its contribution to the en
of realities that we are already experiencing. This is happening main y
medical side. When we know that ageing is a disease, and car accidents
epidemic, heroic bacteriology is no longer the most effective paradf
health problems. Also, when so many people are helped by acupunct
allied techniques, it is hard to continue to say that chi energy is an
superstition. What is to be done with the mind-body interaction, rev
many manifestations from placebo effect through psychogenic disease
practical success of healing therapies, is an exciting topic.
When I think of these enriched, perhaps nesting realities from the
atomism out to that of the visionary, I cannot help recalling that mar
scientific satire of Victorian England, Flatland. There the realities
dimensions; and the protagonist, a Square, was taken on a journey to
busy Linelander and also the self-satisfied Pointlander. His education
third dimension, which ( to his cost) he found impossible to communica
countrymen; and I must not tell you of the denouement where aware
shown to have its limits however high you go. We with Gaia can lo
upon the old-fashioned atomist; but who is looking down on us?
I cannot make any prediction as to how Gaia will affect our perc
accepted and (in a sense) socially constructed scientific realities. Buts
works in many ways; we know how it was the moon race, that esse
pointless extravaganza, that gave humanity its first effective vision
blue, delicate and alone. It also impressed on Jim Lovelock that the
atmosphere is an unstable system; in this we have the distinction betw
living earth and its dead neighbours, and hence the problem whose sol
Gaia. What sorts of perceptions and experiences will come now, is beyo
powers or interest to foresee. But once we have Gaia, it is difficult to kc
lines tightly drawn. I have in mind a metaphor that even Jim Lovelo
used, namely that Gaia can be 'sick'. Now I am sure that su
anthropomorphism can be translated back down into terms of stab
responses to shocks, and suchlike. But the term 'sick' is now in play, alon
'Gaia' herself. If we, so long accustomed to thinking of ourselves as the
of creation, the only reality that really counts, come to see ourselves as gu
Gaia, and moreover bad guests who have been making our hostess sick~
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active wastes, and the conversion of the former colonial world into a
slum and sweatshop for the 'advanced' nations are reminders of the
uacy of a simplistic approach to 'power over Nature'. Here I shall
some heuristic concepts whereby we may b.etter comprehend such
P 5 I hope thereby to show how alternative styles of thought are as
a: t~ the control of material culture as to abstract physics or medicine.

ue-Loadlng In Science, or the Social Construction of
ranee

Our modern scientific technological culture is based on tw
·
Th f'
· .
o aruc1es
e Irst, denvmg from Bacon, is that knowledge is power
.
, 0 ver our
environment. The second, from Descartes and his philosophical ll
th t
t . l
1· . '
co e
a ma ena rea ity is atomic' in structure, consisting of sim l
d enuddf'
·
pee·
e o mterconnect10n and of causes relating to huma
l
.
n percepti
va ues,. On that basis our civilization has achieved unparalleled su
theoretical knowledge and material power But we all k
h
d
, ,
.
·
nowt at
angerously deficient m control Viewed from z'ns•de
·
, , we may q
wh~ther we .are only 'sorcerer's apprentices', capable of starting the
e~~i~e ~ut mcompetent to control or stop it. Viewed from outsid
civihzatl~n may appear as a 'weed', dominating and choking out all
cultures m the ground disturbed by its material conquests.
In recent years there has been an increasing tide of
't' ·
h' d
·
en ic1s
~ is .omman.t world-view on all front_s. Following on the expl ·
~o~~cio~sness among the.affluent youth in the 1960s, the metaphysi
civihzat10n has been subjected to critical scrutiny, and many alter
proposed. Some of these call for a return to world-views and reli ·
0
pre-date the rise of the great civilizations. More influential (so farj -:::e
th~t ~raw on the cultural resources of the East, particularly the Taoists
thmkmg. The ~resence of 'complementarity' in the structure of the
advanced theories of fundamental physics has been used strongly as evi
for the naturalness and 'scientific' character of this alternative framew
t~ought. The stea,dy gr~w.t~ of 'alternative' or 'complementary' medic
fiel~~ where the atomistic style seems ineffectual, counter-produc
posiu_vely barbarous, gives this other world-view a firm basis in succ
practice and popular experience.
I~ the area of technology, the focus of Francis Bacon's dream, we have
~om~ng to ~ee ~o~e clearly how the solution of a problem at one level, su
m a techmcal fix , ca~ produce more serious, perhaps insoluble, proble
other levels. The vanous forms of pollution, problems of the disposa
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optimistic philosophy of science of previous generations rested on a
le linear scheme of the application of science to human benefit. Science
u~ed facts, either in its own pursuits or in response to perceived social
}ems. In themselves these facts were value-free; the interests or prejudices
eindividual investigator did not affect his conclusions, which were tested
the objective world of Nature. But in their totality, they embodied the
human values. The miseries of mankind were easily seen to result from
ty, ignorance and superstition. The first two of these would be removed
tly by the result of scientific enquiry; and the last would be defeated by
xposure of the real causes of human suffering, in material and intellectual
ttre. Those who espoused this philosophy were well aware that Science
not easily succeed on its own; there had to be a struggle against the
tions that profited from exploitation and oppression; previously, estabreligion and, more recently, an unjust social system.
successes of this ideology, at least for the great mass of people in its
nds, must never be overlooked. Even now, when material poverty
in the most advanced nations, there will be sharp practical contradicbetween 'progress' (realized in the relief of drudgery and the production
bs), and an 'ecological' awareness of the limits of 'growth'.
owever, even within those highly developed economies, some systemacomplications have been recognized. The theme of 'choice' has been
reciated as vital to the direction of science and technology. The image of
isolated, autonomous 'pure scientist', following his or her own curiosity
accidentally producing results of social benefit, is totally obsolete. Science
w a big business requiring choices for the allocation of limited resources.
technology cannot depend on a:n automatic mechanism of a market to
inventions into successful innovations. In each case there must be 'policy',
bling direction to be given, and choices to be made, in accordance with
eral strategic objectives.
,
at is the source of such a strategy? It does not come from an immediate
· act with Nature that is instantly and rigorously tested by results. Rather, it
nd in institutions, which, since they embody power., must necessarily be
ly aligned with the general political/ economic structures of the society of
'ch they are a part. The ultimate motive of such strategic planning may well
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be the improvement of the condition of mankind. But this aspirati
inevitably be filtered through the realities of power in any given c
Hence the science that is done (and perhaps more importantly, the scien
is not done) reflects the values of a society as they are realized in its do·
institutions. In terms of this analysis, such slogans as 'science is not neutra
'science for the people' are not merely partisan rhetoric. They re
protests against the particular institutional arrangements for the prod!
of scientific knowledge, and also against the ideology of 'objectivity' byw
is still reinforced.
.It ~igh~ be ~bought that i~ spite ~f t~e.se force~ shaping and (by
cntena) d1stortmg the collect10n of se1ent1flc materials available to 5·
there must still be a hard core of 'facts' independent of these forces. T
very delicate and sensitive question; for if we abandon all belief· i
commitment to 'objectivity' in science, then there is no defence a
charlatans or power-politicians deciding public policy on matters sci
and technological. Hence I only argue that 'objectivity' is by no ·
guaranteed by the materials or the techniques of science, but rather
partly from the integrity of individuals and partly from open deb·
scientific results.
I can establish this point by an example from a common element of sci
technique: statistical inference. When statisticians test an hypothesi
cannot possibly decide its truth or falsity; at best they work to wi
'confidence limit', which (roughly speaking) gives the odds (in ter
mathematical model of the universe to which the given data are assu
belong) that their conclusion is correct. Different problems conventional
investigated to different confidence limits, say 95 % or 99%. A more rig
confidence limit requires a more expensive investigation. But a conclusi
evidence that ... ' is always relative to the pre-assigned confidence li
more searching test might have proved a positive result. Hence the
defining the investigation, the costs of 'false negatives' and of 'false posi
as well as the cost of the study itself, can determine the answer. A lo
investigation can result in an effect remaining concealed. Knowledge is
but the price of economy is continued ignorance.
This general point of methodology can become an issue of political str
in the case of suspected pollutants. When one considers all the methodol
problems of field investigations, ranging from the inherent imperfecti
data, through the weight to be assigned to indirect evidenc~ (as from.a
studieg), the assumptions of 'normal' practice, and the implicit burd
proof in any regulatory decision, it is easy to see why at the present.
methodology has become overtly political, at least in those countries (su
the USA) where procedures are required to be published and availabl
criticism. There, the typical situation is for 'the facts' provided by science
the focus of debate in public forums, regulatory agencies, and the cour
well.
All this occurs only when a scientific issue has become salient, and ther.e
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't public debate Until then and generally elsewhere, the
tions f or 1 s
.
'
.
. ·
ant of environmental hazards. The ignorance 1s not due to an
C IS 1gnor
.
. d ..
( k .
t bility of the phenomena, but to social ec1s10ns ta en m
. ,
ual impene ra
.
.
. · · s of state and of science) to neglect certam problems m
ng mst1tut1on
..
.
Such problems will usually not be those prom1smg prestige
ur of oth ers.
·
1·
d'ff
a scientific elite but rather those mvo vmg 1 use,
reward s t o
'
.
d
f h
'bl chronic or delayed effects of the unmtended by-pro ucts o t e
ercepti
e,
·
·
·
1
·
l
bl'
h
P.· •
J that sense our sc1ent1flc-techno ogica esta 1s men t
ustnal system. n
'
. 1
. awareness, by negative means, as surely as the theologica
Ids· publ ic f rlier times did by indoctrination an d pro h'b'
·
Th
1 1tions.
e
lishment o ea
.
·
f ignorance' is a phenomenon of our modern penod, all
l construction o
.
. .
·
t nt because it happens unnoticed and m contrad1ction to the
ore 1mpor a
ved ideology of science as the bearer of Truth.

chnological Blunders
.
t the new uncertainties in science, we have the recent
rrespond mg O
1
·
·
e
possibility
of massive blunders in technology. For a ong time It
overyof th · d that the costs and benefits
. of techno1og1ca
. 1 d
a vance are
been recognize
.
.
. their incidence. The conquest and destruction of native peoples by
qua1m
.
·
1
·1
with superior means of production or destruct10n 1s no on?er eas1 y
d b 'the progress of civilization'. But we must now reckon with a 1:ew
:: of \ad' arising from the supposed automatic 'good' of tec~nolog1cal
This will occur most obviously where a technology 1s strongly
k
Th
ess.
. .
·
en
ovauve an d lacki'ng the automatic controls of a competitive
. mar et.
.
h ppen that ignorance in the design process and mcompetence m
~n t'an and operation can combine to produce a resounding failure. The
nca 10
. d
· h USA
,
notorious present case is the civil nuclear power m ustry m t e
cost and time overruns have produced crippling burdens of debt on
t~~s, even when plants are completed. And when they ~re.aband~1:~d after
't
of hundreds of millions of dollars, the victims (utilities and
expend 1 ure
'bT
f
'r customers) are left with massive de~ts and t~e real poss1 1 1ty o
kruptcy. And incompetence in operat10n, resultmg from the po':er
ustry's being quite unprepared for the sophistication of. the .technology with
ch it was presented by science, produce even more cnpplmg burdens.
ess obvious on the ground, but equally dramatic, are those cases where
mical manufacturers proceed for years to produce substan~es .that. are
rdous in all sorts of ways, choosing frequently to remam m wilful
ranee of the dangers to their workforces, consumers and the gener~l
lie. When this socially constructed ignorance is eve1:1tually. e~plode.d, .1t
ars that the guilty men were only ordinary people ~omg their.J~~s withm
constraints of compartmentalized bureaucratic responsibility and
eralized cost-cutting.
.
he question, how could all this happen? is a real one. Engineers and plant
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managers of all sorts, presumabl well t .
,
have as a group allowed maJ'or inyd t . ramed and competent in th.e.
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·
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great mconvenie
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answer may lie in the traditional ed
~een o~erwhelmingly restrictive, an:::::c::!:utlook of ~uch persoqs
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.
,
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.
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rch process, nor can they be instilled by simple political or administrative

s.
ientific progress is uniquely sensitive to the maintenance of quality.
vative work is hard and risky; the minority who dare and succeed can all
easily be smothered by an entrenched mediocrity that wishes to stay
ortable in old routines of problems and techniques. Thus, the mainnee of a generally good quality of research is a necessary background for
emergence of excellence and originality. Governments, even industries,
survive for a long time in a state of complacency and inefficiency, even
'ng corruption. When such a situation exists in a field of science, the
ts are not visible to the inexpert eye: teaching, research, conferences,
t applications continue smoothly; the one thing lacking is anything worthe happening.
ence the value component of science has· another essential element: the
mitment by enough scientists, and particularly those in positions of
cal power in their scientific communities, to the production of good
, really for its own sake. Otherwise all of the world's research science
ld soon become like that recognizable in various backwater communities:
h spurious activity, but no contribution to either knowledge or human
ilar phenomena can be observed in fields of technology where
'hasers can be captured by producers, notably state (particularly military)
urement. It may seem outrageous and incredible that military authorities
d endanger the lives of soldiers, and compromise the chances of victory in
ntual wars, for the sake of bureaucratic convenience or advantage. But it is
the examples are best known for the USA, but perhaps mainly because of
greater openness of government there.
hus, even in the cases of the most 'hard' and 'objective' fields of human
eavour, we can discuss the effects of a 'moral environment'; if not enough
e care about quality, then it will inevitably be lost. Cyclical theories of
ations, usually cast in terms of political and military affairs, and
ards of private morality, may be seen to apply to science and technology
ell.

ntasy Hardware, the Ultimate Aberration
re the advent of modern science, there was a well-recognized category of
ets too powerful to be revealed'. Whether they were actually so, we will
know. But in any event, the optimistic faith of the seventeenth century
hets of modern science rendered that category void. Although great
rial powers were promised through the new science, they were understood
estrictly limited. In the materialist world-view, effects were commensurate
h causes; enhancements by spiritual or magical means were seemingly
rd.
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By the later nineteenth century, the technology of war was er~
basic metaphysical assumption. Inventors were once again pr
'weapons so terrible that they would make war impossible forever'
nuclear weapons were not a totally new phenomenon; they
continuous development ideologically as well as technically. First ·
cheap but very dramatic extension of means of quickly destroying a ci
inhabitants, they were indeed used, partly for their immediate e
partly as an extension of diplomacy.
However, the second generation of nuclear weapons, involving en
enhanced destructive power, effective means of delivery, and a shari
technique between the two major antagonists, did introduce a qua
new element into warfare. It was universally admitted that it w
undesirable to use such weapons, even though only a critical minorit
that a nuclear war could not be 'war' in any meaningful sens~.
The function of such weapons then shifted drastically: it
'deterrence'. This concept was twofold: it referred to nuclear war invol
exchange of long-range missiles, but it also extended to the discourage
a 'conventional' war in Europe. In the 'pure' case of intercontinental
missiles, 'deterrence' introduced a very new sort of problem into
theory. Strategic thinking was concentrated on games of bluff and
bluff, with models from 'the theory of games and economic behavio
with payoffs in mega-deaths. This was very quickly exposed as an
pseudo-science by an eminent military scientist, Sir Solly Zuckerman,'
was ignored, by politicians, strategists and philosophers of science alike.
the gigantic machine of nuclear armament, distorting the economies
politics of all the world's nations, and presenting an ever-increasing t
the survival of mankind, had as its rationale a strictly nonsensical
What a fate for a civilization that so proudly bases itself on science!
Practical contradictions also afflicted nuclear strategy, though these.
couple of decades to mature. The 'defence' of Europe by the threa
obliteration through American-controlled weapons led to increasing
there. 'Civil defence' finally revealed its idiocy in American pla
evacuations, requiring (for example) the inhabitants of each of the 'twi
Minneapolis-St Paul to seek refuge in the other!
'Independent' deterrents by second-rank powers as Britain and
could be only an expensive means of maintaining fantasies of national
And the spread of nuclear weapons to less-responsible ruling elites
sinister threat that cannot now be removed.
Such a situation might seem as bizarre as possible, until a new eleme
revealed in the early 1980s: the weapons themselves are unreliable. Am
missiles have been tested only on constant-latitude paths. Hence, any .
'first-strike', 'counter-force' attack (by missiles travelling over the pol
targeting with great accuracy and precision) is pure fantasy. Furthe
coming generation of American missiles seem likely to impose a de
'freeze'. The MX system is totally devoid of any plausible function, exc

we'
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centuries. Now its contrad1ct10ns have matured. They are most
t h ree
. ·1
h
·11
· I s to base a nuclear strategy on a future m1ss1 e system t at wi
ifest m P an
.
· 1
ver operate. This complete interpenetration of fantasy and
fi.lilY ne
· wi·11 .
en as a sort of Zen koan; and perhaps some d ay It
ware could be Se
This essay was first published as 'Knowledge, ignorance and fantasies in th~
scientific world view, in Japanese, in Crises of Today's World and Perspectzvesfor.
the Future, Iwanami Shoten, Tokyo, 1984. It was republishe~ under the present title
in The Revenge of Athena: Science, Exploitation and the Third World (ed. Z.
Sardar) Mansell, London and New York, 1988.

general problem of quality control, and me ir~por.t~nce of morale and of mor.al
ratives, is discussed at length in my book Scientific Knowle~ge an.d Its Social
[ems (London: Oxford University Press, 1971) (also published m Japanese
station).
phenomenon of the misdirection of science, to the neglect of problems of human
environmental concerns, is discussed in Quality in Science (ed. M. Chotkowsky La
,ette. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press,' 1982), particularly in the essay by Harvey
ks, 'Needs, leads and indicators'.
most recent study of the provision of low-quality oi: inappropriate weapons to the
'can military is National Defense, by James Fallows (New Y.ork: Rand~m Hou~e,
His most striking example is the modification of the M-15 _1"1fle mto an meffecw,:e
n for use in Vietnam, in the interest of the preservation of a bureaucratic
poly on design and testing ..
e history and institutional/political theory of the development of nucle~r weapons
uclear strategy, an eyewitness account is by Lord Zuckerman; see his Nuclear
,
n and Reality (London: Viking, 1982).
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is section begins with a sample of my recent research, conducted
h S.0. Funtowicz, on quality control of scientific information
ugh the management of uncertainties. This is at its core a technical
tion, through a notational system; it may not be immediately
arent what relation it has to the vast problems that I have been
ussing hitherto. Perhaps the link can be established through the
cept of 'ignorance of ignorance' which I have used on occasion in
writings. If we lack means to express the severe uncertainties that
ct our information on the major problems, then they will not be
ressed; and being unexpressed they will be ignored; and then we
persist in the illusion that we know (because the scientists have
ided us with numbers precise to two or three digits) when in fact
ave educated guesses at best. I used the term 'we' for the sake of
ity in a general analysis; but when we recall how many debates over
ironmental threats resolve into disagreements over the quality of
cial data, then an instrument for quality assessment that is simple
· ugh for use by concerned citizens can make a significant
Jribution to the quality, and fairness, of such debates.
he interaction of knowledge, ignorance and policy has become an
Heit concern among those grappling with the problems on a
etary scale; some years ago I participated in a conference intended
fine an international, trans-disciplinary research programme on
iosphere. For this I was encouraged to explore ignorance as it
es to policy; and since I suspected that this would be a new concept
ost of the scientists involved, I introduced the topic by easy stages,
lleling the experience of a scientist through his education and
r. I was emphatic that this is not a question to be resolved by
ptual analyses; but rather that working scientists would need to
their management of subject-speciality self-protection. Otherwise
efforts would amount to little more than a pooling of separate
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uncertainties rather than an integration of common k
1d
now e ge:
seems to be a general experience that the perils associat d · 1-.·•.
·
d'1sc1p
· 1·mary research are as yet more real to mo t e· wit.~
mter
,
.
s scienttstst
t h e threats to survival that require such work for th ·
. . .
. .
eIT control,
If the sc1ent1fic commumt1es are generally incapabl f b
,
.
,
.
e o reak
of t11e normal science as defmed by Kuhn (puzzle s 1 ·
·
.
. o vmg Wlthi
unquestioned, unqu~stionable ~aradigms), what can be done? I
next two :ssays I rev1e~ the vanous alternative approaches that
spawned m the.confusion of the 1960s, and which ha
d
..
.
.
ve move t
stability and matunty ever smce. Working first in the p I' · I
· 1 d'
.
o itica a
socia 1mens10ns, I review the old 'social contract of · ·
,
.
.
.
.
science w
science enJoyed the 1mmumty of scholars in return for p
,·
b
f'
·
romism
ene Its
. of mventors.
. . That can no longer be sustained , as the 0
b enef1cent,
ommsc1ent image of science falls apart , A w1'der
.
involvement of non-experts in 'science', in some sense of th
·
· bl
eter
~nev1ta .e ~n~ a~p·ro,priat~. Her~ I indicate three sorts, labelled
alte~nativ~, activist and practical', very different in their fun
and m their supporters; but all of them serving valid purpo
ses.
· h
sue h ennc .ed conceptions of science make their way into teach
h
h
t en t ere 1s a chance that the dusty decline of science educati
yet be arrested.
the same phenomenon historically, in terms of 'or th.
.Viewing
.
cnt1ques and alternatives', I go back to the prophetic faith of
~cientific Revolution about the Way of Science, and show how
mherent contradictions, latent or manageable then and for e
afterwards, have matured and become manifest. Most of th: tw
century has been needed for this process to achieve fulfilment· '
fi~st in philosophy, only gradually extended to the social criti~~
science, and then most recently to a cosmological perspective.
of 'alternativ~ .sciences' now flourishing have a variety of purp
the more pohtical to the more private. I find 'alternative medi
simply 'healing' among the most significant, since it poses the
challenge to professional and metaphysical structures, in the
unobtrusive and non-violent way. As such tendencies gain in pl
and acceptance, the common sense of science, set several centur
mu~t inevitably ~e modified, in ways that may have surprises for
Fmally I repnnt (slightly modified) my first attempt at a uni
conception of it all, in the discussion of 'critical science' in my
book. There are many gaps in the vision I had then, which are
seen by comparison with the recent essays. But in general I feel
has worn well, and it is useful for showing both the development
the continuity of my thought over the last two decades.
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uantities:
ards an Arithmetic of Real
erience

dy has been motivated by two problems at widely separated places in
odology of the natural sciences. One is the crisis in the philosophy of
caused by the continuing failure of all programmes to identify a
structure which could explain the previously successful practice of
1 science (Shapere 1986). The other is the failure of the traditional
s of laboratory science to encompass problems of risks and the environthe policy process. Few people are aware of both problems and their
connections. Here we will indicate their common root and, while not
ting a 'solution' cast a~ some formalism, we will exhibit a practical
whereby quantitative statements can be made in a clear and effective
two problems actually come together, implicitly at least, on those issues
in one way or another the traditional methods of science have revealed
adequacy. In the debates on environmental and occupational hazards,
are bound to increase greatly before they ever abate, popular concepf science tend to change drastically from naive trust to embittered
. . Having been told in school, in the media, and by all the accredited
ts that science (in legitimate hands) can and will solve all our techproblems, citizens may then have a very different sort of experience,
· ntly involving procrastination, prevarication or even concealment and
· n at the hands of the very experts employed to protect thelll against
. All scientific expertise then tends to become used as a debating tool,
el of courtroom psychiatry. In debates on large-scale problems, such
eering projects constituting 'major hazards' or major environmental
ns, or· in the speculative technologies of nuclear armaments, the
g line between science, nonsense and fantasy becomes very difficult to
. The traditional methodologies of scientific research offer insufficient
'on against the corruption of reason that modern conditions encourn in our dealings with the world of Nature.
contribution is a new notational system (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1986)
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for the expression of quantitative information, one which provides pl
each of the judgements describing the different sorts of uncertainty w;1
quantitative statement is qualified. We call it NUSAP, an abbreviati
categories Numeral, Unit, Spread, Assessment and Pedigree. The
convey inexactness, unreliability and 'border with ignorance', res"
Familiar analogues exist for the first two of these, spread and asset
variance or experimental error for the first, and confidence
systematic error for the second. The last one, pedigree, does not
precedent in ordinary scientific practice or statistical technique; wed~
an evaluative history of the process whereby the quantity was produ
means of that history, we characterize the state of the art of the produ
the quantity. This exhibits the inherent limitations of the knowledge
be achieved thereby, and in that sense demarcates the border with i
in that case. The first two places, numeral and unit, are close enough
traditional analogues to need no explanation as yet. Within each p
box, appropriate notations, depending on the applications, may be em
The usefulness of a tool like NUSAP for application to what we
'policy-related research' or 'public-use statistics' is not too difficult to i
If highly uncertain quantitative information were required to be writ
all its qualifying places explicit, we could more quickly identify pseudo
or scientifically meaningless quantitative statements. In this resp
NUSAP notational scheme could function as an instrument of quality
in an area where it is both urgently necessary and extremely difficult.
On the side of epistemology, the contribution cannot be so direct;
hope that it will provide a basis for transcending the seventeenth
metaphysics in which geometrical reasoning .was to supplant human
ment as the route to real knowledge. Instead of erecting some gene
encompassing, polar-opposite alternative to our dominant 'reduc
science, be it in the form of a 'holistic', 'romantic', 'idealist' or 'volu
philosophy, we can in a practical way exhibit the essential complement
the more quantifying with the more qualifying aspects of any quan
statement. Human judgements are then seen, not as inhabiting some se
realm from exact mathematical statements, bearing a relation which is.
hostile, mysterious, or non-existent; but rather as a natural and e
complement to the more impersonal and abstract assertions embodied.
numerical expression. When this insight, made familiar in everyday ei.
ence, is available for philosophical reflection, then we may be in a positi
go beyond Galileo's (1632) classic pronouncement that the conclusions of
ral science are true and necessary and that 'l'arbz'trz'o humano' has no ·
do with them. Thus, NUSAP may make a practical contribution t
recently developed tendency in the philosophy of science, which gives
recognition to· the informal aspects of scientific argument and ratio
(Putnam 1981, Jiang 1985).
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p oblem: Uncertain Quantitative Information
r!sented by a 'Magic Number' Form
bl
ssociated with the provision and communication of quantitapro em~ a for policy-making in economic and social affairs are well
information
.
.
.
'
bl
· ht be thought that the difficulties of producmg usa e
·
d
· l b
n It mig
·d , (L'ndblom and Cohen 1979) in these fields are cause roam y Y
ege
I
.
.
1
'mitations of definition and measurement of their re evant
.
· d h
·
h eren t ll
ted statistical indicators. But it is increasmgly r:cogn1ze t. at. m
1
k'
for technology and for the natural environment, s1m1 ar
.a mgi'se Planning for investment in technological and industrial
.
.
.
b
1ues ar ,
pments is characterize~ b~ frequent uncertamty and occas10nally y
d'able
ignorance (Collmgndge 1980).
.
1
tter now takes on some urgency, in view of the growing proport10n of
ti;:;aeffort that is devoted to the understanding a~d control of the
,
t l and health consequences of technology and mdustry. lncreasonmen a
.
.
in the media and in research journals, 1s occupied by such
ace, b oth
.
.
as radioactive pollution, acid rain, agricultural cr.em1cals and pharn_iaroducts. A variety of research fields are called on to provide
atte technical information which, it is hoped, will contribute to the
·
or at least to the definition, of these practical problems.
ion,
.
l d .
h
issues are the subject matter for the pohcy-re ate sciences, w ose
on is to provide this new sort of usable knowledge. Because of the
't and frequent urgency of some of these issues, the research
l exi Y
· d f or
't' do not always possess the knowledge and ski'lls require
uni ies
.
f' d . d'ff' l
d' t effective solutions. Even experienced advisers may m it 1 1cu t
e ia e
d }' • f th
ey to policy-makers an accurate reflection.of the sc~pe an 1m1ts o
e
that can be achieved under these constramts. Solvmg the problems of
:senting and evaluating technical information in these contexts, and also
tifying meaningless quantitative expression~, th~s b~comes of great
ce for the proper accomplishment of pubhc pohcy m these areas.
licy-analysts have long been aware of this problem, and have searched for
s of expressing strongly uncertain information. Thus:
ne of the thorniest problems facing the policy analyst is posed by the
uation where, for a significant segment of his study, there is
:':1.nsatisfactory information. The deficiency can be with respect to
data-incomplete or faulty-or more seriously wit~ ~espect to.t~e
odel of theory-again either incomplete or insuff1c1ently venf1ed.
his situation is probably the norm rather than a rare occurrence.
JDalkey 1969.)
spite of these manifest inadequacies in the available information, the
-maker must frequently make some sort of de:isio~ with~ut delay. The
tation for her/his advisers is to provide her/him with a smgle numbe~,
aps even .embellished with precise confidence limits of the classic
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statistical form. W~en such numbers are brought into the pubr
debates may combme the ferocity of sectarian politics with
sophistic.ation of scholastic disputations. The scientific inputs the:
paradoxical
property of promising objectivity and certainty by the1r
·
.
pro d ucmg only greater contention by their substance (Nelkin 1979)
Indeed, there
is now an
tendency for public debate to £o·
.
. increasing
.
on t h e vanous uncertainties surrounding the numbers than on t
relevant
quantities themselves.
·
,
,
. This. has happened most notablyint
the greenhouse
effect
and
ae1d
ram.
Such
debates
on
the
un
.
certa
always be mherently more difficult to control and comprehend th
the policy level. They unavoidably involve all aspects of the issue,
to methodology and even to state-of-the-art expert practice in th
scientific fields.
e
111: all the :i~lds of formalized ~ecision analysis (e.g. Risk Analysis
Attnbute Utihty Theory, Operational Research, Decision Research
Systems Theory), practitioners are now searching for means of ex
subjective factors. This endeavour frequently confuses very different
technical. information, such as social value-commitments, group inte
personal Judgements, as well as qualifying attributes of quantities. In
in statistics have not proved adequate to resolve such confusions. Und
circumstances, there is a real possibility that risk-analysis practitione
those they advise will despair of objectivity, and in the resolution of
issues will oscillate between emotional interpersonal contacts and
power politics. Some even argue as if 'pollution is in the nose of the b
and reduce all environmental debates to a conflict between sensi
sectarian life-styles (Douglas and Wildavsky 1982). We believe that the
objectivity in policy decisions must be analysed and exhibited afresh
consistent and fair procedures in decision-making can be defend
further articulated.
Thus, the traditional assumption of the robustness and certainty
quantitative information has become unrealistic and counter-productiv
various sorts of uncertainty, including inexactness, unreliability and.
ranee, must be capable of representation. The task was well descri
W.D. Ruckelshaus (1984), when Administrator at the US Environ
Protection Agency:

r::

First, we must insist on risk calculations being expressed as distribu
of estimates and not as magic numbers that can be manipulated
without regard to what they really mean. We must try to display
realistic estimates of risk to show a range of probabilities. To help
this we need tools for quantifying and ordering sources of uncertai ·.
and for putting them in perspective.
The above reference to 'magic numbers' is not merely rhetorical.
culture invests a quality of real truth in numbers, analogous to thew
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ltures believe in the magical powers of names. The classic stateoth er Cu
by Lord Kelvin:
say that when you can measure what you are speaking about,
f ten
.
b
'b
h
d express it in numbers, you know somethi_n~ a out it; ut w en you
nnot measure it, when you cannot express It m numbers, your
wledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind. (Mackay 1977.)
titative form of assertion is not merely considered necessary for a
uan be scientific; it is also generally believed to be sufficient. Thus, the
ttO
• h
' '
f
discussed here are not only related to the m erent uncertamues o
5
· t matter (as for example in risks and environmental pollutants); they
1ec
.
f
te in an inappropriate conception of the power and meanmg o
· relation to the natural and social worlds. By their form, numbers
rs in
. .
.
precision; an 'uncertain quantity' seems as much a contradi~tion 1~
an 'incorrect fact'. But this image must be corrected and ennched if
to grow out of the reliance on magic numbers; only in that way can we
to provide usable knowledge for policy-decisions, including those for
e, technology and the environment.

erical Language: Pathologies and Pitfalls
ew requirements on quantitative information for policy-making have
led inadequacies in the traditional numerical means of representation
the implicit beliefs underlying them. But we should not think that a
11
al and faultless inherited numerical system is suddenly being stretched
d its limits of applicability. Reflection on the history and existing uses of
rical systems shows that they contain many pathologies and pitfalls.
derive from the traditional basic conception of numbers as designed for
ing collections of discrete objects. For measurement of continuous
itudes, the traditional tool was geometry, with an 'analogue' rather than
l' approach. The combination of counting and measuring in p:acti.ce
es estimation, for which no notational systems were developed until qmte
tly. But the uncritical use of numbers, with their connotation of
teness and hence of absolute precision, still causes blunders and confuat all levels of practice.
h imperfections are not advertised by teachers adhering to a 'pure
atics' pedagogical tradition.. The subject of 'estimation' had indeed
ed in nineteenth century 'practical arithmetic'. But the influence of
academic research in mathematics, culminating in the 'new
atics', encouraged the teaching of the elite skills of manipulating
ct structures to schoolchildren. These did not complement traditional
, but effectively alienated even arithmetic from practical experience
e 1974). (Such abstraction, perhaps based on disapproval of rote-learned
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practical craft-skills, had its analogue in the 'global method' for t
reading while ignoring the alphabet. For several decades children e
from the. best schools unable either to count or to spelll) Such f:u
a b stract10n enable us to extend the insight of Godel's famous theorem
to the present context. As Kline (1972) expressed it:
Godel showed that the consistency of a system embracing the us "
logic and number theory cannot be established if one limits him:e
such concepts and methods as can formally be represented in the
system of number theory.
. Here we are dealing with understanding rather than proof. In the 'new
a more logical and complicated formalistic language for arithmet'
achieved at the expense of the loss of comprehension of the ri/
contradictory world of the practical experience of quantity.
.·
The confusions- of arithmetic could be safely ignored so long as tacit
skills were adequate for coping with the ordinary problems of application
task of programming computers for calculations, where nothing can
tacit, has forced some awareness of the practical problems of managi
uncertainties in all quantitative information. There is already a flour·
literature on 'numerical analysis' at all levels; but as yet no coherent and
tive exposition of the management of the different sorts of uncertai
available. Hence the ordinary practice of calculation is still afflicted
paradoxes and blunders, the sort that 'every schoolboy' should know,
doesn't.
For our first example, we may consider the representations of fracti
parts of unity. We may say:
1/4 = 0.25

but

1/4 inch

* 0.25 inch

In the first case we are dealing with 'pure arithmetic', and the equality r
from a simple calculation. But in the second case we are dealing with me
ments, in this case inches; our objects are not 'points on the real line'
'intervals of estimation', characterized by a 'tolerance'. Each representa
has its own implied tolerance (or, as we shall call it, spread), and so 1/4
and 0.25 inch mean quite different things. In the former case, the nextl
unit of magnitude (implying the interval of inexactness) is likely to be
inch, while in the latter it is 0.01 inch, smaller by a factor of 6. Drawi
specifications in the different units have different implied tolerances, and t
mean very different things in practice. Managing such anomalies may be q
trivial to those involved in such work, but this is achieved by the adoptio
implict conventions for interpretation, whose understanding may be restri
to a particular specialist group. (The traditional tables of decimal equivale
of common fractions, with entries such as 1/16 inch = 0.0625 inch,
examples of the deep confusion in this practical matter.)
A mention of tolerance (inexactness, error or spread) will usually prov
the response that all that is handled by the 'significant digits' (s.d.) conventi
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describe exactly what that is, turns out to be far from trivial. Indeed,
tole for preservation of s.d.s in a c·alculation is not at all straightforward.
ru
·
· 1e wh ose ra d'ms is
·
example, if we wish to know the circumference
of a circ
then we round off 7r to 3 .1; but if the radius is 9. 2 cm, then 7r should be
cm,· ce the 'proportional error, in
· the second ra d'ms measure is
· of t h e or d er
, sin
.
.
.
,
f
%, while that in 3 .1 is some ~ %, mappr.opnately la~ge · 1;hus the ch01ce o
number of s.d.s to include ma numerical expression will depend on the
1 tion at hand, and the rules for choice will not be trivial.
above examples may seem to relate only to unsophisticated practice.
h following subtle blunder has been observed even in high-level tables of
tt e
.
1 .
f.
tistics. Suppose (for simplicity and clanty) we have a p~pu auon o Just
en elements divided into three groups of 2, 2 and 3 respectively. A common

h:

ular display would be:

%
29
29
42
100
ere seems nothing wrong here, until we observe that 3/7 is strictly 42.8%;
khshould be rounded-up to 43%, just as 2/7 or 28.6% was rounded-up to
%, But then the sum would be 101 %; and how often do we see percentages
med to a figure other than 100%? Paradoxically, we may say that a 100%
is most likely to be the result of fiddling the separate percentages! It
ects an incomprehension of the arithmetic of rounding-off, and is a more
using example of educated confusion about quantities.
A particular unfortunate consequence of such blunders is that they impart
.· air of incompetence (however vaguely this may be articulated) to the
arts in which they are manifested. Although explicit rules for the criticism
pseudo-precision are not widely diffused, many who use statistics are aware
the principle enunciated by the great mathematician Gauss:
lack of mathematical culture is revealed nowhere so conspicuously as in
meaningless precision in numerical calculation. (Ravetz 1971.)
One simple way to avoid such blunders is to recognize units of aggregation in
untings, and the possibility of 'swamping' one quantity by another. Paraxically this phenomenon is more difficult to recognize because of a fertile
biguity in the quasi-digit 0. This can function either as a 'counter' or as a
er'. Thus when we write '10', we understand 'zero in the unit place' as a
· distinct from the neighbouring digits 9, and 1 in 11, but when we write
', this usually refers to a count of 1 on a unit of a 'thousand', analogous to
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By these examples we can see that imperfect quantitative informati
be managed with greater or lesser skill. Its inherent uncertainties
hidden, leading to confusion and blunders, and to doubts of the com
of the authors. Or the uncertainties may be clearly exhibited, improvi
credit of the authors and providing more useful inputs to decision-m
One can never decrease the inherent uncertainties, or enhance the i
quality, of any given information by such means; but as we have see
possible to transform the information into a more effective tool for dee
making.

Notation, Language and the Concepts of Science
The examples of the previous section show how numbers may some
convey confusion rather than clarity; and a diligent search by any reade
reveal many instances where blunders in the manipulation or interpretati
quantities occur in all fields, and at all levels of expert practice. If we ac
this phenomenon as real, we should reflect both on how it has come to be,
also why it has not been noted and analysed before now. ·We believe that
incompetence cannot be ascribed merely to 'bad teaching', when it persi
practice long after the end of formal schooling. Rather, we would _say t:hat
defects in practice, particularly because they are unnoticed, are indicato
unresolved contradictions quite deep within the 'paradigm' (Kuhn 1962)
defines that practice.
The paradigm in question is the metaphysical commitment to a certain
of world of Nature (and by extension, humanity), and to the central role
certain sort of mathematics in the structure of that world and in our kno
it. This is the world of the seventeenth .century scientific revolution,
reality consists of the quantitative 'primary qualities', and where by app
priate methods we are to gain knowledge of those qualities, with no limit
principle to its extent and comprehensiveness.
We should be clear that this world-view, although one that (like any otll
imposes a structure on reality as experienced, is far from being 'arbitrary'..
the sense that an isolated individual can simply choose whether to adhere to
or perhaps to switch to some other brand. It permeates not merely our c
ception of the role of mathematics in knowledge, but also what sort of sci
tific knowledge can and should be obtained. It was explicitly claimed
such seventeenth century prophets as Galileo and Descartes, and implici
accepted ever since, that this approach to knowledge is not merely quanti
tively exact, but also uniquely assured of truth in its results. Other approach
to knowing, ranging from the humanistic, through the imaginative, to .t
inner-orientated, have all been rejected with varying degrees of severi
at different critical points in the development of the scientific philosop
Now, some three and a half centuries later, the crisis in the philosophy
science, paralleled by the crisis in the policy sciences, becomes one•.<:>_
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1dence.

N u merical expressions, representing quantities derived
by
.

. d scientists cannot be guaranteed to protect us agamst vague,
' or even vacuous assertions
.
·
'f'1c appearance.
ed1te
; 1 adi'ng
of a sc1ent1

·guous, mis e
. .
e then d owe fl'nd the rock of certainty on which our scientific knowledge
osed to be based?
.
•PP h t world is our paradigm, by its nature not to be questioned or even
1nce t a
.
11
d
;ced in ordinary practice, its flaws will be revealed only occas10na y; an
dismissed as anomalies, or as mere anecdotes. Those who
cant h en be
.
.
Jd enhance awareness of the problems of the dommant paradigm ~ust
h w a previously unquestioned practice has defects (as we have Just
sh ow O .
•
'f'
f
h
e Or we may show how it reveals other s1gm 1cant eatures w en
Jined critically. For example, we may consider the l~nguage used to
h
Its of measurements in the world of experience. These are
,
nbe t e resu
, .
.
.
,
,
11
'd
d1t10na y sa1 t o be afflicted by 'error, 1mplymg that a perfect
. experiment
. .
ld ield a scientifically true value with absolute mathemaucal prec1S1on
.Y reminiscent of the naming as 'irrational' by the Pythagoreans of
IS
/
•
h' '
d
,
tam magm'tu des that broke their rules ' such as '\/.2.) .Even m sop 1st1cate.
. · 1 theory the crucial terms have a subjective cast, such as m
~~
'
.
f
Ufidence' or 'fiducial' (in our work we describe the ~nalogous properues o
ormation as 'reliability', relating to human pr~cu~e to be sure, but to
·
rather than to opinion) · And among scientists of
penence
. many sorts, the
'd 1 of obJ'ective quantitative certainty has been dommant. Thus, from
1 ea
,
d'
'G d
h dissimilar figures as Einstein and Rutherford, we ~ave the 1cta, o
es not play dice', and 'If your experiment needs statistics you ought to have
one a better experiment' (Mackay 1977).
.
.
Being a genuine crisis, this one does not m.amfest .itself merel_r at these two
dissimilar areas of experience: abstract philosoph1cal re~ect10~ and craft
· ithmetical practice. The present century has seen the d1ssolut10n o~ ma~y
· ties in the mathematical conception of science. The revolut10ns m
cer t am
·
h' I ·
hysics particularly quantum mechanics, were explicitly ph1losop 1ca . m
.P t· and
' similarly was the 'foundations crisis
··' m
· mat h emaucs,
'
1ead m g
a; u' h Godel' s theorems to a radical loss of certainty (Kline 1980).
rog
.
.
d.
f
This erosion of the previously unchallenged epistemological foun at10ns o
a scientific world-view has thus proceeded on many fronts. It h~s been
accompanied by an erosion of the moral certainties of science, ever smc~ the
industrialization and militarization of scientific research became recogmzed.
yet there has been no effective presentatio~ of an alte~n.ative paradig~, in
: the Kuhnian sense of a deep scientific revolut10n. The cnucal analyses raised
In the 1960s (and echoed in Feyerabend's (1975) works) ~ould not. have a
practical outcome in the absence of a wholesale transformat10n of soc1e~y and
consciousness. One modest philosophical alternative was suggested m the
1920s by Niels Bohr (Holton 1973), in his famous atte.mpt to. resolve ~he
'dualities' of early quantum physics by means of the essentially Chmese not10n
of complementarity. This remained a personal, almost idiosyncratic atte~pt
at coherence, for the physicists were able to do quite nicely in makmg
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?iscoveries an? inventions of unprecedented power, in spite of totally
mcoherent basic conceptual structures. Recent attempts to interpret phys· ·
b
dl ' ,
l'
ics tn
roa y onenta ways have so far remained curiosities of popularized science
(Capra 1975, Zukav 1979).
In the NUSAP system we put complementarity to work. Becoming fa ·1·
·h h
·
m11ar
wit t e notational sche~e, t~rough use, entails acceptance of the idea that a
b~re ~t~tement of .quantity, m the absence of its qualifying judgements, is
sc1ent1fically meamngless. To paraphrase the classic formula of the lo ·
1
· · ·
· (Ayer 1936), the meaning of a quantit gica
of th e v·ienna Circle
t'
positivists
·
· d',
aive
statement is. con tame m its mode of qualification as much as in its quantifying
part. In this respect the NUSAP system makes a contribution towards
· approac h to the philosophy
.
an
a1ternative
of Nature.
We may ask, can notations really be so influential as we claim? The histo
f
h
·
ry
o mat ematics .shows how they can encapsulate new ideas in such a way as to
transform practice. This happened twice in the seventeenth century, first with
Descartes' unified conception of algebra, geometry and their relationship,
expressed through the symbols a, b, c . .. , x, y, z. Then Leibniz, with dx and
I, tamed the infinite in this new 'analysis'. At a less exalted level, the 'arabic
numerals' democratized arithmetic in early modern Europe; previously
calculation had been the preserve of those who had mastered the abacus , as
supplemented by a variety of special tricks. Even when symbols are not
desigi_ied for calculation, but only for effective representation, they can have a
deep mfluence on a practice and how it is understood; the history of chemical
nomenclatu~e and symbolism provides many examples of this (Crosland 1962).
We conceived and developed the NUSAP notational scheme in full awareness of the complex interaction between tools ( of which notations are an
exa~ple), explicit concepts, world-views, and social practice. It is designed as
an mstrument of analysis and criticism, in an area of practice where such
activities have been generally considered to be either unproblematic or even
quite unne~essary. To the extent that there has been a mystique of quantities,
and that this has been supportive of a mystique of exclusive scientific expertise,
the NUSAP system also has functions in the societal aspects of scientific
practice. There too, it can enrich the inevitable debates on quantities that
ent.er into ~~licy issues, avoiding the extremes of naivety and cynicism from
which participants now have little protection. In that connection too, it can
m.ake its contribution to the development of appropriate new conceptions of
science.

Principles of the NUSAP Notational Scheme
The NUSAP notational scheme is a system whereby the various sorts of
unce:tainty contained in all quantitative information may be expressed
concisely and also consistently with existing partial notations. It is designed to
be applied to any expression given in the form: of numbers or more generalized
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notations. By its means, nuances of meaning in quantitative statements can be
conveyed clearly and economically; and various aspects of the quality of the
quantitative information may also be expressed. Users need master only the
very simplest skills, and the underlying ideas are familiar to all those with
experience of successful practice in any quantitative discipline or craft.
Should it come into standard use, there will develop a more competent
general level of criticism of quantitative assertions, among both experts and
the interested public. Just as quality control is now recognized as an essential
component of industrial production, meriting emphasis and appropriate
. organizational structures, so we can expect that with the adoption of the
NUSAP system, quality control of quantitative statements will eventually
become standard practice.
NUSAP was designed with several criteria in mind. In addition to the
ordinary properties of a good notation (simplicity, naturalness, flexibility,
etc.) it enables the distinction between meaningless and meaningful quantitative statements. Further, it protects against the misleading use of quantitative
information by preventing the isolation of the 'quantifying' part of an expression from its 'qualifying' part. All this is accompli.shed because th<; notational
system can distinguish among three sorts of uncertainty which characterize
every quantitative expression. These are: inexactness of measurement and of
representation; unreliability of methods, models and theories; and the border
between knowledge and ignorance revealed in the history of the quantity.
The NUSAP notational scheme is a 'system' because it is not simply a collection of fixed notations. Rather, it is a set of determinate categories, each of
which can be filled by particular .notations appropriate to the occasion. The
names of the five categories (or boxes, or places in a string) make up the
acronym NUSAP. Considering the expression as proceeding from left to right,
we start with those which are more familiar, the quantifying part of the expression; and conclude with those less familiar, forming the qualifying part of the
expression. With such complementary aspects of the expression conveyed in a
convenient and standard form, some of the classic dilemmas of subjectivity
and objectivity in science can be resolved in ordinary practice.
Considered as a formal structure, NUSAP is more than a convenient array
of symbols conveying uncertainties in technical information. It is a 'notational
scheme' which provides a general framework so that an unlimited variety of
particular notations may be employed unambiguously. It is a string of five
positions corresponding to the categories of numeral, unz't, spread, assessment
and pedz'gree. By means of this place-value representation, each category can
be expressed simply, without need for its explicit identification (this is a
'scheme' of notations at the most abstract level). For each category, there are
many possible sets available for conveying particular desired meanings ( thus in
unz't we may have Imperial, CGS, MKS or SI units). Any particular array of
such sets, we call a 'notation'. Given such a notation, any particular case of
representation will be an 'instance' of the notation.
Such distinctions enable great flexibility and power in the expression of
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quantitative information. In this respect it is analogous t h
b' ,
o t e,n
'
system of ara . 1c numerals, where the meaning of a digit de pend son
t h ere. b y enablmg
a small set of digits to be used for the representat1.
.
possible mteger. By means of this flexibility we can escape f
· le ' of d'1g1ta
· l representations,
·
the
cue
whereby even
those notati' onsrom
.
.
use d to
~n <;xpress10n are themselves afflicted by pseudo-precision ( as '95 07
hmit').
10 co
The first category,
order ' is numeral · W euset
,
, in the left-to-right
.
rat h er t h. an number as a remmder of the flexibility of th e system.
can be filled
number, a decimal
·
. by a whole
.
. . .expansion , a f ract1on,
o:r.·
representation of an Interval,
i.••
. . or a qualitative mdex · Next 1·s uni't , wh'icu.
~ compound entry, cons1stmg of standard and multiplier. This ·
important for the representation of aggregated quantitie
h
$Io12
.
s, sue
h
per aps
. The middle category is spread, generalizing the tr
concept of error. Although this is normally expressed in arithmeti
(?erhaps by ± , % or fn, for 'to within a factor of n') there is a strong
tive element about
it. Spread cannot (except perhaps whengi·
..
ca11
cu ate d statistical measure) be given precisely; it is always an
whose
spread is not a meaningful or useful concept . Th ~m
·
. own
.
~uahfymg the spread entry; it can be done by assessment, the fourth
m the NUSAP system. This may be seen most familiarly as a gene 1·
the conf'd
. use d.m statistical practice. Assessment can berat
1 ence 1·1m1ts
r
contexts
where
the
problem
does
not
admit
of
the
calculation
f
l' •
0 con
1m1ts; and a great variety of notations can be deployed here, rangin
standar~ percent~g:s, to a simple ordinal scale, such as 'high, mediu
The means of ~r:1vmg at an assessment rating are equally various: it
calculat:d·statlst~cally; it may be obtained by arithmetical operations
convent10.nal codmg of the last category, pedigree; or it may be the res
personal Judgement.
1:it~erto the .c~tegories have analogues in existing practice, ord
statisti.cal; and 1t 1s natural to consider the NUSAP notational schei:ri
extens10.n ~nd ordering of existing notations. But with the pedigree cat~
novelty 1s mtroduced. By pedigree we understand an evaluative history
production of the quantity being conveyed by the notation. Histories
normal.ly appear as part of notations; and for this category we have dev
abbreviated schemes of analysis and representation. So far there are t
for 'research information' and the other for 'public-use statistics'. In this
we shall only introduce the pedigree for research information.
We said before that the contents of the numeral box need not be o
numbers. Thus, if a quantity is known only to within an 'order ofma
then an appropriate instance of numeral would be E6:. We remark t
instance l:E6 denotes a determinate quantity, a million, very differe
the 'order of a million' conveyed by E6:. (Representations in NUSAP
boxes in the string separated by a colon; in reading them, we express the
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n'. For example, an instance l:E6-where E6 is in the unit box-reads 'l

').
one quantity is known only as an interval which lacks any preferred point
kelihood or of symmetry, then this should be the entry in the numeral
. Thus we could have (a, b): for an ordinary interval, ( ~a): for an opened one. In the numeral place we may also find expressions of yet more
ral mathematical structures as numbers of a finite set representing an
nal scale (as in much of social research), or numbers representing indices
a purely artefactual arithmetic. An extreme example of an ordinal scale
a qualitative notation of numeral, which is of direct practical use, is that
Geiger counter readings, such as 'click', 'chatter' and 'buzz'.
y unz't we understand the base of the physical and mathematical operations
resented in the numeral position. We distinguish two components of the
, There is the standard, the common or generally used unit of the relevant
rations; and the multiplier, relating to the standard to the particular unit
lved in the expression. Thus we frequently see £342M, where the unit £M
th£ as standard and M as multiplz'er) is the actual basis of the calculations
orted, as distinct from the£. p of strict accountancy practice. The meaning
the pair standard-multiplier may of course vary with context; thus kg is
a fundamental unit in the SI system, in which strictly speaking, 1 g should
written as 1 mkg. These two quantifying· categories enable a refined
ription of topologies and scales of measurement.
ood practice in notation includes the indication of the spread of a quantity
'ch may also be called error. or imprecision). For this the significant digits
vention is common, as well as such statistical measures as standard devia. In the case of highly inexact quantities, the spread may be conveyed by
within a factor of n'.
e can illustrate the application of NUSAP on some simple examples,
e existing representations are inadequate. Suppose that we start with 'five
ion', and we add some smaller quantity. If it is very small, such as, say,
then the sum is normally understood still to be five million, since the latter
tity is not significant in the context. Writing the sum formally, we have
00 000 + 180 = 5 000 000. In this sum, the last three zeros are interpreted
'fillers rather than true digits; and so we use an artefactual arithmetic,
pting implicit conventions for the neglect of certain digits, just as in
nded-off calculations. But if the second addendum is 180 000 it is not clear
the uninterpreted sum 5 000 000 + 180 000 just where the counter digits
and the filler digits begin. Only from the context can we know whether to
Jy a natural or artefactual arithmetic. A notation like 5 X 10 6 may help,
even that is not conclusive.
nother useful example from ordinary practice is counting in dozens; this
s more clearly the influence of the process of production of the datum,
in this base there is no ambiguity between counter and filler digits. Thus
'will have, as a typical instance, 4i":doz-eggs: rather than 54:eggs. This
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example exhibits the phenomenon of pseudo-precision of a num <·
era
.
wh en t h e process h as c.onsisted of counts by dozens and half-do~en.
In the NUSAP notational scheme, we can express five million· h
tive forms, 5:106, 5:M or 5:E6. Here it is explicit that the u~:t. e
Although some ambiguity remains, it can be resolved by the IS
spread position. But it is quite clear that 5:M + 180 = 5·M · th en
.
. .
, Is ecor
unless there is an explicit note to the contrary in the spread
· ,
position
no need for an artefactual arithmetic, with all its ambiguit'1es.
·.
NUSAP can also convey some shades of meaning that ma b ·
..•
.
.
y e 1mpo
particular contexts. Thus five million may be better represent d · .i::.•
1E7d..
eas.i
2 : , enoting different sorts of operations in the different aggre ·
We note t~at the use of fractions in the numeral position enables
the meamng of a rough cutting of an aggregated unit· thus 't
million' is represented better as l:M rather than 0.3~ x 10: I
'd
.
3
•
t
consi ered .an advantage of a notation that a user can represe nt,
cal cul ate
t
. with, an instance which expresses a perfectly clear st aem
quantity that previously needed a verbal form.
When representing measurements, we must distinguish betw
multiplier and the standard which make up the unz't. Fo~ an
3
5 X 10 : g represents a count of 5000 grams; and this expression im
the measuring operations were performed in the .old CGS system. T
3
5: 10 g, we are still in CGS, now operating in 'kilo' grams, of which th
If we .now write 5:kg, this is the .expression of a count of 5 in the MKS sys
SI umts, where kg, is fundamental. Another example of the samesorteX
new f eature; 5:gis clearly in CGS, while 5:10- 3 kg tells us that we have$
scaling in thousandths of a kg. We note that here the multzplz'er repres
scaling of the measuring instrument.
. For an example o~ the spread category we retur~ to aggregated cou
with the above-mentioned ambiguous case of 180 000 added to five mi
may be that the larger quantity here has such inexactness that even ate
is insignificant. This could happen if it is part of a sum with muc
quantities, such as 32:E6: and 155:£6:. Then the spread would be und
to be as large as E6, the unit, and therefore the 180 000 or 0.18:E6 w,
meaningless. In this way, the notation represents the practical situatio
swamping of a ~uch smaller quantity in a sum; to be completely expl
~ay. express t~is as 5:E6:E6. The spread E6 indicates that no interp
withm the scalmg has been done; equivalently, every quantity in this su
an inexactness interval which is E6 in length.
ry the use of this notation, the mean.inglessness of a quantitative expl
can be clearly exhibited. For example, where both unit and spread are
quantity 180 000 would be expressed as 0.18:E6:E6. The 0.18 wo
insignificant and the expression is vacuous. By contrast, if the 1800
being added to 'five million', and the spread is understood to be 0:
then 0.18:E6:0.1E6 would be naturally rounded up to 0.2:E6:0.1E6; a
is a proper quantitative expression. The sums might read as foll

!\
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32:E6:E6 + 155:E6:E6 + 5:E6:E6 + 0.18:E6:E6 = 192:E6:E6 where
18 is suppressed, as being meaningless in this context. If, on the other
our summands are, say, 3:E6, 7:E6 and 5:E6, then since these are small
'rs it is likely (unless indicated otherwise) that the spread is less than E6,
~ 5' 0.1E6. In this case we may write 3:E6:0.1E6 + 7:E6:0.1E6 +
:0.1E6 + 0.18:E6:0.1E6 = 15.2:E6:0.1E6, where we have rounded up
tO 0.2.
e notation enables us to identify pseudo-precision in measurements, even
this is forced by an accepted scaling. Thus in the SI, where 'cm' are
ally suppressed, measurements which were formerly done in inches, with
of ::1: tinch, are now frequently expressed in 'mm' to the nearest ten.
•five feet' will be rendered as 1 520 mm. In the NUSAP system, this would
operly represented as 152:10 mm. In this way we retain the standard
ed by the SI system, but modify by the multiplier 10, to express the
cal scale of operation, equivalent to the illegal 'cm'. A somewhat less
5 representation makes use of the spread category; we can keep the
s last digit required by the SI, but show that in practice it is not a
ter. Thus we would write 1520:mm:10, reminding the user that there is
fective 'spread' in the number as recorded.
ongly inexact quantities are sometimes expressed 'to within a factor of n',
as '5 x lQ6 to within a factor of 10'. The convention indicates multiplicaintervals above and below the given quantity; thus the given quantity here
lie between 0.5 X 10 6 and 50 X 10 6 • In the notation we write 5:E6f10,
ing0.5:E6 < 5:E6f10 < 50;E6. Bymeansofsuchnotationsitispossible
nvey quantities of the sort characterized by 'the first law of astrophysics':
10. We can also express inexactness given in proportional terms; for
ple '5 X 10 6 with a proportional error of 15%' is represented as
:15% or as 5:E6:[15 in E2].
the policy context, fractions less than unity, expressed as percentages, are
ently used to indicate the division of some aggregate. The inexactness of
estimates is extremely difficult to represent in a compact notation, and a
ading impression of precision is all too often conveyed. Thus '40%' may
'less than half but more than one-third' or perhaps 'less than half but
than one-quarter'. These inexact estimates may be represented as
< t and }: 1: < t respectively. Another way of expressing such estimates
lvesusingthevariablex. Ifthereissomeunit U, wemayhavex:U:
tor
: }< -}. By this means, one can express quite fine distinctions among
· act estimates of fractions, avoiding the pseudo-precision of a two-digit
centage. The use of the variable x in the numeral place enables us to
ress clearly that the means for the production of the quantity do not
vide us with information for distinguishing among numerical values. The
to which all the relevant values belong is represented in spread. We can
to this as an 'indifference class', in the sense that no one numerical value
legitimately be taken as a representative of the class in preference to any
. er, In symbols, we write the general case as x: U:S.

t<
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The assessment category expresses the reliability of th ,
l' '
e 1
genera mng not only the confidence limits of classic statistic b
t
B
·
· ·
·
s, ut also
aye~1an statistics, mterpreted as 'degree of belief' (Keynes 1921)
odds (Savage 1954). Such formally defined measures are pr p l
1·
·1
oery
on y m spec1a cases, .and are not free of conceptual problems of t h e1r
.
assessment .category 1s not to be formalized in the looical
.
o·
sense, b ut is
to convey Judgements of reliability in a convenient form Wh
·
f"
·
ere
notations are
appropriate, they may be free} y use d . 0 t
. .am1har and
.
more quaI 1tat1ve notation, such as • for example , an o rd'1nal sea1e s
adopted. Thus, we may have the set (Total, Hzg· h Med·
'
h
d'f' d
(
'
zum, Low
per aps co 11e as .4, 3, 2, 1, 0) to convey this kind ofJ'udgement. '
cases of numeral, unit and spread, a great variety of notations are
·
assessment.
avad

oi

A familiar case from scientific research is that of
b
h'
. 11
a num e
1stonca y belongs to a sequence of experimentally derived
1 d
h •
, h ,
resu ts
t e same . p ys1cal quantity. It is well known that elements ofs~h a
may we11 Jump about by amounts far exceeding the spread ofan f
· d escn'b e d as systematic
· error as distinct from random er yoA t
1s
ror.
r
. 11·
tee h mca 1terature
.
. may estimate a numerical entry for the assessme
by an exammation of the published versions of such a va · bl ,
, w·1th spread representing average, a sample case
na e
constant.
mi 'it
4.32:µU: ± 0.17: ± 0.3:.
g
In traditi?nal st~tistical practice, the assessment (or confidence 1i ·
closely associated with the spread (or variance). Unfortunately, this ass
tends to conceal the radical difference between the two cate
·
· h'b' h ·
gones,
1? 1 1t t e ~nderstan.di~~ of either. When we generalize assessment £
simplest notion of rehab1hty, t~e independence of the two categories
~pparent.. For .exa~ple, consider a statistical distribution where
mterested m estimatmg the 95th upper percentile, or the top 5%. The
the numeral place is then qualified by the expression '%95' in the ass
plac~,. the order being inverted deliberately to distinguish this from
trad1t10nal '95%' confidence limit. In such a case, the spread will de
the nur?ber of trials or of simulations of the same process. So, if
comparmg th.e resul~s of ~wo different experiments involving d
n~m~ers. of tnals or ~1mulat1ons (as for instance obtaining the top 5
d1.stnbut1~n of experimental coin-toss results), we can have spreads
with the s1z~ of the sample while the assessment entry is always '%95'.
Another il~u~trative example is of a case where the spread box is entp
where a. defm1te (though qualitative) assessment is appropriate. Th
happen ma 'back-of-envelope' calculation, where the basic unit is e
throu~h a numeral entry of a small integer number. In such cases, s
~eanmgless; but the calculation can be qualified by, say, 'upper Limi't'
m t~e.assessme~t ~ox. This is not an ordinary sort of reliability as calcul13:
traditional statistical practice; but it provides the user of the informatio
an appropriate interpretation for reliable use in practice.
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e flexibility of the system is further enhanced by the use of combinations
tries in boxes to convey nuances of meaning. A particularly direct case of
in a trade-off between 'strengths' of entries in the spread and assessment
This also generalizes statistical practice; so that we may describe a
·ution more tightly by its range over the 25%-75% percentiles or more
dly over the 10 % - 90 % percentiles. This translates directly into a lower
d with lower assessment, or higher in both categories. In NUSAP, this
be expressed byµ (the mean in the N place), SQ and S0 (the interquartile
interdecile ranges in S). The notations would read µ: U:SQ:50%: and
So:80%:, For an example, we imagine a distribution with a mean of 46,
12, and S = 20. Alternative representations would be 46::12:50% and
0
:80%; the percentages in the assessment box relate to the amount of the
distribution represented in the spread place.
hen uncertain quantities are directly involved in a policy process, the
ility of the system can be very useful indeed. An illuminating example is
by Mosteller (1977): estimation of the number of American men who
ated during the Vietnam War. These ranged from 2. 5k through 30k to
r even 100k, though the higher figures were less reliable. If the absolute
ber is not critical for policy purposes, then a convenient NUSAP expreswould be;;,, 3:E4::Good:. With a one-sided interval in numeral, it is
opriate to leave spread empty. If the lower bound on the estimate is very
ive for policy, the numeral entry could be reduced; and the expression
;;,, 2 -}:E4: + 20% :High:. In this way, a policy-maker is told that she/he
likely to go wrong in acting on the basis of an estimate in the range 2 }to 3

unz'tE4.
ese examples show how the system can be used to provide alternative
unications, each valid in its own right, for a single statistical result. Each
n focuses attention on a different aspect of the distribution, correding to different needs of users.

lgree for Research Information
e NUSAP notational scheme, the most qualifying category, located in the
ht position, is pedigree. This expresses the most extreme of the various
of uncertainty conveyed by the notation: its border with ignorance. The
ously discussed categories can be seen as a preparation for the introducof this one. Thus, spread, expressing the inexactness of quantities, served
reminder that a quantitative expression is not 'clear and distinct'. Even if
is some realm of ideal mathematical entities (such as lines without
dth), represented in necessarily true mathematical statements (such as
(1rt) + 1 = 0), the world of empirical objects and their measurements
s involves 'more or less', or 'tolerances', about quantities possessing a
ge of vagueness. In that sense, the specification of an ~bject in respect of its
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quantitative attributes implicates the rest of the world, things othe~ t
particular object of attention, as it shades into them.
·
This can be seen clearly by reflection on the normal practice of in
spread or the misnamed 'error'. When we write 4.32 ± 0.05, that ext
must surely be other than perfectly precise. How is its imprecisi0
conveyed? Is 0.05 drastically different from 0.04 or from 0.06? I
.
.
n
practice, we simply record an assessment of confidence, which is·
different kind of judgement. We do not ordinarily attempt a 'spread
spread', for many pr~ctical reasons; and also because if we were to
once, then why not twice or more? Hence we satisfy ourselves with an
tacit convention on the formal, misleadingly precise representation
aware of this we see how the simplest and most common of conventi
ex~re~si.on of the lack of perfect exactness in quantities leads us into par
of mfimte-regress. The border between the measured thing and its e
ment, or between our knowledge and our ignorance, can never bes·
precisely.
Thus, our quantitative knowledge can never be fully exact or per£
in itself. When considered in the context of its usefulness, further quali
is necessary. Even a simple assertion carries an implicit claim to bet
therefore also to be completely reliable in use under appropriate con
But every statement of fact needs some sort of assessment, since it is imp
to achieve perfect reliability any more than perfect truth. As we hav
technical statements involving probability and statistics include notati
the expression of their confidence limits, which can be interpreted as t
against a 'failure in use' of the information. (This interpretation is cl
practice, and also less paradoxical, than that of 'confidence in its tru
Of the three sorts of uncertainty expressed in NUS AP, ignorance is t
novel and complex, and also the most difficult to convey explicitly. In
scientific practice, ignorance of a special sort is vital to the enterpr
interesting problems which can be stated, but whose solubility is not
In this sense, science deals with controllable ignorance; successful s
involves, in the classic formula, 'the art of the soluble'. Not all ignorance
in such convenient packages; in contemporary science/technology poH
most important problems are frequently those of 'trans-science' (W
1972): problems which can be stated, whose solution can be conceiv
which are unfeasible in practice because of scale or costs. Such trans-s
problems may involve ignorance that is quite important in the policy
such as when decisions must be taken before there is any prospect
relevant information being produced.
In the pedigree category, we do not characterize information (or ign
in technical detail. Rather we exhibit the mode of production of the qua
tive information being represented, through an evaluative history.··
defines the .border with ignorance, through a display of what more po
means were not deployed in the production of the information. Thus;
report a 'computation model' as the theoretical structure for the info

in..
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implies that there was no 'theoretically bas.ed model' available, and still
'tested theories', involved in the work. Thus, in each phase we are
aring existing results with conceivable alternatives of greater strength. As
P ch fields develop through practice, early pioneering efforts may be
rseded by stronger work in such a fashion as this. Hence we may imagine
choice of modes in a pedigree matrix as indicating the border between
'a,t is currently feasible and accepted as known, and that which is unfeasible
unknown.
this respect a pedigree code is analogous to the statement of a proved
rem in mathematics. Such a statement includes more than the result;
ally important afe the conditions under which it holds. As to other. possible
itions, there is ignorance; and the statement of a theorem constitutes an
kit challenge to explore that ignorance. Although quantitative informacis not 'true' in the same sense as a mathematical result, there is this
logous border between knowledge and ignorance in the specification of its
uction.
e may describe the three qualifying categories of NUSAP in terms of the
us contexts to which they apply. In practice, they operate in interaction,
at no one is truly prior. By abstracting somewhat we may speak of contexts
oduction of information, of its communication and of its use.· These
ond to the categories of pedigree, spread and assessment respectively.
uction, the border with ignorance is shown by the limitations of each
n mode in the pedigree matrix. In communication, the 'unknown' is that
which the stated quantity blends by means of the (non-iterated) spread
. In use, the implkd testing by future experience, revealing possible
ance, is conveyed by the reliability rating of assessment. The order in
we have discussed these categories 4, not the same as that in NUSAP; in
heme we adhere more closely to existing usages, where a notation starts
·h the quantifying part and proceeds towards the more qualifying.
or the evaluative history of the quantity as recorded in the pedigree matrix,
analyse the process into four phases. These indicate, by their various
es, the strength of the diffetent constituents of quantitative information
lting from a research process. We have theoretical, empirical and social
, the last being split into two in order to encompass all the sorts of
ation that we may want to provide. In order, the phases are: Theoretz'cal
tures, Data Input, Peer Acceptance and Colleague Consensus. The
igree matrix is displayed as follows (with corresponding numerical codes
abbreviations):
iscussing the separate phases in order, we have first Theoretical Struc. Following the traditional scientific methodology, we accept that the
gest mode here is Established Theory. The general term 'established'
udes such modalities as: tested and corroborated; or theoretically
culated and coherent with other accepted theories. Thus Einstein's
eral Theory of Relativity was in this sense already 'established' when it was
d by the famous astronomical experiment of 1919. When the theoretical
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Theoretical Structures

4

Established
Theory (TH)
3 Theoretically
based Model
(Th.bM)
2 Computation
Model (Mod)
Statistical
Processing
(St)
0 Definitions
(Def)

~~~~~-~

Data Input
Experimental
Data (Exp)
Historic/
Field Data
(H/Fl
Calculated
Data !Cale)
Educated
Guesses
(Ed.G)
Uneducated
Guesses (Gues)

Peer Acceptance
Total
(Tot)
High
(Hi)
Medium
(Med)
Low
(Lo)
None
(Non)

Embryonic
(Emb)
No Opinion
(No-0)

component lacks such strength, and is perhaps rudimentary or spe
then its constructs must be considered as in a 'model', but one
theoretically based; we have then the mode Theoretz'cally Based,
Although still involved in explanation, such a model makes no effecti: ·
to verisimilitude with respect to reality. In this latter respect it is si
a Computation Model which is some sort of representation of the ele
mathematical system by which outputs are calculated from inputs. I
case, there is no serious theoretical articulation of its constructs; the fu
purely that of prediction. Such a mode is particularly common:
mathematical behavioural sciences; a well-known example is IQ. Thi~
Computation Model, characterizes the use of high-speed compu
simulations where real experiments are difficult or expensive.
Important research can exist where neither articulated constr
elaborated calculations are present; this is the case in classic inductive
Then, with techniques varying from simple comparisons (fo
J.S. Mill's Canons of Induction) through to very sophisticated
transformations, we have Statistical Processing. Such forms of The
Structure can provide no explanation and only limited prediction; but
exploratory phases of research, they can yield interesting hypotheses fox:
Epidemiological work of all sorts, leading to identification of likely
known ill-effects, is a good example of this mode. Finally, we have thos
tions where data which are gathered and analysed are structured.
working Definz'tions that are operationalized through standard routi
will be the case with field data, frequently destined for public-use sta
. pedigree for public-use statistics has been developed by the authors but
discussed in this paper.
The normative ordering among these modes is clear; the higher ge
includes the lower as part of their contents. But this does not imply judg
on craftsmanship, effectiveness, or on the quality of the investigato
a field. We do not share in the traditional judgement that all science
be like physics. However, if (in its present state of development) a fiel

uce only relatively weak results (as gauged by the modes of this scale), that
d be an occasion neither for shame nor for concealment.
.
her phase deriving from traditional scientific methodology is called
he ot
, · l'
· 1 d
·
I: P t We use this name rather than 'empinca , to inc u e certain
nu,
·
lld
't common in policy-related research), whose relat10n to contro e
uts ( qui e
.
.
.
.
.h h
,
e
enenc may be tenuous or even non-existent. Startmg agam wit t ·e
, l d strongest mode, we have Experimental Data. Not so strong, our
ss1ca an
,
'd
l' . h
· Historic/Fi'eld Data-, data of this
e sense
t entry is
. sort are acci
. enta mt
.
I
,
t
ken
as
they
occur
and
lacking
tight
controls
m
product10n
and
emg a
'
, or
reproducibility. Historic Data are thos~ that were accumulated m the
out of the control of the present study; Field Data are produced by largeI ' procedures of collection and analysis.
e.istorzc
· ;v·
rze ld Data have at least the strength. of a. relatively straightforward
.
.
that its possible errors and deficiencies can be identified. But
cture, so
.
f
· · l
·
Da ta Inputs are derived from a great variety o empinca sources,
eumes
.
or
are procesSed and synthetized by different means, not . all ,standardized
.
oducible. The numbers are then themselves 'hypothetical , depending on
d assumptions and procedures .. E_ven to estimate t~e spread and
t in such cases may be quite difficult. Hence we assign Calculated
:e: weaker point in the scale even than the Hist.oric/Field IJ_ata mode.
.·
11y, the last mode discussed would have been
considered the
a d1t1ona
.
.
· a scientific study. But with the emergence of policy problems calhng
t
es in
. d
h ·
data inputs regardless of their empirical s~r~ng.th, forma 1ize tee ~iques
ted whereby opinion could be disciplined so as to provide a
e crea
. .
b b'l' ·
B
·
nable facsimile of facts. Such were subjective pro a i itles, ayesian
·t1st1cs,
· ·
and other ways of eliciting quantitative estimates from. experts.
ese we call Educated Guesses. Sometimes even such a mode is absent;
es can be simply uneducated, and yet accepted as data, hyp.otheses or
facts whichever seems plausible. In this respect, Data Inputs m modern
8 ha;e come a long way from the relative certainties of the classical
thodological framework for science.
The social aspects of the pedigree are here given in two pha~es: Peer
eptance relates to the particular informat~on ~nder .evaluation; a~d
league Consensus describes that aspect of the field m relation to the part~cproblem area. These are the pha~es to wh~ch users (a~d those w~o advise
) could turn first, for preliminary evaluations of possible effectiveness of
echnical information. Thus, if there is weak Colleague Consensus and a
rch field is seriously divided (with Competing Schools ~r ~er~aps only
bryonic) then there will be no security in any piece of quantitative. n~forma(Funtowicz and Ravetz 1984). Even the sampling of expert opimons, to
in Educated Guesses, can lead to a bimodal distribution or worse; fro~
the policy-maker learns the important lesson that scientific ignorance still
inates the problem. Stronger Colleague Consensus, as with All b~t r~be~
ll but cranks, may well be time-bound. Since, as T.H. Huxley said:· It is
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the customary fate of new theories to begin as heresies and to end as
tions' (Mackay 1977), who is a 'rebel' or even a 'crank' depends on
stances. There is a real distinction between the two cases; rebels ha:
standing among their colleagues, whereas cranks have none.
At the other extreme from scientific orthodoxy, we have the
Opinion, where there is simply no cognitive framework or social net
which the proffered information can make any sense when it appea
may be from its apparent lack of substance or of interest, or both.
Once we have an appreciation of the context in which peers can rece
evaluate a piece of information, it is useful to characterize that proc
modes of Peer Acceptance range in linear order from Total to Non
important to realize that the significance of any given degree 0
Acceptance depends critically on the state of Colleague Consensus.
there is a strong general consensus and weak acceptance, the informati
be judged as of low quality of craftmanship (given trust in the
competence of the field). But if consensus is as weak as acceptance, e
an adverse judgement is not proper; and ignorance rules again. The d
which consensus can be weak, even in 'matured' scientific fields, is g
underestimated quite seriously by outsiders. Hence low acceptance is
be interpreted in a misleading fashion, as a well-founded adverse ju
on the technical information and by extension on its author as ·well.
split the 'social' phase into these two parts, partly to avoid such errors
We now discuss various instances of quantitative information th
important in the development of science, and which illustrate sign
features of our pedigree category.
Not all quantitative information is appreciated on its first publicatio
classic example is Mendel's simple arithmetic ratios between freque
different sorts of hybrid peas. For the first thirty years after its publicatiq
pedigree was, as seen retrospectively by historians: (Th. bM, H/F, Non,
or (3, 3, 0, 0). Of course, any contemporary who might have scanned M
paper would not have been so complimentary on the cognitive s'
(reconstructed) pedigree code for that period would be (St, Cale, Non,
or (1, 2, 0, 0). The Calculated mode conveys the suspicion that the
ratios were the result of a coincidence or of 'massaged' data. In the
twentieth century, the rediscovery of Mendel changed the pedigree t
bM, H/F, Tot, All) or (3, 3, 4, 4). With the further development of ge
the ratios themselves are strengthened to have a pedigree (Th, Exp, T
or (4, 4, 4, 4). But greater sophistication in statistics and its applicati
experimental design led to a scrutiny of the aggregated numbers by
Fisher, who found them 'too good to be true'; and so the modern histOl:
judgement of Mendel's own work in his own time now has pedigree (Th.
Cale, Non, No-0) or (3, 2, 0, 0) (Olby 1966).
A sort of inverse example was provided by T.S. Kuhn (1961) in his
nal essay on measurement in science. This was an experimental val
a constant of crucial importance in the caloric theory of gases: the ra
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problem is effectively transformed away from the need for a logical s~rtt
independent of human judgement, whereby uncertainty and ignorance
conquered. With the notational scheme, these complementary aspects
knowledge are exhibited in a coherent form. Thus, the experience of s
ful practice in the quantitative sciences is codified; and the management
uncertainties becomes a definable task.
In those areas of policy-related research where severe uncertainty pr
NUSAP provides a standardized means for communications. Debates
necessarily imperfect and contentious quantities that are invoked wi
have a structure and a discipline. The acceptance of NUSAP will also e
clarity of understanding among those who provide quantitative info
and contribute to the improvement of quality control. In such ways,
increase familiarity with 'uncertain quantities' among all who use them;
that way enable a shift in 'scientific common sense', so that a more m
understanding of the scope and limits of science may be achieved.
Written jointly with S.O. Funtowicz, this essay was first published in Measu

Realism and Objectivity, ed. J. Forge (Reidel, 1987), pp. 59-88. Our book, u
tainty and Quality in Science/or Policy, is to be published by Kluwer in 1990.
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Usable Knowledge, Usab
Ignorance:
·.·
Incomplete Science with Policy
Implications

For centuries the dominant theme of our science has been take f
F.
,
.
,
n rom
Bacons aphonsm Knowledge and power meet in one'. I need not relat
the transformation of humanity's material culture that science has br
about, nor the enhancement of human life social moral and · ·
.
•
,
,
sptntua
this has enabled through the conquest of the traditional curse of povert •
least the more fortunate parts of the world). But now we face :
unprecede~ted problem. Along with its great promises, science '
through high technology) now presents grave threats. We all kno
nuclear (and also chemical and biological) weapons, and about the
'd
·
.
me
ac1 ram, toxic wastes, the greenhouse effect, and perhaps also
~mergence of hostile species, artificially selected for virulence
imprudent use of drugs and pesticides. It would be comforting to beli
each problem could be solved by a combination of more scientific rese
the appropriate sort, together with more goodwill and determination
politi~al and t:chnological spheres. Doubtless, these are necessary,
quest10n remams: Are they sufficient? The record of the first round
engagement with these biospheric threats is not encouraging. For examp
~o not yet know when, how, or even whether global temperatures
mflue~ced by the new substances being added to the atmosphere. This i
we believe, a novel approach is called for if our science-based civilization
solve these problems that are so largely of our own making.
Indeed, we may see the issue not merely in terms of science but
industrialized civilization as a whole, since it has science as th; basis
definition, the science defined by the motto of Francis Bacon. A
probl:m th.a~ faces us is that the sum of knowledge and power is now re
to be Insufficient for the preservation of civilization. We need something
well, perhaps best called 'control'. This is more than a mere union oft
two elements, for it involves goals, and hence values, and also a hi
dimension, including both the remembered past and the unknowable
Can 01:r civilization enrich its traditional knowledge and power withf

c/
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elemen t Of Control? If not • the outlook is grim. There are always sufficient
.
res that favour short-term expedients to solve this or that problem m
or welfare, so that the evaluative concerns and long-range perspecl
•
Th at 1s
. wh at h as
o ogy
essary for control will, on their own, 1·ose every time.
nee
.
. ·1· .
·1
.
1
happening, almost uniformly, m our c1v11zat10n unt1 qmte recent y.
in the last few decades have scientists become aware that control does not
r as an automatic by-product of knowledge and power.' ~ur awareness has
And
stages
.
. we are. still m the early
.
eased raPidly , but so have the problems.
·
the
sort
of
science
that
1s
appropriate
to
this
new
funct10n.
fi
e mmg
· d ustnfa
· 1·1ze d c1v1
· ·1·~zatlon
·
might for a moment step back and look at th'1s m
It 1'snow about half a millennium since the start o the Renaissance
· d of
rs. expansion of Europe. That is roughly the stand ar d peno
h
t e
.
·1·
·
• h' g for previous civilizations·' will ours prove more res1 1ent to its own
ffilll
.
eristic environmental problems? It seems likely that some of the ancient
ract
.
· · ·
d ·
crescent' cultures declined because of excessive 1rngat10n, an m
us wayS the Romans consumed great quantities of lead. What would our
ur auto-intoxicant of choice?
.
.
.
me ways our material culture 1s really rather bnttle; our high technolso sophisticated economies depend qui~e cruc1a
· 11y on. e~tra~rd'1.nary
and
f uality control in technology and on highly stable social mst1tut10ns.
oqthese could absorb a really massive env1ronmenta
·
lshoc
k '1s op~n .to
her
·on. The real resilience of our civilization may lie not sO much m . its .
lo ed hardware and institutions, as in its capacity for rapid adaptation
c!nge. It has, after all, continued to grow and flourish.through sever~l
ecedented revolutions: one in common-sense understandmg of Nature m
seventeenth century, another in the material basis of production in the
teenth and nineteenth centuries, and yet another in the organization of
I~ty over much of the world in the twentieth century. Perhaps .it could be
t the latest challenge to this civilization, resulting from the env1ronmental
sequences of our science-based technology, will be met by the creation of a
appropriate sort of science. We can only hope so, and do our best to make
ppen.
,
.
.
hat could such a new, appropriate sort of science be? Isn t science Just
? In some ways, yes, but in others it is already differentiated. We are all
11iar with the differences between pure or basic research on the one hand,
applied or R & D on the other. In spite of the m;;m~ points. of ~on~ac~ and
lap, they do have distinct functions, criteria of quf1hty, soC1al ms~1t~t10ns,
etiquette and ethics. To try to run an industrial l~boratory as if .1t ':ere
in the teaching and scholarship context of a university would be to mv1te a
; and equally so in reverse. Now we face the task of creating a style of
ce appropriate to this novel and urgent task of coping with biosphe:ic
lems. Of course, there are many different institutions doing research with
this end in view. Sometimes they are successful, but success is more
mon when they have a problem where the conditions for success can be
med and met, and where the input from research is straightforward. To the
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extent that the problem becomes diffuse in its boundaries (geographic
across effects and causes), entrained in cross-currents of politics and
interests, and/ or scientifically refractory, then traditional styles of ··
either academic or industrial or any mix of the two, reveal their ina
This is the lesson of the great biosphere problems of the last decade,
with problems not of its choosing (though indirectly of its making), ~
which is the driving force and ornament of our civilization, could not
the solutions. When asked by policy-makers, 'What will happen, and
the scientists must, in all honesty, reply in most cases, 'We don't know,
won't know, certainly not in time for your next decisions'.
If this is the best that science can do, and it seems likely to be so
increasing number of important issues, then the outlooks for effective
making and for the credibility of science as a cornerstone of our civiliz
not good. Yet, I believe, so long as scientists try to respond as if they face
policy questions determined by simple factual inputs, the situation ·
improve.
But what else can scientists do except provide facts for policy? I hope t
can define the task in new terms, more appropriate to our situation, and
an important component of the goal of this project.
My work on this project has already involved me in an intell
adventure; recasting my earlier ideas about science had led me into p
and apparent contradiction. Rather than leading colleagues into t
gentle and easy stages, I have chosen to exhibit them boldly in the titl~'.
. know what is 'usable knowledge', although it turns out to be far from
forward in practice (Lindblom and Cohen 1979). But 'usable ignora
this some sort of Zen riddle? I hope not. But ifwe are to cope successfu
the enormous problems that now confront us, some of our ideas about
and its applications will have to change. The most basic of these is the
tion that science can indeed be useful for policy, but if and only if it is
and effective, and can provide 'the facts' unequivocally. So long as its
that those facts would be always forthcoming on demand, this assumpti,Q
harmless. But now we must cope with the imperfections of science;,
radical uncertainty, and even with ignorance, in forming P?licy decisf
the biosphere. Do we merely turn away from such problems as be
dignity of scientists, or do we learn somehow to make even our own i
usable in these new conditions? In this exploratory essay, I hope to sho
even this paradox might be resolved, and in a way that is fruitful for u

.
limited insights of science, so that a common
e their_ genm~:h~~tand enhanced by dialogue, can emerge. My present
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d , kn, wledge not purveyed to a lay
O
h.·e literature. But this is a form of msi ers
'f .
.
d .
h larly analyses o sC1ence.
blic, nor even much discusse m s.c o . l ble scientific problems have
d d . .
l a decade smce mso u
.
In ee ' 1t is sc~rce y
. ,
. Weinber (1972) brought them mto
come 'news that s fit to nnt · A:Ivm ,
1ese a new phenomenon of
gnition with the term trans-science . ere t ntalists began to raise the
0 ? h
·od when environme
troubled 196 s - t at pen
.
. T t of harm from any and
possible demand that science prove the impos.sibi ithye onset of the scientific
··.
. processes an d effl uen ts · No , ever smce
,l•mdustnal

?.

Images of Science, Old and New
If I am correct in believing that our inherited conception of science is ina
priate for the new tasks of control of these apparently intractable biosp
problems, then we shall all have to go through a learning experience,
included. Scientists, scholars and policy-makers will need to open u
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revolution, science had been promising far more than it
Id
G n ,
cou
a 1 eo s case for the Copernican Theory rested on his theory of tli
where he c?ntemptuously rejected the moon's influence and instead de
a mechamcal model that was far beyond his powers t
,
d
,
.
o art1c
emonstrate. Descartes
laws
of
impact
fundamental
£o
h'
.
•
r 1s system
wrong except m the trivial cases. The transformation of th
h';
e tee nt
.
manu f acture, promised by every propagandist of the
·
.
. .
century, too
generat10ns
to
matenahze.
In the applications of science p
.
.
, rogress to
so 1ution of outstandmg, pressing problems was leisurely· £
b k
,
. .
, or exa
rea -even pomt for med1cme, when there came to be less · k ·
f
h''
ns1nco
o a p ys1cian than in avoidance, seems to have occurred earl in th
century.
Y
e
. None of this is to. denigrate science; however slow it was to fulfil the
its. early prophets,
It has now done so magnificently nearly m'
.
,
1racu1o
aim here 1s to focus our attention on a certain image of science d
,
.
, om1n
s~ very rec~ntly, where the implicit rule was 'all scientific proble
discussed with st~dents and the public, provided that they're either
solve~ or now b~mg solved'. Each of us (including myself) has this
0
experience of science as 'the facts' embedded deeply in our im
f
O ··
Th at 1s
· wh Y I t h'm k It
· 1s
· a useful exercise for each of us to recallage
wh •·
d'1scovered t h e existence
·
en··
of insoluble scientific problems.

'Atomic' Science
If I am still struggling to find a new synthesis out of earlier ideals
d'
,
.
an
1sappomtments, m spite of having earned my living on just that t
year~, I :annor_ real.ly ~xpect colleagues or members of the general
provide immediate ms1ghts that will neatly solve my problems. All I
to off~r some preliminary ideas, to share with colleagues from vario
practice, and to hope that out of the resulting dialogue we may
b~tter understanding of the practice and accomplishments of scie
~1xture of success and failure, and of our achieved knowledge and co
ignorance.

It appears to me that w~ must now begin to transcend an image of
that may be called 'atomic', for 'atoms' are central to it in several w
c.onception of matter itself, the style of framing problems, and the 0
t10~ of knowledge as a social possession - all may be considered a
beheve that such an image inhibits our grasping the new aspects of
such ~s quality control, unsolvable problems and policy choices,
essential for an effective science of the biosphere.
Th~ ide.a of atomic was at the heart of the new metaphysics of
conceived m the seventeenth century, the basis of the achievements of
Descartes and Newton. The particular properties of the atoms wer
contested, and are not crucial. What counts is the commitment to
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' composed of isolated bits of reality, possessing only mathematical
ties, and devoid of sensuous qualities, to say nothing of higher faculties
ition or feeling. Such a basis for experimental natural science was quite
in the history of human civilizations, and on that metaphysical foundas been built our practice and our understanding of science.
t practice is best described as analytical or reductionist. It is really
ble to imagine laboratory work being done on any other basis. But we
w begin to see its inadequacy for some fields of practice that are largely
on science, such as medicine. To the extent that illness is caused by
or psychological factors, or indeed by mere ageing, the atomic style of
PY through microbe hunting is becoming recognized as inadequate or
misdirected.
h the atomism of the physical reality goes an atomism of our knowledge
bus, it has been highly effective to teach science as a collection of simple
facts. Any given fact will be related to prior ones whose mastery is
ry for the understanding of it; but to relate forwards and outwards, to
aning and functioning of a fact in its context, be it technical, environ1or philosophical, is normally considered a luxury, regularly crowded
the syllabus by the demands of more important material. This is not just
ther deficiency to be blamed on teachers. In his important analysis of
l science', T.S. Kuhn (1962) imagines an essentially myopic and antiactivity, 'a strenuous and devoted attempt to force nature into the
tual boxes provided by professional education'.
conception of the power based on scientific knowledge is similarly
'c. Engineers are trained to solve problems within what we can now see to
eedingly narrow constraints: operational feasibility within commercially
costings. The environment hit engineering practice with a sudden
in the 1970s because of protective legislation, generally first in the
States and then elsewhere. It is understandable that engineers should
inappropriate for the fate of important dams to depend on the breeding
of a local fish; but it does reflect on their training and outlook when they
edly plan for nuclear power stations in the state of California without
hecking for local earthquake faults. To be sure, the calculation of all
nmental variables, including the cultural and psychological health of
ted local residents, does seem to take engineering far from its original and
ary concerns; but the demand for such extreme measures arises from a
· reaction to a perceived gross insensitivity by engineers and their
ying organizations to anything other than the simplest aspects of the
rover Nature that they wield.
w we have learned that power, even based on knowledge, is not a simple
. It is relatively ·easy to build a dam to hold back river water; there is
r. But to predict and eventually manage the manifold environmental
s initiated by that intrusion is another matter. The flows and cycles of
and materials that are disrupted by the dam will, all unknown to us,
new patterns and then eventually present us with new, unexpected
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problems. The dam, strong, silent and simple en .
.
.
.
.
'
, gineermg at Its
..
~ay d isrupt agriculture downstream (Aswan, the Nil )
most
imbalances (Volga), or even be interpreted as im erial7 ' create hydr
constant need for continuous iterative contr l pl
sm (Wales)! He
1· d h
,
o , est an atomized kn
app ie t rough myopic power, sets off reactions that brin h
ow
We may say that a sort of atomism persists in the soc·
g a:m to
la~ practice of s
where the unit of production is the paper em bod .
of a new result. This extends to the s~cial or ym~ th~ mtellectuaI p
·
f
, .
gamzat10n of ·
erection o specialties and subspecialties ea h t . .
.
science.
, c s nvmg for m,d
d
autono~y. The ob~tacles to genuinely interdisci linar
epen en
academic context, hitherto wellnigh insuperabl
~
y research
of this style for the sorts of problems w
e, pf01nt up the disadv
. .
.
e now con ront. It is si 'fi
wh. en. sc1ent1sts are operating in a command economy b , gn1 1ca
d
.
. '. emg employe.
mission-orientated research or R & D
d
' an not m a position t
k. .
a vancement as subject specialists, an effective exchange f o:.~; .md1~
Thus, the atomic ideal of knowledge is not an b l
o s l s ZS P
,
a so ute constra · . ·
mt, lt
suspended m the pursuit of knowledge as power·
:Vhether it can be transcended in the attempt to ap;l o~r pr;s~nt task is
independent scientists and scholars to the new t ky nfow e ge, prod
'
as s o control.

epresentative cases of outright fraud. The enormous quantity of patient,
rewarded work of peer review and refereeing, where (in my opinion) the
oral commitment of scientists is more crucial, and more openly tested, than
.· research itself, has received scant attention from the scholars who analyse
nee. Yet quality control is not merely essential to the vitality and health of
al science. It becomes a task requiring a clear and principled underding, if the new sciences of the biosphere are to have any hope of success.
he inherited, unreflected folkways and craft skills of compartmentalized
ademic research are inadequate here; and here we lack the ultimate quality
of practice, realized mainly through the marketplace of industrial research
dR&D.
I envisage a major effort in our project being devoted to the creation of
propriate methods and styles of quality control. I hope that this will emerge
turally from reflection on their own experience by scientists who have
eady been engaged in such work; but it cannot be expected to form itself
tomatically, without explicit attention and investment of the resources of all
us. I return to this theme in the final section.

Quality Control in Science
We may now begin to move outward from this revious a
.
understanding of the scientific process. Here I ~m tryin t::ism, to :nd
what every good scientist has known all alon I
g
y to ma e e
concerning the personal development of each us:°:ie~~t. ;nlobther qu
of degrees of qu I' t ·
· , ,
i
ecome
a. i y m scientific materials presented ostensibl
~n~on~establ~/a~ts? I know that for some, either exceptionall;i:~;;
r avmg a gt te te~cher, t.he awareness came very early, even at scho
me, ~he moment was m my fmal year at college, when I studied a tableo
!~t~al cor;:tants. :here I saw alt~rnative values for a single constant tha
h s1. eleac others confidence hmits. I realized then that the value'
p ys1ca constant could be quite other than
.
.
d
an atomic fact Among
d iscor
ant set not all could be ri h W
h
.
.
..
th
.
g t.
as t ere necessarily one correct V
ere; ~r was It a n:at~er of judgement which cited value was the best?. ,
b. T~ IS~ue ~f quality is at the heart of the special methodological proble
iosp enc science. Hard facts are few and far between. in m
rate co t t £
.
,
any areas (su
'knls an s or atmospheric chemical reactions), today's educated gu•
are li e y to appear t
.
omorrow as ignorant speculations. The roble
. .
.
achievmg quality control in this field is too complex to be resolv d ~
and redoubled efforts. Later I build on Bill Cla k' 'd
e kirgoo
analysis of the task.
r s l eas on ma ng a,

!i

The problem of qu l't
I ·
..
h.
d
.
a i Y contro m traditional science has quite rece
ac ieve prominence, but still mainly in connection with the extreme a
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y next theme is that of 'choice': here too it was Alvin Weinberg (1963, 1964)
0 first raised the issue, early in the 1960s, Previous to that, the ruling
umption, one might almost say ideology, had been that real science
.quired an autonomy that included choice of problems and the setting of
iteria for that choice. But with the advent of 'big science', the public that
pported the effort through a significant burden on state expenditure was
vitably going to demand some voice in the disposition of its largesse. This is
t the place to discuss the detailed arrangements, or the deeper problems, of
at new 'social contract of science'. Anyone involved with this biosphere
oject is fully aware that biosphere problems are not to be solved without
assive investment of funds, in which public and private corporate agencies
e inevitably, and quite legitimately, involved.
All this may seem so natural that we must remind ourselves how new it is,
d also how little impact it has made on the philosophical accounts of science
which we all go for enlightenment and guidance. There is a real gap
tween conceptions here: if science consists of true atomic facts, whose value
• sin themselves, then what possible genuine criterion of choice can there be
r research? Of course, the experience of research science is that not all facts
re of equal value; they vary in their interest and fruitfulness, as well as in their
ternal strength and robustness. Hence policy decisions on research are
ssible, however difficult it is to quantify or even to justify them with concluarguments.
When we consider the criteria for choice governing mission-orientated
rojects, we find some components that are more or less internal to the process
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and others that are not. In the former category are feasibility and
d.
co
.
1atter b.emg m.ea~ure agamst the de1:1ands of competing projects withi
pre-assigned hmited budget). For this we must take into account th
objectives of the
e
. project, which are necessarily exterior to it and dif£ere
t h e researc h itself, for they employ values.
In considering these external values, I make a distinction between~
and purposes: The f~rmer refers to the sort of job done by a particular
and the latter to the mterests or purposes served, or the values realized
job being done. Functions are still in the technical realm, while '
belong to people and to politics. It is at the intersection of these twp
0
effects that policy-making for sciences and technology is done.
The question of feasibility, w~il:.mainly technical, is not entirely st
forward. The assessment of feasibility depends on a prediction of the
iour of a device or system when it is eventually created and in operation.
e.xtent that the prop.os~l in;olves significant novelty or complexity, that
tlon of the future will mevitably be less than certain. Indeed, it is now
retrospect that the great technological developments of recent deca
made under conditions of severe ignorance concerning not merely thei
and environmental effects, but even their costs of construction, main
and operation. There is an old and well-justified joke that if a cost
analysis had been made at the crucial time, then sail would never have
way to steam .. But many Am.erican utility companies might now reply
proper analysis, made on their behalf, of nuclear power might have pr
them from the financial disasters that now threaten to engulf them.
This point is not made by way of apportioning blame for the troubles
once supremely optimistic industry. It can be argued that, say, 15 years
was impossible to predict which of the possible mishaps would affli
industry, and how serious they would be. But in that event, we
recognize the ineradicable component of ignorance, not merely uncer
in forecasting the prospects for any radically new technology.

Ignorance
The pervasiveness of ignorance concerning the interactions of our techn
with its environment, natural and social, is a very new theme. 'Scie
ignorance' is paradoxical in itself and directly contradictory to the imag¢::
sensibility of our inherited style of science and its associated technot
Coping with ignorance in the formation of policy for science, technology
environment is an art that we have barely begun to recognize, let alonem
Yet ignorance dominates the sciences of the biosphere, the focus of
project.
The problems of applying science to policy purposes in general have
given a handy title, 'usable knowledge'. For those problems of the im
future, we would do well to remind ourselves of their nature by using a title
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ble ignorance'. Its paradoxical quality points up th~ distance we must
from our inherited image of science as atomic facts, if we are to grapple
ccessfully with these new problems. How we might begin to do so is the
eme of my discussion here,

ernents of a New Understanding
me extent, the preceding conceptual analysis follows the path of the
w
. F'
turing understanding of many scientists. of the present generation. irst, as
nts we mastered our standard facts; then, in research, we became aware
e '
.
. d
uality; as we became involved in the government of science, we recognize
necessity for choice; involvement in environmental problems brought us up
inst functions of devices and of systems, and the frequently cm1fused and
flicting purposes expressed through politics. Still, we could imagine that
e was a hard core to the whole affair, in the sort of basic, incontestable
s that every schoolboy knows. Hence the intrusion of ignorance into our
blem-situation did not immediately raise the spectre of the severe
mpetence of science in the face of the challenges-or threats-produced
;he environmental consequences of the science-based technology on which
civilization rests.

ience in the Policy Process
is rather comfortable picture is analogous to the traditional model of
nee in the policy process. We may imagine this as a meeting of two sides.
public, through some political machinery, expresses a concern that some
ticular purposes are being frustrated or endangered, say through·the lack
clean water. Administrators then devise or promote devices and systems,
ysical technology, or administrative agencies to perform particular
ctions whereby those purposes may once again be protected. For this they
d information about the natural process involved in the problem, for which
turn to the scientists. The scientists provide the necessary facts (either
the literature, or produced by research to order) that either determine
appropriate solution, or at least set boundaries within which the norm~l
cesses of political bargaining can take place. In that way, the problem is
Jved or, at least, effectively resolved in political terms.
However well such a inodel has fitted practice in the past, it no longer
tures the complexity and inconclusiveness of the process of policy-related
nee in the case of biospheric problems (Otway and Ravetz 1984). Indeed,
may define this new sort of policy-related science as one in which facts are
certain, values in dispute, stakes high, decisions urgent, and where no single
e of these dimensions can be managed in isolation from the rest. Acid rain
y serve as the present paradigm example of such science. This model may
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i:

seem to transform the image of science from that of a stately d'fi
can of worms. Whether this be so, the unaesthetic qualit
~ Ice
world we confront and with which we must learn t
y t ere
.
o cope someho
1t. may ~el~ if
we employ another model: how problems co
me to
for mvest1gation. In the world of pure or academ1'c .
science pro
se lecte d b y the research community If a p t' 1·
,
'
d
.
·
ar 1cu ar area 15 not
stu y, available techniques being insufficiently powerf 1 . . . y
't
' h
•
U , It lS SI
wa1 , Wlt no particular loss. (The adventurous or foolh d
try their luck there.) In the case of mission-orientated w akr yh may,
b
·1
.
or,teyare
. y managena superiors, though these are expected to h
.··
1n assessmg
· feas1'b'l'
1 1ty and costs of the research in rel t' ave some co
,
.
.
a Ion to the g
enterprise. But m pohcy-related science th
bl
' e pro ems are thrust
relevant .researchers by political forces that take scant heed of the£ .
the solut10ns they demand. Indeed it will be com
r
h
e
b
.
.
•
mon wr sue probl
e feasible 1n the ordinary sense. Drawing on low p t'
·
f' ld
. .
- res ige and i
1e s, reqmnng
databases
that
simply
do
not
exist
bei'ng
·
d
.
,
reqmre t ·
answers m a hurry' they are not the sort of inquiry where success of
be reasonably expected.
an
. It may be that our traditional lack of awareness of th •
1gnoranee wlt
· h sc1enti
· .f'1c knowledge has been mainta' d eb mte
w
.
.
~
~
cou proclaim its genuine successes and remain at a sar1 d'
l'k 1 f ·
e 1stan
. I e y allures. Through all the centuries when progress became a
mgly st:ong theme of educated common sense, science could be seen
advancmg the b~undaries of knowledge. There seemed no limit in
t~e extent of this conquest, and so the areas of ignorance rem , P,
1
time were not held against science - they too would fall unde: :~
human knowledge at the appropriate time.
Now w.e face the paradox that while our knowledge continues
~xponentially, our relevant ignorance does so even more rapidly .A
1g~10ra~ce generated by science! An example will explain this p~ra
V1c~oria~s were totally ignorant of the problem of disposal of 1
ra~10act1ve wastes. They had no such things, nor could they im
existence .. But now we have made them, by science, and the pt
!511aranteemg a secure storage for some quarter of a million years is 0
ignorance, rather th~n mere uncertainty, is the state of affairs. Thus,
conquered a former ignorance, in our knowledge of radioactivity b
proc~ss cr~ated a new ignorance, of how to manage it in all its' d
mamfesta t10ns.

to

lnterpenetrating Opposites in Science
Science in. the policy ~:ocess is thus a very different thing from t
accumulat~on of positive and ultimately useful factual knowl
portrayed In our inherited image. Indeed, given the intrusion of s

nts of judgements and choice into a sphere of practice traditionally

ed by its objectivity, we may wonder whether there can be any endeavour

ibable as science in such circumstances. To this problem I can only begin
ch a solution, by giving two analyses, one static and the other dynamic.
fon:ner elucidates the paradoxical, or contradictory, nature of our situaand the latter indicates paths to resolution of the paradox.
~ begin with it is necessary for us to transcend the simplistic picture of
ce that has been dominant for so very long. For generations we have been
t of a difference in kind be~ween facts and values. The latter were seen to
bjective, uncertain, perhaps even basically irrational in origin.
nately, science supplied facts, objective and independent of value judgets, whereby we could attain genuine knowledge and also order our affairs
proper manner. Those who protested that such a sharp dichotomy was
uctive of human concerns were usually on the romantic or mystical
e, and could be ignored in the framing of curricula and in the
ganda for science.
milarly, the opposition between knowledge and ignorance was absolute. A
tific fact could be known, simply and finally. It could, of course, be
oved upon by the further growth of science; but error in science was
y a contradiction in terms. The boundary between knowledge and
ance was not permeable; it simply advanced with each increment of
e, bringing light to where darkness had hitherto reigned. Of course,
have been many disclaimers and qualifications tacked on to this simple
l; we all know that science is tentative, corrigible, open-ended, and all
' rest. But the idea that a fact could be understood imperfectly or
i'usedly, or that a great scientific discovery could be mixed with error, has
brought into play only very recently by historians of science.
nee we are really unprepared by our culture to cope with the new
menon of the interpenetration of these contradictory opposites. The
ssibility of separating facts from values in such a critical area as the
ity of environmental pollutants is a discovery of recent years (Whittemore
3). And the creation of relevant ignorance by the inadequately controlled
'gress of technology is still in the process of being articulated by
'Iosophers (Collingridge 1982).
n immediate reaction to these disturbing phenomena can be despair or
· icism. Some scholars have elaborated on the theme that pollution is in the
of the beholder, and reduce all environmental concern to the socialhological drives of extremist sects (Douglas and Wildavsky 1982).
tidans and administrators can take the easy way out and treat scientists as
many hired guns, engaging those who are certain to employ technical
toric on behalf of their particular faction. Such solutions as these, if
sidered as cures, are really far worse than the disease. If dialogue on these
nt scientific issues of the biosphere is degraded to thinly veiled power
'tics, then only a congenital optimist can continue to hope for their genuine
lution .
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Viewed socially, these oppositions or contradictions show no way thr,o
But the situation is not desperate once we appreciate that decision-makt
not at all a unique event requiring perfect inputs if it is to be rational. Rat'
is a complex process, interactive and iterative; the logical model for·
perhaps less demonstration than dialogue. Seeing decision-making (or p ·
formation; I use the two terms interchangeably) as a sort of dialectical pr
we may imagine those central contradictions of usable knowledge and
ignorance being transcended, or synthesized, through the working o.
dialectical process.
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Varieties of Policy-Related Research
First, I show how these problems of policy-related research ma
differentiated, and in such a way that the natural tendency of their dyna
toward a resolution. Drawing on recent work by myself and my colleague,
Funtowicz (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1985), I distinguish two dimensions of:
problems: systems uncertainties and decision stakes. The former refers
complex system under consideration, including aspects that are tech
scientific, administrative and managerial; the uncertainties are the ra
possible outcomes, corresponding to each set of plausible inputs and dee
The decision stakes are the costs and benefits to all concerned pa
including regulators (both field employees and administrators) and repr
tatives of various interests, that correspond to each decision. In each cas
have complex sets of ill-defined variables for aggregation into a single i
hence each of the dimensions is only very loosely quantitative. We distin
only the values low, medium and high (Figure 1). When both dimensions
terns uncertainties and decision stakes) are low, we have what we may
applied science; straightforward research will produce a practical ha·
values of critical variables within which the ordinary political processes.
operate to produce a consensus.
When either dimension alone becomes large, a new situation emerges
call it technical consultancy. This is easiest to see in the case of s
uncertainty; the consultant is employed precisely because his or her unsp
able skills, and his or her professional integrity and judgement, are requ
for the provision of usable knowledge for the policy process. It is less obv'
that, even if uncertainties are low, large decision stakes take the problems
of the realm of the routine. But on reflection, this is the way things happe
practice. If some institution sees its interests seriously threatened by an
then no matter how nearly conclusive the science, it will fight back with
means at its disposal, until such time as further resistance would cause a se ·
loss of credibility in itself as a competent institution, and a damaging l
power as a result. The public sees such struggles most clearly in notorious
of pollution, when a beleaguered institution persists in harmful policies,(
as poisoning its work-force or the local environment) to the point of b
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Low

High
Low

Systems uncertainties

. oif decision stakes and systems uncertainties
Jnterac t wn

nsible immoral, or perhaps even culpable (indus~rial as~est?~is is a
respo
,
.
. t) The outrage in such cases IS fully Justified, of
. · s recent
case 1n pom ,
.
.
otor10u
. . n error to believe either that those particular firms are
~rse; l b:ta::v:l:nt, or that all firms casually and habitually behave in ~uch a
iqu~ y it is just when caught in such a trap, howeve~ much of their own
a:kingo,that institutions, like people, will fight for survival.
f b th
uch' cases are fortunately the exception. It is more common. or o
S
ncertainties and decision stakes to be moderate. Funtow1cz .and I
~ystems u ble to articulate a model of consultancy practice, wherem the
n::;it~:::1 :dentist's ideal of consensual knowledge is sacrificed o~l~ehtf. oft
st sort of knowledge appropriate to the problem. We ca It c imca'
omre ;~:~eld of practice in which such a style has been developed slucchessfu.llyl.
O
.
(h
w has a large y r etonca
it we eliminate safety as an attribute t e term no
.
. 1 d the
.
yway) and substitute good performance (which may me u e .
anmg an
·
e generalize
ibility of failures and accidents). In the same ven1;, w
.
·
) t ropensity and measure
· .· . b b1'l1'ty (with its mathematical connotat10ns o p
'
pro a
, I h'
a we hope to
\o gauge· and for prediction we substitute prognosis. n t is w ~} bl
t
i.xpress the degree to which non-quantifiable and even non-spec1 Ia (ehe~i::s
.
The outcome of the process w IC
d
. t
J'udgements enter. into an .assessment.
, ),
t general theory to be teste agams
conceived as contmuously 1teratmg is no a
h f
t' _
1
.particular facts, but rather a provisional assessm~nt of ~he hea \ ; h::::~:t
ular system together with the relevant aspects .of Its e~vironme: .
this model will be useful in the biosphere proJeCt as It ~evel~p · .
e
1
Passing to the more intractable case, where either dimenswn IS veryh ~rg .'
e have what we call a total environmental assessment. For h~re, no\tg :~
there are no boundaries or accepted methods for solvmg pro em '
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the problem is to.ta!. in extent, involving facts, interests val '
.
styles, and total m Its mixture of dimens1·
d
'
ues and eve
.
ons an compon
review of history shows that in such cases a r I .
ents. Even
.
eso uuon can em
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h
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The Policy Process and Usable Knowledge
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yself with a few observations. The first is that no decision is atomic. Even if
issue is novel, even if its sponsoring agency is freshly created, there will
ays exist a background, in explicit law, codes of practice, folkways and
pectations, in which it necessarily operates even while reacting on the
ckground. And once an issue exists, it is rare indeed for it to fade away. It
ay become less salient for policy and be relegated to a routine monitoring
ctivity; but it can erupt at any time should something extraordinary occur.
Indeed, when we look at the duration and complexity of those dialectical
rocesses whereby a total envii;onmental assessment problem (its common
itial form) is gradually tamed, we see the necessity for a differentiation
ong the functions performed by the facts-or better, the inputs of technical
ormation. Here I can do no better than to use materials recently developed
Bill Clark (personal communication). He starts with authoritative
owledge-the traditional ideal of science, still applicable in the case of
pplied science issues. This is supplemented by reporting-not in: newspapers,
ut in the accumulation of relatively reliable, uncontroversial information on
variety of phenomena of no immediate salience, but crucial when a crisis
erges. This is the descendant of natural history, popular in past epochs
hen clergymen and other gentlemen of leisure could gain satisfaction and
restige through their mastery of some great mass of material, perhaps of a
locality, perhaps of a special branch of nature. The decline of this style of
·science, under the pressure of changing institutions and the dominant criteria
of quality, is a clear example of what I have called the social construction of
ignorance. Harvey Brooks (1982) has recently shown what a price we now pay
for our ignorance, in the impotence of what I call the clean-up or garbage
sciences in the face of our various pollution problems.
When science is involved in the policy process, particularly in the technical
consultancy mode, then impersonal demonstrations give way to committed
dialogue, and no facts are hard, massy and impenetrable. They are used as
evidence in arguments, necessarily inconclusive and debatable. In this case we
invoke metaphors to describe their nature and functions; Steven Toulmin
(1972) has suggested the term 'maps' (not pictures, or we might say dogmas,
but rather guides to action). I have developed the idea of a tool, something
that derives its objectivity not so much through its correspondence with
external reality as through its effectiveness in operating on reality in a variety
of functions and contexts (Ravetz 1984).
Passing to the more contested issues, we mention enlightenment, which
might involve enhancing awareness or changing common sense. Perhaps the
most notable example of this sort of product in recent times is Silent Spring by
Rachel Carson (1962). Through it, the environment and its problems suddenly
came into existence for the public in the United States and elsewhere. We note
that this function is performed partly through the mass media; the role of
investigative journalism in the press, and especially television, in enhancing
the awareness of the non-scientific public (and perhaps of scientists, too)
should be more appreciated.
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a~d mconclus1ve. But that means it's like social life itself, where we have
fail~res ?ut also many successes. The only thing lost, through this analys
the 1llus10n that the scientist is a sort of privileged being who can <lisp
nugg~ts of truth to a needy populace. Seeing the scientist as a particip
certamly of a special sort, in this complex process of achieving u
knowledge provides us with some insights on how to make hi's
'b ·
or
contri ut10n most effective.

Towards a Practical Approach
Here .I hope to ~e constructive, and I can start my argument with a to
mentioned early m my analysis of the enriched understanding of science
every researcher d~vel~ps: the assessment of quality. This is frequently the
exposure of a sCientist to the essential incompleteness of any scient
knowledge-not merely that there are things left to be discovered, but that
border betwe.en ?~r knowledge and our ignorance is not perfectly defi
Even when sc1en~1fic statements turn out to mean not quite what they say, th;
are not necessarily the product of incompetence or malevolence·' rather , th""
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fleet the essential incompleteness of the evidence and the argument
porting any scientific result. In a matured field, the assessment of quality is
P aft skill that may be so well established as to be nearly tacit and unself·
b emg
·
, ·cr cious: we know that a piece of work is really good ( or not), without
cons
.
fh'
.
f
ily able to specify fully why. By contrast, one sign o t e immaturity o a
easld is the lack of consensus on quahty,
.
h
b'
.
h
so t at every am 1uous researc er
eust become an amateur methodologist in order to defend his or her results
gainst critics.

Scientific Quality-A Many-Splendoured Thing
When we come to policy-related science, that simple dichotomy .of the
resence or the absence of maturity is totally inadequate to convey the richness
Pf criteria of quality, with their associated complexity and opportunity for
0
• nfusion. Here I can only refer to the deep and fruitful insights of Bill Clark,
his taxonomy of criteria of quality among the various legitimate actors in a
1
:licy process involving science. In his table of critical criteria, he lists the
pfollowing actors: sCienust,
. . peer group, programme manager or sponsor,
policy-maker, and public interest group. For each of these, there are three
critical modes: input, output and process. Mastery of that table, reproduced
here (Table 1), would, I think, make an excellent introduction to the
methodological problems of policy-related science.
· · It may well be that, as this project develops, we will need to go through that
exercise, if only to the extent of appreciating that the research scientist's
criteria of quality are not the only legitimate ones in the process.
However different or conflicting may be the other criteria of quality, they
must be taken into account, not only in the reporting of research but even in its
/planning and execution. Now, any one of the actors in such a process must, if
she or he is to be really effective in a co-operative endeavour, undertake a task
that is not traditionally associated with science: to appreciate another person's
point of view. This need not extend to abandoning conflicting interpretation
of facts (for a fruitful debate is a genuine one), nor to empathy for another's
life-style or world-view. But for strictly practical purposes each participant
must appreciate what it is that another is invoking, explicity or implicitly,
when making points about the quality of contested materials.
This new and important skill has been called (by Bill Clark) 'a critical
connoisseurship of quality in science'. One does not merely apply one's own
specialist criteria blindly or unselfconsciously, however excellent or valid they
may be for one's own scientific expertise or role. One must be able to assess
·productions from several points of view in succession, by means of an
imaginative sympathy that involves seeing one's own role, one's own self, from
a slight distance. It may be that I am here calling for the cultivation of
attitudes proper to literary criticism, a prospect that to some may be even more
alien than Zen riddles. But given the complexity of policy-related science, in
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Critical Criteria

Critical Role

Input

Scientist

Resource and time
constraints; available theory;
institutional support;
assumptjons; quality of

available data; state of the art

Peer
group

Quality of data; model and/or
theory used; adequacy of

tools; problem formulation;
input variables well chosen?
Measure of success specified

In advance?
Programme
manager
or sponsor

Cost; institutional support
within user organization;
quality of analytic team; type
of financing (e.g. grant versus
contract)

Policy-maker

Quality of analysts; cost of
study; technical tools used
(hardware and software); does

problem formulation make

sense?
Public-interest
groups

Competence and intellectual
integrity of analysts; .are value
systems compatible? Problem
formulation acceptable?
Normative implications of
technical choices (e.g. choices
of data)

Critical Mode
Output
Validation; sensitivity analyses·
technical sophistication; degre~
of acceptance of conclusions·
'
impact on policy debate·
imitation; professional '
recognition

Purpose of the study;
conclusions supported by
evidence? Does model offend
common sense? robustness of
con~lusions; adequate coverage
of issues
Rate of use; type of use
(general education, programme
evaluation, decision-making,
etc.); contribution to
methodology and state of the
art; prestige; can results be
generalized, applied elsewhere?
Is output familiar and
intelligible? Did study generate
new ideas? Are policy
indications conclusjve? Are they
consistent with accepted ethical
standards?

Ease of use; docu
are analysts help!
implementation?
interact with agen
With interest groups't

Nature of conclusions; equity;
analysis used as rationalization
or to postphone decisions? All
viewpoints taken into
consideration? Value issues

response to the complexity of biospheric problems
alternative.
'

Usable Ignorance
The preceding analysis has, I hope, made us familiar with the richness
~on~~pt ?f usable knowledge in the context of incomplete science with
im~;c~tmns. Now I c.an attempt to make sense of that paradoxical cat
~sa e .1gn~ranc~; for m many respects this defines our present task as o ·
1
IS quahta: :7ely different from the sorts of science with which we have hit
been fam1har,
First, I.have indicated one approach to taming ignorance, by focusin
border with knowledge. This should be easily grasped with an experi!
rese~rch. Indeed, the art of choosing research problems can be describ
sensmg whe~e t~at border can be penetrated and to what depth. Similarl
art of momtormg for possible accidents or realized hazards be the:

'
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dustrial plant or environmental disruption, consists in having a border with
orance that is permeable to signals coming from the other side, signs of
cipient harmful processes or events that should be identified and controlled.
bus, the technical consultancy problem is one where ignorance is managed,
hrough expert skill, in just this way.
Where ignorance is really severe, as in total environmental assessment, then
t is involved in the problem in ways that are both more intimate and more
roplex. For if ignorance is recognized to be severe, than no amount of
phisticated calculation with uncertainties in a decision algorithm can be
dequate for a decision. Non-quantifiable, perhaps non-specifiable, considtions of prudence must be included in any argument. Further, the nature
d distribution of a wider range of possible benefits and costs, even including
Jiypothetical items, must be made explicit. Since there can be no conclusive or
universally acceptable weighting of these, the values implicit in any such
weighting must be made explicit. In terms of a dialogue between opposed
terests, this effectively takes the form of a burden of proof: in the absence of
rong evidence on either side do we deem a system safe or do we deem it
ngerous?
By such means we do not conquer ignorance directly, for that can be done
only by replacing it with knowledge. But we cope with it and we ensure that by
being aware of our ignorance we do not encounter disastrous pitfalls in our
supposedly secure knowledge or supposedly effective technique.
The preceding account is prescriptive for future practice rather than
descriptive of the past. Had ignorance been recognized as a factor in
technology policy, then, for example, the nuclear power industry would today
.·be in a far healthier state. The easy assumption that all technical problems
.could be solved when the time came has left that industry, and the rest of us on
this planet, with such problems as the disposal oflong-lived radioactive wastes.
In this cas'e we must somehow manage our ignorance of the state of human
society some tens of thousands of years into the future. How many professional
engineers have been prepared by their professional training for such a
problem?
Coping with ignorance demands a more articulated policy process and a
greater awareness of how that process operates. Great leaps forward in
,.technology require continuous monitoring to pick up the signals of trouble as
they begin to arrive, and both physical symptoms and their institutions should
be designed with the ignorance factor in mind, so that they can respond and
adapt in good time. (This point has been amply developed by Collingridge

(1982).)
Recognition of the need for monitoring entails that the decision process be
iterative, responding in a feedback loop to signals from the total environment of
the operating system. Also, the inclusion of ignorance in decision-making via
the explicit assignment of burden of proof involves a self-conscious operation
bf dialogue at several levels, the methodological and regulative simultaneously
.with the substantive. All this is very complicated, of course, and the
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Conditions for Success
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ip of industrial-style development. There seem to be two elements necessary
make such a new venture a success. One is motivation. Enough of us on the
osphere project must see it as a professional job, developing a new sort of
tific expertise in which we can continue to do satisfying work after the
pletion of the project. I have no doubt that if this project succeeds, it will
ome a model for many others, enough to keep all of us busy for a long time.
other element is technique: devising means whereby the genuine mutual
hancement of ideas and perspectives can be accomplished. I indicated some
these at the very beginning of this chapter, in describing some ways in which
e biosphere project will be novel.
We may well find ourselves experimenting with techniques of personal interion that have been developed for policy formation, but that have hitherto
n considered as irrelevant to the austere task of producing new knowledge.
t since we, even in our science, are trying to make ignorance usable, we
uld not be too proud to learn about learning, even in the research process.
The crucial element here may lie in quality assessment and the mutual
iticism that makes it possible. Can we learn, sufficiently well for the task, to
ve imaginative sympathy with the roles and associated criteria of quality of
ers in different corners of this complex edifice? We will need to compred variety in scientific expertise, in methodological reflection, in organional tasks, and in policy formation. If so, then we can hope to have what
Clark has called a 'fair dialogue', in which we are each an amateur, in the
sense of the term, with regard to most of the problems on which we are
gaged.
I believe that such a process is possible and that it is certainly worth a try.
e environmental problems that confront us, as residents of this planet, are
w global and total. We in this group cannot hope to legislate for all of
manity over all the salient issues. But we can at least indicate a way forward,
ing that our civilization is genuinely resilient in meeting this supreme
hallenge.

Conclusion and Perspective

J\s an historian, I like to find support and understanding in the pattern of the
ast as it may be extended into the future. In this connection, I can do no
better than to quote from an early prophetic writing of Karl Marx. In the
P:reface to his Critique of Political Economy (1869), he gave an intensely
oncentrated summary of past human history as he understood it, in terms of
ass structures and class struggles. His concluding motto was, 'Mankind only
s those problems that it can solve'. We must try to justify his optimism in the
case of this present challenge. We may understand it as our civilization's
characteristic contradiction: the intensifi~d exploitation of nature through the
pplication of knowledge to power, which threatens to become self-destructive
nless brought under control.
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For my historical perspective on this, I would like to review the evol
science as a social practice, as it has developed to create new po
respond to new challenges, In the seventeenth century, the scientific r
had two related elements: the disenchantment of nature, and the ar
of the ideal of a cumulative, co-operative public endeavour for the
ment of knowledge. With the decay of the ancient belief in secrets too
to be revealed came a commitment to a new style of ·social relatio
production of knowledge. This was promoted as both practically nee
morally superior. From this came the first scientific societies, a
journals provided a new means of achieving novelty while pr
intellectual property.
·•·
As this system matured in the nineteenth century, with the ere
complex social structures for the organization and support of resea
researchers, the early dream of power through secular, disen
knowledge took on reality. For this there were developed the i
laboratories and applied research institutes, first in Germany, but e
elsewhere. From these came the high technology of the present ee
which the prosperity and even survival of our civilization now depen
The idea of using such applicable science as a significant contributio
planned development of the means of production was first articulat
socialist nations, and popularized everywhere by the prophetic wri
J.D. Bernal. It lost its ideological overtones during the Second Wor
and now that planning is an essentiai tool even in the market-economy
science as 'the second derivative of production' (in Bernal's phr
commonplace (Ravetz 1974). Even academic research is now strongl
by priorities, set in the political process, and related to the requiremen
development of the means of production and of destruction. Boris
classic thesis on The Social and Economic Roots of Newton's 'Princi
have been crude and over-simple for the seventeenth century, but
twentieth it is a truism. There still remains a difference in sloganssocialist countries it is 'the scientific-technological revolution', in the ot
is 'don't co1!1e last in the microelectronics race' -and only time will te
these will work out in practice.
Our present concerns are centred on the new problems of the bios
involving an ecological vision that runs counter to that of Bernal, an
tradition to which he was heir. The 'domination of nature', the driving
of our science-based civilization, may turn out in retrospect to have been
disenchanted variety of magic (Leiss 1972). The recently discovered fa
we cannot dominate, though we can destroy, may be the decisive challe
our civilization. The solution of the problem of world-wide poverty th
the development of material production in imitation of the West, e
possible in the social sphere, could become ecologically devastating. Ca
biosphere provide the sources and sinks for a world-wide population
billion private automobiles? Hence, I believe the new task for science is a
one, requiring new concepts of its goals in human welfare as well as

ethods of achieving knowledge and wielding power over Nature under
propriate control.
This essay was first published in Sustainable Development of the Biosphere (eds
w. Clark and R. Munn), Cambridge University Press, 1986. It was republished in
Knowledge 9 (1987), 87-116.
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A ~ew Social Contract fo
Science
·

!

In t~is essay am viewing science in the perspective of several hundred ~
contmuous Internal growth and external support During th'
•
· l' 'd
,
·
1s peno
matena
s1 e of science
doubling every fifteen yea rs, wit
·hr
bl
. had been
.
a ~ constancy; and science enJoyed general prestige and the c f'd
vanety of pu bl'1cs. F or some, science
.
. Its
. discoveries
.
(m
and methond)t en
a Truth that was genuine and reliable, unlike opinions ~e;i!~
argu~ents about words or from obedience to authority. For others
promised the means to the conquest of Nature for the achievement
wel~are .as ~ell as private profit. For many, there was the sheer d~ig
fascmation m sharing the. discove? of the structure and workings
natural world. Whatever its funct10n, science gave satisfaction. Alt
there w~re always some who opposed it, in part or in whole, they were a 8
~ecr~asmg band. All the different aspects and images of science, appea
Its different publics, were in harmony.
Thi~ picture, ~olding roughly for all the eighteenth and ninete
c~ntu:1es and a bit beyond, now seems a bit too good to be true. Ye
h1ston~al record shows that science was nearly universally accepted
embodiment of progress, itself the symbol of our secular civilization.
the' ste~dy growth of 'pure science' in size and effectiveness is evidence of
of social contract' mentioned in the title. Science enjoyed ever-incr
support, c.ompl~te ~reedom in choosing its problems, and consi
auto~om~ In settmg Its criteria of quality. In return, it was not constrai
prov1~e ~Ire.ct benefits for any particular client. It was sufficient for scie
pro~ise mduect benefits in ideology (its particular form of truth) in ind.·.·
and m educat10n.
·
I n t h e 1ater part of that period, a particular aspect
' of sci
beca1;1:e acc~pt~d as repr~senting its essence, that of 'discovery' rather t
~ay, mv~ntion or learnmg. In our times, that has become modifie
research; so that for these closely associated with a university, and hence
the centre of the endeavour of science, research is what it is all about.
In retrospect all that seems a golden age. From the very opening of
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wentieth century, complications set in. Philosophers of science know of the
nsettlement caused by Einstein's work. The image of science as the cumulation of Truths never recovered from those intellectual revolutions. The Great
War, its aftermath, then the Second World War culminating in the Bomb,
brought evil into the life of science. Since then, problems and complications
have increased, so that 'science' is blamed for our afflictions, as indiscriminately as it was formerly praised for our blessings.
All that is quite familiar, yet there is a new and very troubling element that
· has recently become noticeable. It is not merely that science must now endure
many critics. Worse, science now seems to have no effective champions, who
can speak from inner conviction, to bring a doubting public back to their
:traditional confidence in science. As a result, science is increasingly vulnerable
to any and all criticism and attack, whether from anti-Establishment intellectuals, or from an anti-intellectual Establishment. This is just now worse and
. more obvious in Britain than elsewhere; but it is not at all unique to that
country. Certainly there is plenty of money for science in the USA. But this is
increasingly in the form of contracts for specified research, from the federal
government or from private industry, so that it is more in the nature oflongterm R & D than the scholarly pursuit of knowledge.
This is the symptom which I shall use to introduce my study of science in its
social setting: the old social contract of science seems to be weakened, indeed
discredited; and there is as yet nothing to take its place. I will not here offer a
clean and tidy solution to this problem; for I do not know of any. Rather, I will
offer some examples and ideas, as an invitation to a discussion; only that, and
no more. It may be that such a style, rather than theories and blueprints,
might even be appropriate for an eventual 'New Social Contract for Science'.

Why Science Has No Champion
There is no need for me to run through the doleful tale of attacks on scientific
research, both within and outside the universities, that are the hallmark of the
present (Thatcher) UK government. Nor need I remind you of the silence of
the other major parties on this issue. In the next government, there might well
be more money for science and education, but at a political price, in
reorganization or redirection to someone else's priorities. The old British social
contract, so well epitomized in the hallowed principle of the old Medical
Research Council to 'back chaps' (selecting for self-defined excellence), is no
more.
Elsewhere the hostility and contempt are not so obvious, but the end of an
era is unmistakable. In America, biology has for some years been increasingly
under the sway of the commercial interests that are developing nascent
technologies. And the physical sciences there have needed to sup at the table of
the promoters of Star Wars, in spite of the obvious mendacity and corruption
of that programme.
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In these English-speaking countries, the struggle to maintain the he·
the scientific enterprise is especially sharp, at times nearly desperate. It
made any easier by those critics, generally from within the educated sec
society, who attack science for its alleged lapses from morality or inte
This goes beyond the common practice of blaming an undifferent
'science' for all the threats to humanity, from nuclear weapons to en
mental pollution. The scientific experts employed by state agencies.
private corporations are routinely treated as hirelings, paid to reassure
public that their organizations can and would do no wrong. Worse,
conduct of research, even within universities, is condemned on ethical gm
as lacking in any humane sensitivity to the interests of its sentient subj
mainly but not exclusively non-human.
Now, I am sure that every one of these criticisms can be countered as b
misguided, inaccurate or unfair. But at this point in history we seem to Ia
conviction that they are all beside the point. We cannot simply dismiss th
impertinent, resting on our assurance that science does not need to justi
details of its conduct or of its consequences to unsympathetic sectarian er
Under the old social contract, such would have been the defence, all the
effective for being implicit. Now such a point cannot even be stated publ
What has happened?
Clearly, the image of science, before its various publics, has cha
drastically over the last generation. This change can be ascribed to the gr
of science, and the problems raised by the applications of its results.
myself, I have been able to understand it through the idea of 'ind
trialization'. This has several aspects. Most obvious is the union of science
technology, and the great increase in the aggregate size of the scientific e
prise. With these developments, science has become more like industry,
has necessarily and inevitably lost some of its independence and innocen
But the process of industrialization also penetrates into the life of science its
Formerly scientists were independent craftsmen, whose equipment costs w
of an order of magnitude commensurate with their means, or at least w
those of a patron. In this respect, their situation approximated to the ideal
'intermediate technology' as first defined by E.F. Schumacher. Theirstand,i
as members of a community then depended on what they did with that equi
ment, as seen by the quality of their accomplished work. Now, the assessme
by 'output' has been seriously modified, for research cannot begin until so
funding agency has decided to invest in it. Scientific research is now a cap·
intensive enterprise, rather than a craftsmen's community, in this impor
respect.
Once that science, or even an individual scientist, needs to justify a claimt>
someone else's resources, then that someone else's values inevitably enter t
endeavour. With industrialization has thus come a decisive shift in the balan
between knowledge and power in the goals of scientific effort. Former
'science' was devoted to the pursuit of knowledge; it was thereby 'pure'
several senses. The application of that knowledge to power was the task Q.
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industrial questions. But the message will be, that 'science', meaning the
activity of the leaders of the research community, is still at the centre of things.
Trust them to continue managing, pressure the government to provide.them
once again with the prestige and perquisites they so sadly miss, and all will be
well. To accomplish the enlightenment of the public to appreciate so obvious a
xnessage, it only needs more and better-trained schoolteachers, and more and
better-disposed journalists (and fewer of those nasty TV investigators). With a
coxnplacency befitting just such a cause, this case is advanced by our surviving
scientific elite.
The other approach is that of tough realism. There was a famous advertisexnent in the 1960s, by one of the leading aerospace contractors for the Vietnam
War. This displayed the proud motto, 'North American Rockwell, where
science gets down to business' -an exquisitely designed ambiguity, so
expressive of the current social contract of science. We could say that since the
seduction of industrialized science by its external clients, in business and the
state, is historically inevitable, why not lie back and enjoy it? Already, the
'pure' research sector has been renamed 'basic', and anyway occupies a
shrinking portion of the total effort. How much funding of research is now
devoted to sheer scientific curiosity? And certainly, the rate of innovation in
key sectors of technology and medicine is evidence that enthusiasm and creativity still flourish.
In this proposed social contract, science becomes the servant of society. Its
work can be planned, at least in outline; by negotiation there could be derived
the proportions of total societal support to be spent on, say, civil technology,
defence, medicine, environment, 'basic', and odds and ends. As such a
situation stabilized, new foci of power and prestige would emerge. The old
'pure science' image, corresponding to the old social contract, could be
allowed to wither away. Indeed, in the heavily bureaucratized societies, with a
scientific tradition deriving from the Academic des Sciences of Paris rather
than from the Royal Society of London, such a social contract has been a
strong, sometimes dominant pattern. So what would be wrong with it here?
One thing wrong is that it is not in our traditions; it presupposes a strong,
centralized state which confidently intervenes and directs in many other
sectors of civil society. To try to accomplish a complete, self-conscious
'incorporation' of science (I owe this felicitous term to Hilary Rose) in the
context of a weaker, self-limiting central state apparatus as in the AngloAmerican tradition could produce the sorts of problems of interfering yet
ineffective control that plagued the nationalized industries in Britain. Also, it
is important in our political and social traditions to have universities, not
technical training schools, as the foci of excellence in education and learning;
for these to be kept healthy under modern conditions requires that they do
their teaching in the atmosphere of research. Furthermore, the experience of
the centralized administrations of science, even in the market-economy
countries such as France, does not suggest that this 'incorporated' social
contract provides all the answers.
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.More to my present point, . which is about the social prob!~
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The Social Constitution of Science
~o far I have argue~ that science, in its present partly industrialized.
mcor~orated. st.ate, ":ill not be able to maintain its integrity and its cult
mean.mg ~ntil It ~c~1eves a new understanding of itself that coheres wit
real s1t~at10n. :his 1s not merely a matter of passive reflection, for a scie
enterpnse that 1s merely the servant of industrial firms and state agencies
not c?mmand the popular respect and enthusiasm that science needs ifit
remam healthy and vital. Hence, our attempts to achieve an understandi
the present state of science must be guided by our commitment to help
f?rward evolution of science, through the present into the future bey
simple industrialization.
'

!t

is in this sense that I speak of a new 'social contract': some new a
pn~te understanding of what science is and -how it relates to its cont
. society. B.efore .this ~an be accomplished, we must be clear about the pr
state of science m this respect. As a contribution to such a clarification I w
to suggest certain ideas that may strike you as paradoxical as well as uns~ttH
I shall argue the following thesis: although the connections between 'scien
and.'democracy' are manifold and deep, in some important respects Sci
retams traces of the time of its origins, and has important features ofhierar
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and of absolutism resembling those of the type of Church and of State to which
it has always been considered antithetical.
Let me first remind you why this thesis is paradoxical. A democracy of
. lture was an integral part of the programmes of the prophets who created
cu
. .
f
r modern European science. Indeed, nearly the only positive eature
OU
''
. 1
mmon to Descartes, Galileo and Bacon was an apprec1at10n
ofh
t e pract1ca
co
.
.
fh
.
'h
knowledge of craftsmen, and a commitment to the umty o t at practice wit
•· hilosophical theory. They were quite explicit on this in their writings. For
fheir lay audience, already using the vernacular for their intellectual work,
this may not have been shocking. But for our institutional ancestry, the
Scholars and learned professionals of the universities, it must have seemed to be
a degradation of learning, a dilution of culture, with dangerous consequences
for knowledge and society.
Then as science began to fulfil its promise of material power over nature,
another important connection appeared. It was the applications of science
that transformed material culture, and then social and political life, so that
'democracy', in our sense, became possible. Norbert Wiener's phrase, 'The
human use of human beings', reminds us that, so long as the productive
process, on farms or in factories, is such as to make the life o~ ordi~ary people
'nasty, brutish and short', there could be no real democracy m society .. There
may be some forms of democracy, and perhaps too some protections of
personal liberty; but genuine democracy, where ordinary people have a real
share in the power of shaping their'lives, is absent or illusory, Hence, as one
sees in any developing country, there is a great respect for science as appli'ed,
for the improvement of the material conditions oflife and thereby the eventual
achievement of democracy.
There is also a great tradition of popularization of science, frequently led by
leading scientists who wanted to share their exciting discoveries, or to enlist a
broader public on their side in struggles against the enemies of science.
Those were broadly labelled as the promoters of 'dogma, metaphysics and
superstition', or theologians, philosophers and priests respectively. They were
seen as fostering ignorance and illusion, in the service of outworn institutions.
Thus, science had a real relation, however complex, partial and ambivalent,
with movements towards greater democracy in society. Popularization enabled
people of quite humble origins to feel that they were participating in a great
adventure, and indeed sometimes to do so actively as amateurs. Furthermore,
science found a large proportion of its most distinguished recruits outside the
privileged classes, and so too close an identification with the elite would have
been damaging to its own activity. So well diffused was the positive image of
science that movements of reform or even of revolution would make their
social analyses in the name of 'science' and derive assurance thereby.
Democracy is also inherent in the processes of research science. Research
results are (in principle) evaluated without any regard for the personal
characteristics or social location of the author. Entry into science, and
rewards for excellence, are based on merit, not on personal connections.
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Po',"er in the scientific community is diffused among members ( through
review o: proposals and refereeing for journals); and positions of profe
leadership ate awarded for excellence and wisdom, rather than for P l'1
connections. All this is of course more strongly characteristic ~
industrialized science; and it has provided inspiration for scientists a; ·
different in their political outlook as Michael Polanyi and J. Desmond BWI
In view of all this, it may well seem paradoxical, as well as unsettling 'efl.
h .
.
'1
t at m some important respects modern science bears strong traces of th t'1
of its origins, when hierarchy in society and absolutism in religioe
knowledge were still dominant.
n ll
Absolutism and hierarchy-these may seem very inappropriate as d
·
f ,
esc
t10ns o science. But the points are not new with me. As to absolutism, we
in Kuhn's classic work Structure of Sci'entific Revolutions a vivid descripti ·
an absolutist regime in scientific knowledge. The 'paradigm' is the un::
tioned, indeed unquestionable, framework of current research. To secure
permanence, students are indoctrinated, history is distorted, and difficult
in research practice are, as he says, 'suppressed or evaded'. The world of 0
criticism and free debate, so prized by Popper in his account of science
emphatically conspicuous by its absence in Kuhn's picture of 'normal scien
Small wonder that Popper described it as a 'danger to sciern;e, and to our ci
zation', though tending reluctantly to agree with it as a description of scien
education.
Kuhn's account of the research process has been widely criticized; but
one, to my knowledge, has argued that science education is Popperian, criti
and democratic, rather than Kuhnian, dogmatic and absolutist. There
some final Honours examinations that include questions with the instructi
'critically evaluate' a theory; but they are only a minority. In our scie
teaching, we have a formal curriculum that generally purveys hard incont
able facts; and a hidden curriculum that moulds students' thinking into.
ruling assumptions on what sorts of problems, solutions and even ways
analysing problems are 'truly scientific'. This seems to be as absolutist as a
doctrines imposed by ecclesiastical or political authorities in the past.
Well, you may say, there are some problems in realizing the critical spirit·
science teaching. But this teaching, as well as research practice, is uniform a
open to all; how could one possibly conceive it as hierarchical? Of course,
form and content of natural science is abstracted from all social considera
tions. But the practice of science as a social institution cannot be so abstracte
There are enough well-documented accounts of the history of sexism and
racism in research communities that I need not labour the point here. Sue
unfair practices are indeed regrettable, but is this 'hierarchy'? No; these exa
pies were introduced merely to establish the point that even 'pure' science does:
not necessarily have a 'pure' social practice.
Hierarchy comes in more subtly, in the dominant assumptions of what is
'real' science, in what institutions and by what people it is done, and also how it
relates to the 'less real'. This point does not require political radicals for its
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pression; for many years we have heard complaints that 'applied science'
e:d 'engineering' enjoy significantly less prestige than 'pure science' in our
a untry. The effects of such differences in status operate in many ways; the less
''
' ' and try to ape t h'b
.co ured activities tend to accept their
mf
enonty
elf etters.
.£avo
·
·in America, 'physics-envy' is a well-known neurotic disorder of the behav10ura1
sciences.
.
. ,
The perspective here, particularly as seen from the educatlonahst s
• wpoint, is of a pyramid of prestige, with the Royal Society and its special
111ele at the top, and 'technology' somewhere near but not at It.
· T eac h'mg 1s
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· effort
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, portant exceptions) relegated to sub-academic courses m sc oo s, an to
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h
; · dependent self-help organizations for adults (tending to reach those w ose
in ed is in some ways least severe). Some of us know of the uniformly negative
ne onse to requests for funding for development of' a d u It science
·
1·Iteracy' .
dl
· ·
resp
This does not mean that there is a conspiracy to keep most a u ts se1ent1fically illiterate. For none is needed; by the hierarchical assumptions on 'r:al'
science and its social location, there is simply no interesting problem to which
'adult scientific literacy' provides a solution. Science, in the sense of the
institution enjoying official prestige and support, is the property of our power
and social elite, no less effectively so because the status is implicit and
unofficial.
I am far from being the first to recognize this situation. Whenever, in
modem times, there has been conflict and instability in relations between the
different orders of society, science has been brought into the arena. The rather
abstract intellectual democracy proclaimed by the founders of modern science
was quite quickly given its limits in the world of real politics. The most famous
instance of open conflict occurred here in England in the 1650s, when some of
the radical 'Puritans' demanded a democratic education in practical,
Paracelsian, Christian natural philosophy for students at Oxford University.
In their reply, the future founders of the Royal Society made it very plain that
their job was to provide a finishing-school for the sons of the elite; and thus the
social location of the new science was explicitly and firmly settled. There
were similar exchanges during the French Revolution; and the Lysenko
episode in the Soviet Union can be understood, partly at least, in the same

Ii~.
.
All these earlier attempts at 'science for the people' were bound to fad,
because there were simply so very few people with sufficient literacy to
comprehend, let alone apply, science. These early failures were analogous to
those of the campaigns in the political and social spheres, like free electio~~·
abolition of slavery, trades unions, generalized civil liberties and equal civil
rights, which were quite Utopian when first proposed, but are now
commonplace. Perhaps now, with the widespread diffusion of education and
of political activity, the extension of science outside elite culture could in its
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turn cease to be Utopian. I shall now discuss some examples that indicate
this may be starting to happen.
I must make it clear that any significant change in the social charac
science will depend on prior changes in many aspects of our social and cultu:
lives. It is quite beyond my topic here to discuss how such changes could e
come about; hence when I offer these examples, it is only as illustratio
what might take root in the event of sqme general change in the social rela
of knowledge. But it is worthy of reflection that our society is one of those
considered as 'developed', a static condition of perfection to which the r
humanity aspires, even though roughly a mere quarter of our adole
population finds it rewarding to remain studying beyond the date of fo
release. This is not to propose an even longer incarceration on the Amer
model; but to remind us how the skills of literacy and numeracy are
effectively the possession of a privileged minority.

Science as Experienced from Outside
As I have said before, the problems of maintaining and enhancing the h~.a
and vitality of science cannot be resolved until science as experz'enced b
many publics is in harmony with science as proclaimed by its official lea
and propagandists. Science is still portrayed as essentially 'pure' knowl
when it is now predominantly 'applied' power; and science is still portray
thoroughly democratic when it has such strong traces of absolutism.
hierarchy. So long as such anomalies persist, science will not again enjoy
public prestige, and the necessary protection that it brings. It will rem
vulnerable to sectarian attacks and to criticism and contempt, from ep
quarter in society that has grounds for hostility to some aspect of it.
How can this change? Only by education; but this is to be understood in
widest sense. Obviously those now outside science will need help in develo
the skills and the clear understanding necessary for self-confidence, if scie
is to develop as an integral part of a democratic society. And we on the insi
can also benefit from education, perhaps getting some help in seeing oursel
as others see us.
Perhaps the beginning of such a re-education will have to be condu
mainly outside the classrooms. At the start there must be groups of peop
acting on their own initiative, independent of, or perhaps even in oppositj
to, established authorities; forging their own conceptions of science
knowledge and power. Then these can eventually be synthesized,
expressed in a form suitable for teaching. As a contribution towards
enhancement of our perspective on science, I would like to offer th
examples. These might be labelled 'alternative', 'activist' and 'practi
science, respectively.
For the first, let me remind you about the state and significance
'alternative medicine'. If you say, 'but that's not science', you are reveaIL

our preconceptions of what is really science. Modern ·~ainstrearn' rne~i~ine
yl ·
wi'th considerable J'ustification, to be based on science; and trad1t1on'd 'f d
c anns,
h
· h d adopted J'ust the absolutist, hierarchical style that I ave 1 entI 1e
ally it· a · general While not always claiming infalh'b'l'
· If m
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·
1 1ty for 1tse
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m
·
,
d
't has certainly demanded the exclusive power to decide what Is rea1 an
cures, I
.
.
. .
f
db . .
· · t in the healing arts and what 1s not. In all this, Its pro esse
as1s 1s
legiuma e
'
·
· 'fi
h d
h
·
. sci'entific knowledge as the foundation, and sc1ent1 1c met o as t e
science.
warrant for its claims.
Hence, when a steadily increasing number of pe?ple. ~efy th: b~ns and
· t'10ns on 'alternative' medicine ' they are 1rnphc1tly reJectmg the
roscnp
P
·
respect
or other:
excIusIVe claims of mainstream medicine in some
.
. .
· for
T them
·
h
't
·
not
truly
scientific
or
its
idea
of
science
1s
Itself
defective.
e1t er I is
'
.
.
h o some
h'
must
be
the
case,
especially
when
the
patient
mvests
er or 1s
tter
I
extent t h e a
· 1b · ·
· I t rus t and tentative belief in a treatment whose theoreuca as1s 1s
pracuca
1
utter y a t variance with science as we know it, such as acupuncture or
homeopathy.
.
.
Alternative medicine is a useful example ~or us i~ forrnmg a perspective on
the evolution of science, for it forces us to think. agam about :41hat we mean ~y
·
•, 1n
· relation to the lives of people and also to its own essential
'science
,
For brevity I want to consider another example at the opposite
ter
h
c arac ·
.
h ·
1
extreme.. earn paigning by local groups on
. environmental issues t bat ,mvo· ves
· •
an intimate mixture of science and politics. This is what I mean ~ act1v1~t
· e . In this case • the character of science is not challenged;
sc1enc
· · I but ·its public
manifestation as official expertise is held up to sharp, cntica scrutmy.
Such groups, sometimes called NIMBY (Not In My.Ba~k Yar~), are found
world-wide; as yet they have no formal unifying orgamzauon or ideology. But
their campaigns, assisted by special-interest pressure groups, have already
caused important changes in the thinking of industry and government about
'the environment' and its proper care. In this country the rnovernen~ s.tarted
with the anti-motorway action groups of the 1960s and 1970s; and 1~ Is no:41
most visible with those opposing the storage of dangerous wastes m their
· hbourhoods. Up to now, the leadership has come from the USA, where
ne1g
· ·· ·
traditions
of strong local politics, of citizens , 1mtiat1ves,
and of a helpful
judicial system have cornbine.d . to .enable the growth of movements of
considerable strength and soph1st1cat1on.
Through their struggles they have come to their own awareness of what
science is, in the context of its employment in the control of technolo~. The
picture is not flattering, but it is important for us to comprehend It, as .a
symptom of the present difficulties o~ scien.ce, and of the ~ay to their
resolution. I shall summarize an article m the Journal Everyones Back .Yard,
published by the Citizens' Clearinghouse for Hazardous Waste Inc., m the
issue of Winter 1986. It's called 'Lessons we've learned'; and th:re are four.
The first is that 'science and technical information alone will not solve
problems', mainly because government agencies would rather.not know about
prob.lems lest they be required to find the money to do somethmg about them.
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Then that 'There are only a few answers to the many scientific questions
by dump sites', because science out in the raw, confronting disturbe
degraded natural systems, is a totally different thing from science
teaching or research laboratory. Third that 'often scientists don't adm
they don't know', lest they lose credibility; instead they argue fo
'acceptability' of supposedly 'small' risks. Finally, it was a particular!
lesson for the author to learn that 'scientists are not objective', but ha~
biases like anyone else. Perhaps in the old-fashioned lab, where scientis
control over their experiments and are insulated from the econom
political consequences of their work, 'objectivity' is possible. But out
world of policy, where scientists encounter great uncertainties in their r
results and experience direct pressures from their employers, they r
exceptional strength to withstand the interests that are conce'rned with
rather than either truth or welfare.
We should notice that this account, unlike some from the extreme'
fringe, appreciates that scientists may mean well and do their best. Bu
new problems of science in the environment, or policy-related research,
scientists and science of those protections which had previously enabl
endeavour to seem 'pure' in so many ways. Now the innocence is lost, as f
a vanished childhood; the question is whether, or rather how, scienc
attain a mature understanding of itself in its complex and contradictory
setting. It seems to me that to approach the members of the Ci
Clearinghouse for Hazardous Waste, or even the clii::nts of alter
medicine, with the standard proposals for more and better schoolteachers
journalists would be somehow missing the point.
Perhaps the most important lesson of the preceding examples was one n
implicit aspect of them both. This is, that 'science' in each case
something quite different from the activity centred on original research, w
we in the universities generally take for granted as defining real sci
Alt~rnative medicine is, nearly by definition, not science; some would even,
it anti-science. Similarly, debates between hired or partisan experts mi
hazards of a rubbish dump may seem best kept quite distinct from what·
on in the university lab. Yet such are examples of people's direct, per
experience of science. Other direct experiences might be in their jobs, w
'science' can make their tasks better, or worse, or perhaps even non-exist
alternatively, in their homes, where it appears as nutrition, gardening, ··
yourself, hobbies, first aid, advice on illness, counselling on medical prob
child psychology, marriage guidance, and so on. Of course hardly any of
'practical science' is 'science' as understood in the context of British unive
Honours degree courses. However, some courses at polytechnics includes
practical matters; and at American universities all sorts of 'science' ca·
found. Perhaps we in the universities have in some ways been living in ani
tower, not being reminded of the differences between our rather preci
esoteric conception of science, and that of the broad public on whose good
our survival ultimately depends.
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Perhaps in this discovery of the varieties of scientific experience, we can
d some clues to the eventual recasting of the social contract of science. The
fiin
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, ( as d'istmct
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f rom t h e ' popu1ar science
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. t is that such 'practical
science
f irs
·
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l
1·
'
l
veyed from on high) is neither hierarchical nor a so ute. t is mam y a
tur dbook literature, commercially successful where it is felt to be useful, and
a~odying much disagreement between sources. This 'science' generally lacks
;:titutions for direction, quality control and adjudication of debates. ~et it
urvives and flourishes, as the background to the more self_-conscious,
~ntellectually demanding activities like alternative medicine or env1ronmental
campaigning.
Second, there is an increasing continuity of content between such 'practical'
materials and syllabuses everywhere outside universities. This is the result of
many pressures, not least the need to make science more attractive somehow,
so as to keep up the numbers of students. At the same time, the media provide
many discussions, at a. good intellec~ual lev:l, of the. open-ended probl:ms
· d by science ranging from medical ethics to env1ronmental protection.
raise
,
.
.
.
. .
.
.
These are used to good effect, agam outside umverstties, to enliven science
teaching and ameliorate its Kuhnian dogmatism. Hence t~e separation
between science as taught more generally, and science as expenenced by the
blic is far less extreme than the traditional university syllabuses would lead
~

'

'

us to believe.
,
Third, in all this endeavour we witness creativhy, and personal growth, m
spite of the absence of 'discovery' as defined in esta~lishment sci~nce. It is all
too easy for scientific discovery itself to become rou~me, ~nd ~e':~1d of, ?r :ve~
inimical to, creativity; such is a very common situation m mdustnahzed
scientific research contexts. In this 'practical' science, just as in orthodox
science studied as hobby or avocation, lies a resource of creativity and
enjoyment which could provide that elan, enthusi~sm ~nd commitme~t
without which science of any sort cannot long survive. Fmally, all of this
'practical' science has ·a very important function, only imperfectly real.ized in
institutionalized education, that of .enabling people to control the1r own
personal environments and hence their own lives. In this sense it is profoundly
democratic.
This large body of literature and practical skills, generally ignored in .polite
discussions of 'science', offers some important lessons for us. It 1s not
hierarchical, nor absolute, and it is genuinely 'enabling', to use that term in its
new sense. Perhaps it is all the more interesting in that it was not designed that
way, but just happened. These three sorts of science, the 'altern~tive', 'activist'
and 'practical', are only roughly sketched examples. In one obvious sense they
are not 'science'. But why not? They all involve investigations of Nature, for
human understanding and control; and that is as good a definition as any. Of
course, they are not disciplined research, and so they do not yield th~ sort of
knowledge as a social possession, that we ordinarily consider .t? be science. I
would only say this: perhaps our definitions are in need of revlSlon, so that we
could overcome the barriers, social, cultural and intellectual, between our
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mainstream science, with its tendencies to hierarchy and absolutism, and"
other sorts of endeavour.
·

Conclusion and Perspective
Through all this I have preferred to cite examples rather than to artic
theories. This has had a double use; it has (I hope) made the matter
comprehensible and interesting; and it has also enabled the argum
proceed in spite of the rudimentary state of development of my theo
ideas. As I have said, this is only an invitation to explore a problem.
Hence, here I can be quite modest in my claims for these other fo
experience of science, including 'alternative', 'activist' and 'practical' scii
I need not claim that these are a panacea for our problems of education a
science. I doubt that they are. But they can serve as suggestive examp
resources, and of activities, whose sigtiificance has hitherto been insuffi
appreciated.
The main function of my examples is to remind us of the possible usefu
of diversity in any new social contract for science. Rather than a pyra
prestige, explicitly defining what is real and valid, and implicitly de
what is not, we could enjoy a diversity of activities and experiences.
would have its appropriate institutions and images of science, and its a
priate publics. Some would be very similar to those we have now, serving'
or 'industrial' research; others (as we have seen) could relate to educa
leisure, health or politics. In society at large, both religion and po
survived the transition from hierarchy and absolutism to diversified, m
democratic forms. Perhaps, some centuries later, science will soon mana.g
too. Such could be the basic idea of a 'new social contract for science'.
Let me now recapitulate briefly. Over the previous centuries, sci
enjoyed a 'social contract' whereby it obtained societal support and prote
Until recently, its patrons were largely within the elite section of soci
though the image of science always and necessarily had a broader appeal
these modern times, with its industrialization, science has been transfo
both as a social activity and in its social contract. This new state is nots
nor is it one in which science can easily flourish. The next change in the
contract may involve only some shuffling among the various state and co
rate patrons and paymasters, accompanied by some putting out of more fl
for science. Or we could engage on a really new look at science in society,
sort of self-scrutiny that becomes possible when, and only when, complace
is shaken and the scientific community's leaders do not know who are th
friends, if any.
In this unsettled and therefore potentially creative situation, we can l
again at science, and think again about its future. I hope that the perspect'
I have offered, on the industrialized state of science, the present remnan~
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hierarchy and absolutism in science, and the diversity of perspectives and
activities in science, can provide materials for a discussion of the shape of a
new social contract for science.
Finally, let me briefly defend my style of argument, of offering examples
rather than advancing a theory and a plan. For some, this may well be
disappointing, as if I am shirking my duty to argue in a systematic, scientific
way about this important problem. As I have already indicated, this approach
seems to me to be coherent with my conception of any new social contract for
science, and of its means of achievement. For this I have an example from
recent personal experience, in the way that in the People's Republic of China
the government and Party organize their discussions and activities towards the
creation of a new society. For them it is an accepted and public fact that they
are as yet ignorant of the character of their desired state, and of the means for
achieving it. They expect to make mistakes, and to need to retrace their steps
along the path. Such honesty, and the philosophical perspective underlying it,
can provide us with the occasion for useful reflection on the knowledge
achieved by science, now and in its possible new social contracts.
The Chinese also have a valuable perspective on themselves: they know that
their nation is poor, and that their culture has many deficiencies. I almost said
'underdeveloped', in contrast to our supposedly 'developed' state. Certainly
the rest of the world sees us as 'developed', essentially as having arrived and
with nowhere to go. Perhaps that illusion of perfection is at the root of some of
our present ills.
Suppose that we accept that our society is still very 'underdeveloped'
culturally; and that the continued absolutist and hierarchical character of
science is one manifestation of our backward state. It is difficult to imagine
'science of the people' as things are now; any detailed scheme is necessarily
Utopian, and any practical initiative must be small scale and tentative. But
with such a realistic humility about ourselves, analogous to that of the Chinese,
we at least have a hope of proceeding forward with facts rather than fantasies.
This Chinese attitude is not a perennial, unchanging Oriental wisdom. Only
a few decades ago the leaders of China were sure that they had a science of
society which provided all the correct answers to their problems; and then they
lurched from crises to catastrophes. Their version of Marxism was, like so
many others of its time, both absolute and hierarchical, just like the image of
natural science on which it was modelled. Now, through all their very real,
passionate debates on extremely difficult problems, they know that free
discussion and diversified experimentation are their only security against
another disaster.
In the same spirit, I could remind us that the absolute, hierarchical
character of science under its old social contract has given us a very one-sided
sort of progress; and that the myopic, hubristic attitudes it has fostered among
scientists and experts have brought us to the very brink of ecological disaster. If
we are to think about a new conception of science appropriate to the future,
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then I would rather start with an awareness of our ignorance
·
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.
' mine as much
anyone e se s. therw1se, the sins of scientific pride may be our final d .
both as members of a scientific community in a social context
d un om
· ·1· ·
, an as rncmbe
of a tota I c1v1 1zat1on, which will live or die with its science.
.
• ·;
Bas:d on an invited public lecture at the University of Leeds, March
1987
version of that text was published in the Bulletin 0 r S .
T h
' an edtted
8, 1988, 20-30.
'J
cience, ec nology and Society ..

Science:
Orthodoxies, Critiques and
Alternatives

Note Added in Proof
My comments about China were based on my experiences ther th
;':
first student demonstrations in 1986. This essay had gone t
e rohugh the.
d'
o press w en th .
trage 1es of June 1989 occurred. I have decided to leave the text
h
.<:•
I
,
unc anged
part Y~s a remmder of ~y own fallibility, and partly as a gesture of goodwill t~ ·
~he Chmese people, hopmg that even now progress must continue.
:

The concept of 'alternative science' has been current for a very brief period,
about two decades at most; hence an historical survey of the movement lacks
the normal preconditions in prior scholarly productions and separation in
time. But, however recent, it is of great importl;lnce for any projection of the
shape of science in the future; and the period in which the idea was born, the
1960s, is definitely in the past. Also, a genuine history, rather than a mere
chronicle, is made possible by the essential feature of this movement: its roots
lie in the establishment of our sort of science in the seventeenth century. Its
ideology was then given a very clear expression, partly in programmatic terms
and partly in contrast to other conceptions of natural knowledge then
prevalent. The contradictions within that ideology, some latent and others
then capable of resolution, could subsequently, with the advance of science,
be suppressed or ignored. With the recent full maturing of science in its
organization, effectiveness and power, these contradictions have become
manifest. This explains the apparent paradox that in a period of the greatest
triumphs of science, its opponents became most strident and effective. Out of
the movement of criticism on all issues, new foci of practice and reflection have
come to exist and to find stable niches in society. These are what we call
'alternatives'.

Early Contradictions and Their Resolution
The early vision of modern science was explicitly millenarian in Bacon; and
implicitly so (within the limits of their respective styles) in Galileo and
Descartes. From their writings, we may distil the prophetic message: that
through the study of an abstract aspect of nature, with a style of enquiry that
was alienated from its object but open to all persons, error would be banished,
ignorance abolished, and truths easily achieved that would be powerful,
beneficial and safe. Thus a straight and narrow path of enquiry into Nature
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general
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P ys1cs was
obv10usly speculative; and Bacon successfully induced very little ind d N
d'd h . . .
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.
ee . or
~ t e 1mtial protestations of mnocence carry sufficient weight, particularly
with those Roman Catholic authorities who had cause for concern · Thec1aims
•
of orenness were more successful, although (perhaps because of) being
restricted to the more polite orders of society.
The problems of reality also solved themselves; although some of the
·
great
. d'
ear11er 1scoveries of modern science (such as those of Kepler, Gilbert and
Harvey) .were made within .the framework of 'animated' world-views, the
acce1erat1ng secular change 1n common-sense consciousness soon mad
h
, 1
· ,
.
.
e sue
a ternati:e. world-pictures 111_1plausible and obsolete. The progress of discovery w1thm the new paradigm, in the seventeenth century and beyond,
seemed to guarantee beyond ~oubt that this is the one and only secure way to
t~e True. Alt~o~gh ~he practical ~eneficence of the new science took a long
time to materialize, It seems that its public were generally prepared to take
that on trust. Jonathan Swift's portrait of addled natural philosophers and
corrupt 'project?r~' of Laputa (in Gulliver's Travels) was only part of his
general denunc1atio~ of secularized eighteenth century high society. The
powers of the new science also had a quality of innocence: with the decline of
the magical arts, there were no longer secrets too powerful to be revealed. All
effects were proportionable to their natural causes, and so the idea of science
producing real evil was nearly a logical impossibility, until our own times.

Early Challenges, Resolved and Unresolved
Thus did the ideology of modern science gain its form, and increase steadily in
strength through :he eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. One of the greatest
stre.ngth.s of that ideology was that it saw science as simple and absolute, the
a~tithes1s to mere belief or to 'ideology' itself. The earliest conflicts involving
SCience were easy victories. The perennial struggle about openness surfaced in
the French Revolution, with vain complaints that Lavoisier's chemical nomenclature made a barrier against all those artisans who lacked the erudition to
master his classicisms. The issue of reality erupted with Naturphilosophz'e; and

with its downfall, the hardest of world-views generally ruled supreme. The
triumph of Darwinism was due only in part to the overwhelming weight of his
separately inconclusive arguments; equally it was the conviction of ·his
audience that no other sort of explanation could be 'scientific'.
By the sort of double-think that is possible only within a well-established
ideology, science's propagandists could continue to proclaim its innocence (as
the vehicle of simple truth) while vigorously attacking what for the unlettered
majority of people was the foundation of their personal morality: religion
revealed through sacred texts. The beneficence of science was equally secure;
while the propagandists of industrialization lauded science as their own, those
who spoke for the suffering masses were equally determined to enlist it; thus
Marx called his the 'scientific' socialism, which would replace the futile
'Utopian' varieties.
The security of scientific knowledge grew to the point of becoming a new
dogma. Those who debated such questions as the nature of 'force' in the
eighteenth century, or of infinity in projective geometry, or atomisn_i in
chemistry in the nineteenth century never doubted that there was a umque
true solution. Outsiders who criticized the foundations of a science, such as
Bishop Berkeley on the calculus, were dismissed as not possibly being really
serious. Even the great 'critical' philosopher Kant took Newton's mechanics,
along with Euclid's geometry, as the necessary framework for our experience of
the world.
By the later nineteenth century some independent spirits were beginning to
uncover obscurities and contradictions at its base. Their intent was not at all
destructive; they wished only to strengthen science against certain weaknesses
that had developed through its years of easy triumphs. But directly and
indirectly they prepared the groundwork for the revolutions, philosophical
and scientific, of the next century. Ernst Mach's critical history of mechanics
(1883) showed that Newton's idea of 'force' was confused .and an:hr~~omorphic, his 'mass' was incomprehensible, and 'absolute .s~ace. non-~c1ei:itific.
Thus, for nearly two hundred years scientists had been hvm~ man 1llus10n of
security; their paradigm science could then be seen to be restmg on v~ry shaky
conceptual foundations. Similar developments ~ffli~t~d ~athematics. N.onEuclidean geometries created a schism between 1.ntmtio~ and mathei_nati~al
truth· while a series of interrelated developments m theories of sets, of mfimte
numbers and aggregates, and oflogic, led to a full-blown 'foundations crisis' at
the century's end.
.
.
.
Within the space of a very few years, Albert Einstein m~de d1scoveri~s which
would soon revolutionize the foundations of the world-picture of physics, and
also of scientific truth; hence this greatest triumph of discovery would.fat~lly
weaken the traditional security of science. The combination of his theoretical
work with that of the revolutionary 'atomic physics' eventually led to the
atomic bomb which shattered the beneficence of science as well.
The first ;hilosopher to appreciate the full significance .of Einstein was
Popper; with his 'falsificationism' he jettisoned the True of science to save the
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The executioner of scientism was Paul Feyerabend, who in Against Method
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(1975) showed that for every principle of method or even of intellectual
integrity, there was a violation committed by some great scientist, usually
Galileo. Although his professed message was 'playful anarchism' he formed the
link between epistemology and radical activism. He had been in Berkeley in
the late 1960s, experienced cultural imperalism in the classrooms and also
benefited from 'alternative medicine'. Thenceforth, for him science was a
white, male, middle-class racket, protecting itself by a dogmatic orthodoxy as
intolerant as any other in history.
Although Feyerabend was in a small minority among philosophers of
science, his message of denial of the beneficence of science had already been
expounded on many fronts. Ecological consciousness among the reading
public was created _suddenly with Rachel Carson's Silent Spring (1963); and
within a remarkably few years, the American government had environmental
legislation drafted and enacted. More radical ecological messages came from
Paul Ehrlich, with his Population Bomb (1968), and Barry Commoner, with
Science and Survi'val (1966), who blamed post-war high-technology
consumerism rather than just people. Most radical of all was the
communalist-Christian Ivan Illich, in his broadside attacks on all the
· institutions of Western science-based intellectual culture; these included
De-Schoolz'ng Society (1971), Energy and Equity (1974) and Medical Nemesis
(1975). In a more practical vein, E.F. Schumacher showed that 'aid' to the
poor nations was counter-productive, materially as well as ethically. His vision
was of 'intermediate' (later 'appropria,te') technology, described as Small Is
Beautiful (1973) but founded on his 'Buddhist economics' conception of the
meaning of work and ultimately on his own private religious experience.
With the beneficence of science falling into disrepute, its innocence could
not be far behind. It was in the public record that with the A-bomb-, science
had tasted sin, and that with the H-bomb it had found it sweet. The evil and
insanity of nuclear 'deterrence' were appreciated by only an eccentric few until
the Cuba crisis of 1963; thenceforth this greatest production of the scholars
brought back visions of the sorcerer's apprentice, and worse. The complicity of
American science in some of the most reprehensible dirty tricks of the dirty
Vietnam War was signalled by dissident students and researchers, culminating
in a one-day research strike at MIT itself. And even within the world of 'pure
science', the image of the slightly eccentric other-worldly searcher of oldfashioned academic science gave way, in the age of industrialized science, to
'Professor Grant Swinger' (immortalized by Dan Greenberg in Science
magazine) (1969), and the real-life swashbuckling opportunist Jim Watson.
Some fifteen years after the great event, Watson cheerfully revealed the
squalid side of his Nobel prize-winning achievement (1968). Further,
problems of quality control, with the implication that many scientists will not
or cannot do work of adequate quality, have intruded into the governing of
science in an age of restricted support; and there has been no shortage of cases
of flagrant, even flamboyant, fraud and plagiarism in prestigious fields and
institutions.
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This loss of innocence also affected scholarly reflection
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public, which is practically impossible. Worse, the awareness of technologies
that are 'unforgiving' or 'brittle' spread more quickly among protestors and
critical scientists than among designers and expert-apologists. Finally, the
prevalence of very ordinary weaknesses of morale and disdpline among
managers and operatives in extraordinarily sensitive and dangerous installations deprived such enterprises of all credibility among their critically
concerned publics.
Environmental politics also punctured another element of the old faith of
science, that of its openness. For in such struggles, only a part of the relevant
information is 'public knowledge', produced by academic scientists whose
rewards are derived through the conventions of citation by others. Crucial
information will be 'corporate know-how': data on processes or pollutions
which are the property of institutions, private or state. In this sort of contested science, the art is to provide non-information, dis-information, misinformation, anything but the real thing, to those standing in the way of this
particular manifestation of progress. Even within the traditional university
research sector, the 'open society' of science is in retreat, as more funding for
research comes in contracts rather than in grants and ( as in fields like
biotechnology) scientists become inventors and entrepreneurs as well as discoverers. Other aspects of the traditional openness of science have also failed
the test of critical scrutiny. Entry or advancement has been no more immune
to the effects of prejudices based on class, race or sex than in other fields of
human endeavour. Even if such regrettable practices are now less tolerated
than in the past, their becoming known represents a change in the public
image, the self-image and the ideology of science. These are themselves as real,
and as important for the activity, as the social practices that they reflect.
Reality itself came up for effective questioning in the 1960s, for the first time
in several centuries. This was not then in the form of a competing research
programme, or paradigm, for mainstream science itself. Rather, altered states
of consciousness, made possible on a mass scale by the achievements of modern
chemical science, were invoked in a challenge to the billiard-ball universe that
constitutes the metaphysical orthodoxy of science. This formed the basis for a
wide-ranging critique of the supposed inhumanity and corruption of the
modern scientific enterprise, in the name of Roszak's 'counter-culture' (1969).
In such an intellectual environment, venerable pseudo-sciences moved in from
the margins of respectability, to capture the interest and commitment of even
the best-educated young people.
Thus, in that decade of the 1960s, many aspects of science that were
previously unquestionable were subjected to criticism, on a large scale, in
public, and to some extent from within the community that supplies science
with its recruits and with its principal audience and social support. One
decade of convulsions in the realm of ideas is far from sufficient to effect a
rapid radical change in the large-scale social enterprise to which they relate.
But in spite of the subsiding of the ferment of the 1960s, many of the ideas that
achieved plausibility and power then have survived, maintaining a stable
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Local 'environmental' campaigns are symbiotic with a militant 'ecological'
movement, which interprets high-technology catastrophes (recently, Bhopal,
Challenger, Chernobyl, the Rhine poisoning) as symptoms of a deep sickness
in the style and values of modern science-based civilization. Through
magazines (such as The Ecologist) and activist groups (such as Greenpeace)
they drive home the message of the corruption of established science, be it on
the whales, civil nuclear power, or the tropical rainforests. Their positive
programme calls for a transformation of life-styles and values, along the lines
of mystical-communitarian prophets such as Gandhi and Schumacher. As yet
they have an effective political base only in West Germany; but unless the
problems they address are either resolved or are overwhelmed by much worse
ones, they will not go away.
In response to the ecologists' political challenge, a cynical analysis is that
there are no votes in sewage. But there are votes in the home, where children,
growing or as yet unborn, are exposed to insidious hazards. Through such
issues, women's movements escape the contradictions inherent in their
standard complaints about science: is it bad because it discriminates against
women, or is it the sort of sexist, soulless grind that no sensitive person would
want to go into anyway? 'Housewives' epidemiology' uses disciplined methods,
sometimes quite inventive, to supplement and expose official statistics that
show 'no evidence of harm' from suspected pollutants. Although on a relatively
small scale as yet (after the first flush of enthusiasm in the 1970s) women's 'selfhealth' groups constitute a radical alternative to prevailing medical ideas
about what is significant, and what is 'normal', in the functions and problems
of women's bodies. In that sense, they are unavoidably political; and to the
extent that they make the subjective feeling of being a woman into a self-aware
and shared experience, they plant the seeds for a demystification of maledominated knowledge and ways of knowing, of which modern science is the
paradigm case.
The success of 'alternative' approaches is perhaps best seen in medicine.
Largely through the triumphs of bacteriological medicine (perhaps owing
more than is generally admitted to soap, sewers and window-screens), the
classic infectious diseases of temperative climates have been brought under
control. Now health hazards are known to relate as much to life-style as to
'germs'. The legendary ancient Chinese principle of paying a doctor to keep
one healthy is reflected in the American Health Maintenance Organizations.
Psychogenic disease, forgotten for some centuries, has become respectable
again. Different approaches to healing, until very recently dismissed and
denounced as the province of charlatans and quacks, are now given grudging
respect for their accomplishments if not for their theories; such are
homeopathy, herbalism, chiropractic and acupuncture. This last, involving
the manipulation of chi' energy, may be a meeting-point for orthodox and
alternatives, as for East'and West. Pracdtioners and researchers, in China and
elsewhere, apply a scientific approach to the study of chi, and let the two styles
complement each other in a single course of therapy.
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All such developments are still on the margins of regular medical practice;
and as marginal activities they are conducted in a very different social style.
They are more 'open' not only in the sense of presenting fewer barriers in the
form of lengthy training, but also in exhibiting none of the exclusiveness that
the 'medical sects' of earlier times employed to maintain their shreds of
prestige. The openness extends to varieties of the healing art that are 'alternative' in the extreme; indeed some which in England had been classed as
witchcraft until the 1950s. Healing by laying on of hands, with or without
contact, and with or without theories of orthodox religion or of unorthodox
spirituality, is now regularly administered by some thousands of persons. It is
of course possible that their achievements will follow on those of chi' energy in
being explained within a slightly enriched scientific world-picture. But in the
meantime, such a practice constitutes a challenge to the reality defined by
the prophets of the scientific revolution, and accepted unquestioningly in the
world of science ever since. It is all the more effective for being quiet,
non-antagonistic, and outwardly consistent with any life-style or medical
treatment. Its practitioners and clients need not think of themselves as
metaphysical revolutionaries; individually, they believe themselves simply to
be giving and receiving help. It is thereby less vulnerable to being outlawed on
the one hand, or to being commercialized or co-opted on the other. But given
its cultural context it is likely that its adherents will need to learn all over again
that even 'spirituality' can be as materialistic as any other attachment.
With this last activity we have come a lorig way from what is cu~rently
accepted as 'science' in any sense of the term'. But the challenge raised by the
'alternative' approaches is that the prevalent idea of science is itself a product
of history. In that history, coin~iding with the course of modern European
civilization, the original contradictions, so long latent under all the successes,
have now matured and become manifest. What sorts of interactions eventually
develop between orthodox science, its critics, and its alternative approaches,
will be for future historians to study. But we can be sure that any new
orthodoxy will never be the same as in its triumphalist centuries up to the
middle of our own.
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We can now permit ourselves some final speculations on possible trends in th
future of the natural sciences. The process of industrialization is irreversible~
and the innocence of academic science cannot be regained. The resolution of
the social problems of science created by its industrialization will depend very
strongly on the particular circumstances and traditions of each field in each
nation. Where morale and effective leadership can be maintained under the
new conditions, we may see entire fields adjusting successfully to them, and
producing work which is both worthwhile as science and useful as a contributio~ to tec~nology. Recruits to this sort of science will see it as a career only
margmally different from any other open to them; and it is not impossible for
men of ability and integrity to rise to leadership in such an environment. This
th.oro~~hly indust:ialized s:ience will necessarily become the major part of the
soent1f1c enterpnse, sharmg resources with a few high-prestige fields of
'undirected' research, and allowing some crumbs for the remnants of smallscale. individual research. A frank recognition of this situation will help in the
solution of the problems of decision and control. Since the criteria of assessment of quality will be heavily biased towards possible technical functions of
results, they will thereby be more easily applied, and less subject to abuse, than
those which are based on the imponderable 'internal' components of value.
Thus, provided that the crises· in recruitment and morale do not lead to the
degeneration and corruption of whole fields, we can expect the emergence of a
stable, thoroughly industrialized natural science, responsible to society at
!arge through its contribution to the solution of the technical problems set by
mdustry and the state. Scientists, and their leaders and institutions, will be
'ta1:1e': accepting their dependence and their responsibilities, they will be
~nl~kel~ to engage in, or encourage, public criticisms of the policies of those
mstltutlons that support their research and employ their graduates. Such a
policy of prudence is not necessarily corruption; whether it becomes so will
depend on many subtle factors i:p. the self-consciousness of this new sort of
science, and the claims made to its audiences. But not all the members of any
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group are easily tamed, and the emergence of a 'critical science', as a selfconscious and coherent force, is one of the most significant and hopeful
developments of the present period.
There have always been natural scientists concerned with the sufferings of
humanity; but with very few exceptions they have faced the alternatives of
doing irrelevant academic research to gain the leisure and freedom for their
social campaigns, or doing applied research which could benefit humanity
only if it first produced profits for their industrial employer. The results of
pharmaceutical research must pass through the cash nexus of that industry
before being applied, and that process may on occasion be an unsavoury one.
Only in the fields related to 'social medicine' could genuine scientific research
make a direct contribution to the solution of practical problems, of protecting
the health and welfare of an otherwise defenceless public. Now, however, the
threats to human welfare and survival made by the runaway technology of the
present provide opportunities for such beneficial research in a wide range of
fields; and the problems there are at least as difficult and challenging as any in
academic science. These new problems do more than provide opportunities for
scientific research with humanitarian functions. The response to this peril is
rapidly creating a new sort of science: critical science. Instead of isolated indi.
viduals sacrificing their leisure and interrupting their regular research for
engagement in practical problems, we now see the emergence of scientific
schools of a new sort. In them, collaborative research of the highest quality is
done, as part of practical projects involving the discovery, analysis and criticism of the different sorts of damage inflicted on man and nature by runaway
technology, followed by their public exposure and campaigns for their
abolition, The honour of creating the first school of 'critical science' belongs to
Professor Barry Commoner and his colleagues at Washington University, St
Louis, together with the Committee for Environmental Information, which
publishes Environment.
The problem-situations which critical science investigates are not necessarily the result of deliberate attempts to poison the environment. But they
result from practices whose correction will involve inconvenience and money
cost; and the interests involved may be those of powerful groups of firms, or
agencies of the state itself. The work of scientific enquiry is largely futile unless
it is followed up by exposure and campaigning; and hence critical science is
inevitably and essentially political. Its style of politics is not that of the modern
mass movements or even that of 'pressure groups' representing a particular
constituency with a distinct set of interests; it is more like the politics of the
Enlightenment, where a small minority uses reason, argument, and a mixture
of political tactics to arouse a public concern on matters of human welfare.
The opponents of critical science will usually be bureaucratic institutions
which try to remain faceless, pushing their tame experts, and hired advocates
and image-projectors, into the line of battle; although occasionally a very
distinguished man is exposed as more irresponsible than he would care to
admit.
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In the struggles for the exposure and correction of practices damaging t
humanity and the environment, the role of the state is ambiguous. On the on~
hand, every modern government is committed in principle to the protection of
the health of its people and the conservation of its natural resources. But man
y
.
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h
o f th e agencies committmg t e worst outrages are state institutions, especiall
·1·
d.
y
t h e mi itary; an m any event the powerful interests which derive profit or
convenience from polluting and degrading the environment have mor
. .
e
pohucal and economic power than a scattering of 'conservationists'. It
sometimes occurs that two state agencies will be on opposite sides of an environmental struggle; but the natural tendency of regulatory agencies to come
under the control of those they are supposed to regulate can make such a
struggle a one-sided affair.
·
The presence of an effective critical science is naturally an embarrassment
to the leadership of the responsible, industrialized, tame scientific establishment. Their natural ( and sincere) reaction is to accuse the critics of being
negative and irresponsible; and their defensive slogan is along the lines of
'tech~ology creat~s problen:s, w~ich technology can solve'. This is not strictly
t~ue m all cases, smce nothi~g wi~l solve the problems of the children already
killed or deformed by radioactive fall-out or by the drug thalidomide.
Moreover, this claim carries the implication that 'technology' is an autonomous and self-correcting process. This is patent nonsense. We have already
seen that a new device is produced and diffused only if it performs certain
functions whereby human purposes can be served; and if the intended beneficiaries do not appreciate its use, or if those injured by its working can stop it,
the device will be stillborn. The distortions of technological development arise
when the only effective 'purposes' in the situation are those of the people who
believe themselves to derive pure benefit from the innovation. On the selfcorrecting tendency of technology, one might argue that no large and responsible institution would continue harmful practices once they had been recognized; but this generalization is analogous to the traditional denial of the
cruelty of slavery; along the lines that no sensible man would maltreat such
valuable pieces of property. And the history of the struggles for public health
and against pollution, from their inception to the present, shows that the
guilty institutions and groups of people will usually fight by every means available to prevent their immediate interests being sacrificed to some unproven
public benefit. If the campaigns waged by critical science come to touch on
some issue central to the convenience of the state or other very powerful institutions, we may yet experience a polarization of the community of natural
science, along the same lines as occurred on the Vietnam issue in some of the
human sciences in America. In such a situation, it will not be possible for a
leader of science to be both honest and tame; and if an establishment within
science chooses to serve its paymasters rather than truth, it will be recognizably
corrupt.
Such extreme situations may be a long time in developing, if for nothing else
than that critical science is still in its infancy. As it develops, it will be at risk of
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encountering many pitfalls, partly those characteristic of immature sciences
applied to practical problems, and partly those of radical and reforming political movements. Perhaps the most obvious will be an accretion of cranks and
congenital rebels, whose reforming zeal is not matched by their scientific skill.
But there are others, arising from the contradictory relations between critical
science and the relevant est.ablished institutions of society. As true intellectuals
rather than a technical intelligentsia, individual members may find some
sinecures within the interstices of bureaucratized intellectual systems; but
there will need to be some institutions providing a home for the nucleus of each
school, and external sources of funds for research. Hence, especially as critical
science grows in size and influence and society becomes more sophisticated
about the problems of runaway technolo.gy, some accommodation between the
critics and the criticized will inevitably develop. We can even expect to see
critical research being supported, critical slogans being echoed, and leaders of
critical science being rewarded by institutions whose basic destructive policies
still are unchanged. Such phenomena have already occurred in the USA, in
the politics of race; and on this issue, where the interests concerned are mainly
major institutions which can hire talented and enlightened experts at will, it is
even more likely. The movement of critical science would then face the pitfalls
of corruption as soon as, or even before, it had skirted those of impotence. But
this is only a natural process, characteristic of all radical movements. It is easy
to maintain one's integrity when one's words and actions are ineffective; but a
long period of this can produce a sectarian or a crank. If one begins to achieve
power, and one's policies affect the interests of many others, one must decide
where one's responsibility lies. If it is to the ideal alone, then one is set on a
course towards tyranny, until overthrown by the host of enemies one has raised
up. And if one accepts responsibility for the maintenance of a general welfare,
including that of one's opponents, one is on the path to corruption and
impotence. This may seem a gloomy prognosis: but a society which does not
present such hazards to radical movements of every sort is not likely to retain its
stability; and a radical movement which cannot resolve such contradictions
does not deserve to succeed. I see no reason why critical science should be less
exposed to them than to any other reforming movement.
A cautionary tale that should be read by all who are embarking on political
activism based on 'critical science' is the play by Ibsen, The Enemy of the
People. Superficially, it is about an honest doctor who is hated by the corrupt
forces of his town for his determination to expose the scandal of polluted
waters being used in the town's profitable baths, as a result of economies in
their construction. But on closer reading, it can be seen that Dr Stockmann's
misfortunes were also due to his own naivety and egoism. I found it significant
that in his own version of the play (Viking Press, New York, 1951) Arthur
Miller strengthened its 'progressive' message by transposing the passage where
the town meeting declares Dr Stockmann to be 'an enemy of the people'. In
Miller's version it comes at the very beginning of the meeting, before he has
spoken; in the original it comes after the Doctor's harangue, concluding with
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'Let the whole country perish, let all these people be exterminated'. It is true
that he had been goaded by implacable enemies and false friends until he
reached this extreme position; but the reaction of the town in the original
version is then not a simple case of McCarthyism. After studying the play with
a class at Harvard, where this modification was discovered, I was struck by the
idea that a worthwhile sequel could be written, entitled 'The People's Friend',
in which the entrenched forces, if only a bit less stupid and venal than in the
original, could corrupt the good Doctor without di~ficulty. I recall being told
later that scientific tests of the sort that convinced Dr Stockmann of the
pollution of the baths are themselves far from conclusive.
We can expect, then, that the future political history of critical science will
be as complex and perhaps as tortured as that of any successful radical and
reforming movement. But if it does survive the pitfalls of maturation, and so
contributes to the survival of our species, it can also make a very important
contribution to the development of science itself. For if the style of critical
science, imposed by the very nature of its problems, becomes incorporated into
a coherent philosophy of science, it will provide the basis for a transformation
of scientific inquiry as deep as that which occurred in early moµern Europe.
The problems, the methods and the objects of inquiry of a matured and
coherent critical science will be very different from those of academic science
or technology as they have developed up to now; and together they can provide
a practical foundation for a new conception of humanity in its relations with
itself and the rest of nature.
The work of inquiry in critical science involves an awareness of craft skills at
all levels, and the conscious effort of mastering new skills. The data are
obtained in a great variety of ways, from the laboratory, from the field, and
from searching through a varied literature, not all of it in the public domain.
Much of it lacks soundness, and all of it requires sophisticated and imaginative
treatment before it can function as information. Indeed, since the problemsituations are presented in the environment, and much of the crucial data
must be produced under controlled conditions in the laboratory, work in
critical science may overcome the dichotomy between field-work and lab-work
which has developed in science, even in the biological fields, over the past
century. In the later phases of investigations of problems, the same challenges
of variety and novelty will always be present. The establishment of the strength
and fit of each particular piece of evidence is a problem in itself; and the
objects of inquiry (including the measures of various effects and processes, as
well as conventional standards of acceptability in practice) are so patently
artificial that there should be little danger of critical scientists' being encased
in them as a world of common sense. The establishment of effective criteria of
adequacy for solved problems is possible, for the work will frequently be an
extension and combination of established fields to new problems, and so
critical science can hopefully escape the worst perils of immaturity. Also, any
critical publication is bound to be scrutinized severely by experts on the other
side, so high standards of quality are required because of the political context
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of the work. Indeed, a completely solved problem in critical science is more
demanding than in either pure science or technology. In the former, it is
usually sufficient to obtain a conclusion about those properties of the artificial
objects of inquiry which can be derived from data obtained in the controlled
conditions of experiment; in the latter it is sufficient for an artificial device to
perform its functions without undue disturbance by its natural environment;
while here the complex webs of causation between and within the artificial and
natural systems must be understood sufficiently so that their harmony can be
maintained.
The social aspects of inquiry in critical science are also conducive to the
maintenance of its health and vitality, at least until such times as the response
to its challenge becomes over-sophisticated. The ultimate purpose which
governs the work is the protection of the welfare of humanity as a part of
nature; and this is neither remote, nor vulgar. Critical science cannot be a
permanent home for careerists and entrepreneurs of the ordinary sort;
although it may well use the services of bright young people intending eventually to serve as enlightened experts. Those who want safe, routine work for
the achievement of eminence by accumulation will n::>t find its atmosphere
congenial; its inquiries are set by a succession of problem-situations, each
presenting new challenges and difficulties. Hence although critical science will
doubtless experience its periods of turbulence, both political and scientific, it
is well protected from stagnation and from the sort of creeping corruption that
can easily come to afflict industrialized science.
Finally, the objects of inquiry of critical science will inevitably become
different from those of traditional pure science or technology, for here the
relation of the scientist to the external world is so fundamentally different. In
traditional pure mathematical-experimental natural science, the external
world is a passive object to be analysed, and only the more simple and abstract
properties of the things and events are capable of study. In technology, the
reactions of the uncontrolled real world on a constructed device must be taken
into account, but only as perturbations of an ideal system; the task is to manipulate it or to shield the device from its effects. But when the problem is to
achieve a harmonious interaction between man and nature, the real world
must be treated with respect: both as a complex and subtle system in its own
right, and as a heritage of which we are temporary stewards for future generations. Hence, even though studies of our interaction with the environment
will necessarily use all the intellectually constructed apparatus of disciplined
inquiry, their status and their content will inevitably be modified. They will be
more easily recognized as imperfect tools, with which we attempt to live in
harmony with the real world around us; and although this attitude may seem
conducive to scepticism, it will be the healthy one which recognizes that
genuine knowledge arises from lengthy social experience, and that such knowledge depends for its existence on the continued survival of our civilizatio~.
The objects of enquiry themselves will include final causes among the1r
essential attributes, not fllerely the limited functions appropriate to
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technology, but also the judgements of fitness and success already developed in
classical biology and ecology. All this is work for the future; but if it is
successful, the opposition between scientific knowledge and human concerns
characteristic of the sciences derived from the dehumanized naturai
philosophy of the seventeenth century, will be overcome.

Epilogue:
Science and Charity

Postscript, nearly two decades on: When I first wrote the above section, I knew
and said that critical science was in its infancy; and the institutions where it
was fostered were, and would be, scattered and vulnerable. There is still no
settled institutional form, nor a large organization, created around this
concept. Whether the eventual transformation of science, should it occur;
explicitly takes this form, is of little concern to me. In my more recent essays I
have concentrated on various aspects of what needs to be done, rather than
calling for a particular form of campaign. This is because I believe that what
will come cannot be hurried, and I would rather devote my energies to under·
standing what is to come, than spending them on a special-~nterest advocacy.
If I were to revise the above text significantly, it would be in connection with
a remark about industrialized science, near the beginning of the section.
There I mentioned crises in recruitment and morale as a contingency that was
outside my analysis; and now I believe that these will need to be confronted
quite directly by anyone who is concerned for the health and indeed the
survival of industrialized science in our part of the world. I sense that over the
next two decades the triumphalist ideology of science, with which I grew up
and which in its philosophical and political expressions provided me with a
great intellectual challenge, may pass into oblivion. What will happen to
technology, to education, to the conduct of research in other disciplines, and
other learned activities that have taken science for their model is far beyond
the scope of this comment. But we may expect that then the blanketing
scientific orthodoxy of the present will have become enfeebled and confused;
and for a generation who have grown up with Greenpeace as we grew up with
the Bomb, the world-view of critical science may become a commonplace. Its
own divergent and contradictory tendencies will then have full play; and the
challenges presented by critical science to the established order will be
presented explicitly and reacted to as such; until eventually a new equilibrium,
with its new latent contradictions, may be achieved. All this is speculation,
which may yet mock me when I read it later; but my account would be
incomplete without this personal glimpse into an unknowable future.
Adapted from the Conclusion of Scz'entific Knowledge and Its Social Problems,
Oxford University Press, 1971.
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In the study of the history of science, we are no longer embarrassed by the
presence of styles of work that are ':'er~ different from .the one defined b.y the
'disenchantment and dehumanization of Nature, which has been dommant
since the Scientific Revolution of the seventeenth century. Among all the
varied currents in the endeavour to understand and control the natural world,
we cari identify an alternative philosophy that has pr~vided a vehicle f~r a
politically radical folk-science that challenges the domn~ant, ~u:eaucratized
science of its time. In this tradition, the study of nature 1s exphc1tly seen as a
social and also spiritual act; one dialogues rather than analyses; and there is no
protective cover of belief in the 'neutrality' or 'objectivity' of one's work. Such a
philosophy of nature becomes articulated and advanced, as part of a general
reaction against the formal, dry style that pervades the official version of the
activity. There is an analogous tendency in religion, and in~e~d the two ~ometimes interact. Looking back into history, we can find an affimty .of doctnn: or
style, and sometimes a linking tradition, as far back as t.h~ Ta01sts of ancient
China, through St Francis of Assisi, to Paracelsus, Wilham Blake and the
'counter-culture' prophets of the 1960s.
. .
Not every one of these figures would claim to be a natural scientist ?f any
description; but as philosophers, poets or prophet~ they mus~ be recognized as
participating in and shaping a tradition of a certam percept10n of nature a~d
its relation to man. Granted all the variety of their messages and styles, c.ertam
themes recur. One is the 'romantic' striving for immediacy, of contact with the
living things themselves rather than with book-learned descriptions. Ano~her
is 'philanthropy'; the quest is not for a pri~ate rea~izatio~,. ~ut for th: ~enc.flt ~f
all men and nature. And related to these 1s a radical cnuosm of ex1s~mg mstltutions, their rules and their personel. Looked at from the outside, .each
upward thrust of the romantic philosophy of nature is d~omed to f~ilure.
Mankind will not be transfigured overnight; and the romantic style has Its own
destructive contradictions. Whereas the 'classic' style degenerates gradually
into an ossified form and a sterile content, the 'romantic' style goes off much
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more quickly, through chaos of form and corruption of content. But even in
disciplined sdentific inquiry, the categories of 'success' and 'failure' are neither
so absolutely opposed, nor so assuredly assignable in particular cases, as the
traditional ideology of science assumed. And the failure to achieve Utopian
dreams, in science as well as in social reform, is not at all the same thing as
futility.
The dreams of the romantic, philanthropic philosopher-prophets cannot
move towards realization by the accumulation of facts or of battalions.
Rather, they exist through a discontinuous, perhaps erratic, series of crises an:d
responses. Sometimes they have the good fortune of producing a creative
tension in a man brave enough to attempt the synthesis of a prophet's vision
with a world managed by priests. He too will fail, almost certainly; some
problems are insoluble. But this message, perhaps in a particular science or
walk of life, perhaps of a generalized wisdom, will speak to men in later ages,
coming alive whenever it has insights to offer. In this present period, we may
find Francis Bacon speaking to us more than Descartes the metaphysiciangeometer or Galileo the engineer-cosmologist. As deeply as any of his pietistic,
alchemical forerunners, he felt the love of God's creation, the pity for the
sufferings of man, and the striving for innocence, humility, and charity; and
he recognized ·vanity as the deadliest of sins. To this last he ascribed the evil
state of the arts and sciences.
For we copy the sin of our first parents while we suffer for it. They
wished to be like God, but their posterity wish to be even greater. For
we create worlds, we direct and domineer over nature, we will have it
that all things are as in our folly we think they should be, not as seems
fittest to the Divine wisdom, or as they are found to be in fact.

Epilogue

redemption. His audience was inevitably among the literate; and so he tried,
by scattering hints and half-concealed inv~tations, to call together his brothers,
who would gently and silently show by their example that a good an~ pur.e w~y
into Nature is also the practically effective way. Of course he failed, m his
philosophical reform as in his ~oliti~al ~ar~er. There wa~ no English audience
for his particular message during his hfeume, and at his death he was alone
and neglected.
Shortly after his death, however, there w~s a stirring; and ~acoi:i's message
of 'philanthropic' science began a career of its own. For a while: ~is f~llowe~s
knew what he was about; but with the passage of decades and dmllus10n, this
was forgotten, and only the vulgar fact-finding Bacon survived. Yet when we
now come back to read Bacon, perplexed and worried as we are by the sudden
transformation that science has wrought upon itself as well as upon the world,
we can find relevance in passages like the following:
Lastly I would address one general admonition to all; that they
consider what are the true ends of knowledge, and that they seek it not
either for pleasure of mind, or for contention, or for su~erio~ity to.
others, or for profit, or fame, or power, or any of these mfenor thm~s;
but for the benefit and use of life; and that they perfect and govern it
in charity. For it was from lust of power that the angels fell, from lust
of knowledge that men fell; but of charity there can be no excess,
neither did angel or man ever come in danger by it.
Adapted from the concluding pages of Scientific Knowledge and Its Social
Problems, Oxford University Press, 1971; full references will be found there.

The punishment for all this, as Bacon saw it, was ignorance and impotence. It
might seem that the problem is different now, for we have so much scientific
knowledge and merely face the task of applying it for good rather than evil.
But Bacon assumed his readers to believe themselves in possession of great
knowledge; and much of his writing was devoted to disabusing them of this
illusion. Perhaps the daily reports of 'insufficient knowledge' of the effects of
this or that aspect of the rape of the earth, and our sense of insufficient understanding of what our social and spiritual crises are all about, indicate that in
spite of the magnificent edifice of genuine scientific knowledge bequeathed to
us, we are only at the beginning oflearning the things, and the ways, necessary
for the human life.
Bacon was a shrewd man, fully sensitive to the weaknesses of the human
intellect and spirit. He was aware of the superficiality of ordinary thought and
discourse, at whatever educational level; and he also distrusted the extraordinary enthusiast, in religion or politics, for the damage he could cause. His life's
endeavour was to overcome this contradiction somehow, and to bring about a
true and effective reformation in the arts and sciences of nature. For him, this
was a holy work, a work of practical charity inseparable from spiritual
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